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ABSTRACT 

Dietary factors are important modifiable risk factors for adverse blood pressure (BP). 

Previous literature on relationships of dietary glycaemic index (GI) and glycaemic 

load (GL) to BP were not consistent and research was limited in East Asian 

populations. The International Collaborative Study of Macro-/Micro-nutrients and BP 

(INTERMAP) is a cross-sectional epidemiological study to investigate the role of 

multiple dietary factors in the aetiology of unfavourable BP levels, including 7 

population samples from China and Japan. Eight BP, four anthropometric measures, 

four 24-hour dietary recalls, and two 24-hour urine samples were collected in four 

visits. GI values of food codes were assigned using existing national and 

international database of GI values following developed algorithm, and the 

relationships of dietary GI/GL to BP were explored. The INTERMAP China 

Prospective (ICP) Study is the follow-up of three INTERMAP Chinese populations 

with extensive data collection aiming to investigate the dietary exposure and its 

relation to BP changes. A BP calibration study was conducted and calibration 

equations were generated to make BP data comparable with different devices 

between the baseline and the follow-up. Findings showed that dietary GI and GL 

were not directly associated with BP in Chinese and Japanese populations. Among 

the baseline participants in the ICP Study, higher intake of dietary total protein and 

glutamic acid at baseline tended to be associated with smaller BP increase; higher 

intake of vegetable protein and glutamic acid at baseline tended to be associated 

with lower risk of incident hypertension (HTN). Results suggested protein intake, 

especially glutamic acid (the predominant dietary amino acid, especially in vegetable 

protein), may be associated with less BP increase with age and lower risk of incident 

HTN in long-term, and this may have implications for nutritional approaches to 
control high BP levels and slow down BP increase with age in populations.   

 

Word count for abstract: 299 
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1   GENERAL AND SPECIFIC AIMS 

Adverse blood pressure (BP) is the leading cause of premature death and disability 

worldwide. Despite the huge burden caused by adverse BP, its aetiology and 

pathophysiology is still poorly understood. Dietary intakes have been recognized as 

an important risk factor for adverse BP, however, the relationship of dietary 

carbohydrate (CHO) intake, especially the quality of CHO intake, to BP is largely 

unexplored. The current study aimed to expand the findings on diet and BP relations, 

with a focus on quality of dietary CHO intake, using data from established cohorts, 

and achieve a quantitative advance in knowledge on the aetiopathogenesis of 

adverse BP levels. Besides, a BP calibration study was designed to compare two 

different types of BP recording devices and to enable comparisons of BP values by 

device.  

Specific aims of this study include:  

Aim (1) Develop a glycaemic index (GI) and glycaemic load (GL) database of East 

Asian foods and explore the cross-sectional relationship between dietary GI/GL and 

blood pressure (BP) in East Asian populations of the International Collaborative 

Study of Macro-/Micro-nutrients and BP (INTERMAP). 

Aim (2) Analyse the BP calibration data and create a statistical model for comparing 

the BP measurements produced by the random zero sphygmomanometer (RZS) 

method with a modern day automated device. 

Aim (3) Investigate diet, BP and BP changes between baseline and follow-up 

measures in the INTERMAP China Prospective (ICP) Study (Beijing and Shanxi 

population samples). 
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(a) Describe current characteristics of followed up participants in the ICP Study.  

(b) Describe dietary changes in the past 20 years using data from ICP Study.  

(c) Describe BP changes in the past 20 years using data from ICP Study.  

(d) Explore determinants (dietary exposure at the baseline in particular) of BP 

changes and incident hypertension in the follow-up using data from ICP Study. 

(e) Compare follow-up BP/BP change, cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors 

(including dietary factors and lipid profiles) and risk of CVD death at the follow-up 

between groups identified as low and high CVD risk at baseline using data from ICP 

Study.
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2   BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
	

In this chapter, the accumulated evidence of the following aspects has been 
reviewed and summarised, including:  

(1) adverse BP and its risk factors: studies published in English before 28 June 2016 

were searched in PubMed with the terms (“blood pressure” OR “hypertension”) AND 

(“cardiovascular disease” OR “risk factors” OR “dietary intake” OR “diet” OR 
“nutrients”);  

(2) dietary GI and GL and its related health effects: studies published in English and 

Chinese before 28 June 2016 were searched in PubMed and China Integrated 

Knowledge Resources Database with the terms (“blood pressure” OR “hypertension” 

OR “diabetes” OR “obesity” OR “Chinese” OR “Japanese”) AND (“glycaemic index” 
OR “glycemic index” OR “glycaemic load” OR “glycemic load”);  and  

(3) health and dietary transition in China: studies published in English before 28 June 

2016 were searched in PubMed with the terms (“health transition” OR “dietary 

transition” OR “nutritional transition”) AND (“China”).  

In literature review, evidence hierarchical system was referred and used to evaluate 

how certainty in the evidence. Systemic reviews and meta-analyses, randomised 

controlled trials and large-scale cohort studies with high quality1 (well designed and 

conducted and several standards to evaluate, i.e., description of randomization and 

blinding process, proportion of loss-to-follow-up and power analyses for assessing 
randomized trials) were prioritized to be included in literature review for this study.    

 

2.1  Blood pressure 

2.1.1 Blood pressure and Cardiovascular Disease  

CVD is the leading cause of death worldwide, which accounts for more than 15 

million deaths (nearly 30% of all deaths) in 20102. Adverse BP (including pre-

hypertension [pre-HTN] and hypertension [HTN]) has been recognised as a major 

risk factor for CVD. In the Framingham Study, an approximately four-times increase 
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was noted in incidence of coronary heart disease3, 4 and over five-times increase in 

incidence of stroke for participants with HTN4, 5. Using the comparative risk 

assessment approach, the Global Burden of Disease Study estimated that around 

9.4 million (95% uncertainty interval [UI]: 8.6 million to 10.1 million) out of the 15.6 

million CVD deaths in 2010 were attributable to complications of HTN6.  

The Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, 

Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC 7) defines normal BP as 

systolic BP (SBP) less than 120 millimetres of mercury (mm Hg) and diastolic BP 

(DBP) less than 80 mm Hg; pre-HTN for those with BPs ranging from 120 to 139 mm 

Hg SBP and/or 80 to 89 mm Hg DBP; HTN as SBP of 140 mm Hg or more and/or 

DBP of 90 mm Hg or more and/or taking anti-hypertensive medication7. The 

relationship between BP and CVD, including coronary heart disease and stroke, is 

positive, independent, strong, graded and continuous8.	The risk of CVD doubles with 

each increment of 20/10 mm Hg, with no apparent threshold7, 9, 10.  

A number of large prospective randomized trials of anti-hypertensive medications 

provided robust evidence that decreased BP level has been associated with 

reductions in CVD morbidity and mortality11, 12:	overall a decrease of mean SBP for 

10-12 mm Hg or mean DBP for 5-6 mm Hg in long-term is associated with 35-40% 

less stroke and 20-25% less coronary heart disease. In middle-aged populations 

whose are at higher risk for CVDs than younger populations, a 2-mm Hg lower usual 

SBP is associated with about 10% lower risk of stroke death and 7% lower mortality 
from ischaemic heart disease or other vascular causes8. 

Recently several published studies in 2015 showed that intensive lowering BP level 

could provide additional benefits for the patients13, 14; preliminary findings of the 

Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention Trial (SPRINT)13 reported that more intensive 

management of high BP with achieving a target SBP of 120 mm Hg, significantly 

reduced rates of cardiovascular events and lowers risk of death by almost a quarter, 

compared to the standard-treatment group with the target SBP of 140 mm Hg (a 

commonly recommended BP target). A meta-analysis of 44,989 participants in 19 

trials14 found that more intensive BP lowering treatment (with mean BP levels of 

133/76 mm Hg after treatment) achieved 14% reduction of CVD events, 13% 

reduction of myocardial infarction, 22% reduction of stroke, 10% reduction of 
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albuminuria, and 19% reduction of retinopathy progression. An overview of important 
studies on BP and CVDs is presented in Table 2.1. 

 

2.1.2 Prevalence of hypertension and prehypertension worldwide 

While large amounts of consistent evidence proved adverse effects of high BP on 

cardiovascular health, pre-HTN/HTN is still markedly prevalent worldwide, which 

results in a huge burden of CVDs and premature deaths worldwide. According to the 

global status report on non-communicable diseases (NCDs) 2010, around 40% of 

adults aged 25 years and above had been diagnosed with HTN globally in 200815, 

and temporal trend analysis showed that while the prevalence of high BP fell 

modestly between 1980 and 2008, whereas the number of people with raised BP 

rose from 605 million in 1980 to 978 million in 2008 which was possibly due to 

population growth and ageing, increased clinical screenings, better diagnosis and 
earlier detection of HTN 15, 16.  

In United States of America (USA), trends in prevalence, awareness, treatment and 

control of HTN were examined in national representative population samples in the 

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), and it found that in 

2011-201217, HTN affected 29.1% of the adult population, which was about 70 million 

people. Among those adults with HTN, 82.8% were aware of their HTN status, 75.7% 

were currently taking anti-hypertensive medication, and 51.9% had controlled their 

BP level under 140/90 mm Hg17,	18. Trends analyses19 showed that prevalence of HTN 

increased from 23.9% in 1988-1994 to 28.5% in 1999-2000, but remain stable 

between 1999-2000, 2007-2008 (29.0%) and 2011-2012 (29.1%). The rates of HTN 

control improved significantly from 27.3% in 1988-1994 to 50.1% in 2007-2008 and 

51.9% in 2011-2012, but still nearly half of all patients with HTN did not have their 

BP under control. Pre-HTN is associated with increased risks for CVD events20, a 

study documented that the overall prevalence of pre-HTN was 36.3% among 

disease-free adult NHANES participants in 1999-200621. Elevated BP, including HTN 

and pre-HTN, affects more than 60% of the USA population17,	19,	21,	22, and it is a 

serious challenge in the prevention of CVD.   
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Table 2.1  A summary of the most important studies on blood pressure (BP) and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) 

Study Objectives Study Design Population Age Results 

Framingham 
Heart Study 

Identify the common 
risk factors that 
contribute to CVD 
by following its 
development over a 
long period of time 
in a large group of 
participants who 
were free of CVDs. 

 Prospective 
observational 
study 

5,209 Framingham 
residents (original 
cohort: 2,344 men 
and 2,865 women) 

28-62 years  

Nearly four-times increase in incidence 
of CHD and over five-times increase in 
incidence of stroke for study 
participants with HTN (was defined as 
BP of 160/95 mm Hg or higher)3, 5; 
SBP was a better predictor of 
cerebrovascular disease and heart 
failure than DBP23, 24. 

MONICA 
Study 

Measure the trends 
and determinants of 
CVD in many 
populations over 10 
years. 

 Prospective 
observational 
study 

41 populations in 
22 MONICA 
Collaborating 
Countries (32,422 
men and 32,554 
women) 

35-64 years  A large difference in SBP among the 
MONICA study populations25; BP 
change or trends in collaborating 
countries. 

Seven 
Countries 
Study 

Study the strength 
of the associations 
for the risk factors in 
relation to the 
occurrence of CVD 
mortality during 
follow-up in different 
cultures. 

 Prospective 
observational 
study 

12,761 men from 
16 cohorts who 
resided in seven 
countries (USA, 
Finland, 
Netherlands, Italy, 
Greece, former 
Yugoslavia, and 
Japan) 

40-59 years 

SBP in middle-aged men was an 
important predictor of CHD mortality in 
all cohorts and past BP levels are more 
important than recent values; relative 
risk of CHD associated with BP is 
similar but absolute risk differs among 
the cohorts26. 

     
                        Continued on next page 
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Table 2.1 continued, page 2    
 

A Meta-
analysis of 
individual 
data by 
Prospective 
Studies 
Collaboration 

Assess the age-
specific relevance of 
BP to CVDs in a 
wide range of 
circumstances by 
pooling individual 
data for nearly 1 
million adults. 

A meta-
analysis of 61 
prospective 
observational 
study 

958,074 
participants in 61 
prospective 
studies (during 
12.7 million 
person-years at 
risk 

40-89 years 

Usual BP is strongly and directly 
related to CVD and overall mortality 
throughout middle and old age8, 
without any evidence of a threshold 
down to at least 115/75 mm Hg. 

SPRINT 
Study 

Test whether a 
lower SBP goal 
(e.g., <120 mm Hg) 
will reduce clinical 
CVD events more 
than a standard goal 
currently 
recommended. 

2-arm 
randomized 
clinical trial 

9,361 participants 
without diabetes at 
102 clinical sites in 
USA 

at least 50 
years 

Targeting a SBP of less than 120 mm 
Hg resulted in lower rates of fatal and 
nonfatal major CVD events and death 
from any cause compared with less 
than 140 mm Hg13. 

BP: blood pressure; CVD: cardiovascular disease; CHD: coronary heart disease; HTN: hypertension; SBP: systolic blood pressure;  
DBP: diastolic blood pressure; MONICA: Monitoring trends and determinants in cardiovascular disease; USA: United States of 
America; SPRINT: Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention Trial. 
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The United Kingdom (UK) is facing the similar challenge from HTN. According to 

“Health Survey for England 2013”27, the age-standardised prevalence of HTN in 

adults aged 16 years and over was 30% in men and 25% in women, while control 

rate for HTN was only 30% in men and 40% in women.  

HTN is prevalent not only in Western countries, it is epidemic in Eastern Asian 

countries as well. In Japan, due to its national public health campaigns and 

community-based programmes including health promotion on lifestyles (i.e. reducing 

salt intake) and regular health check for CVDs28 since 1960, surveillance data from 

national surveys showed that the prevalence of HTN in general population is 

decreasing29, especially in the group aged 40-49 years. The prevalence of HTN in 

this age group decreased from 45.7% to 29.9% in men, and from 31.6% to 12.6% in 

women between 1980 and 2010. However,  it still has been estimated that in 2010 

there were 43 million hypertensive patients29, 23.3 million in men and 19.7 million in 

women nationwide.  

Adverse BP level has become a key health issue in China. According to the China 

National Nutrition and Health Survey (NNHS) in 2002, the prevalence of HTN was 18% 

(equivalent to about 160 million) in adult Chinese population, but only 24% of the 

hypertensive persons were aware of their condition, 20% were treated and less than 

4% were under control, which means more than 150 million HTN patients in China 

did not have their BP adequately controlled in 200230. Another multi-centre national 

cooperative study reported that 21.9% of Chinese adults have pre-HTN in 200131. A 

crude estimation thus can be made based on these data that BP level of about 40% 
(more than 350 million) of Chinese population is not optimal in 2001-2002.  

A report from China Kadoorie Biobank Study32, which enrolled more than half a 

million participants aged 35-79 years in 10 geographically defined regions during 

2004-2008, showed that prevalence of HTN is 32.5% in these selected populations, 

but only 4.2% of those with HTN had their BP under control, and the results are 

consistent with previous nationally representative surveys in China as well. 

The most recent national wide survey in China, which were sampled from 162 

national surveillance points and enrolled 98,548 adults in 2010, reported that the 
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weighted prevalence of HTN was 33.5%33, thus approximately 330 million of adults in 

China had HTN in 2010. Another study estimated trends of HTN prevalence in China 

between 2002 and 2012 by meta-regression analysis from published studies, and 

found that the age-standardised prevalence of HTN increased by 1.4% per year 

during this period34. 

Similarly to other countries in the world, elevated BP level is a leading risk factor to 

cardiovascular deaths and deaths from all-causes in China. A large prospective 

cohort study with a mean of 8.3 years of follow-up in nationally representative 

population sample of 169,871 Chinese adults found that 60% of cardiovascular 

deaths and more than 20% of deaths from all-causes were attributable to HTN and 

pre-HTN, which can be interpreted that adverse BP level accounted for 2.33 million 

(95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.21-2.45) cardiovascular deaths in China in 200535. 

This result was consistent with the estimate from the Global Burden of Diseases in 

China, which reported that 24.6% (21.9-27.2%) of deaths from all-causes and 12.0% 
(10.4-13.5%) of Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) were attributable to high BP36.  

Compared with developed countries such as USA, UK and Japan in which 

prevalence of HTN is decreasing recently and a relatively much higher control rate of 

adverse BP level has been achieved, and considering the much larger population 

size in China, the problem of high BP is even more serious. Adverse BP and its 

related CVDs in China is affecting hundreds of millions people and resulting in a 

huge burden from CVDs, especially from haemorrhagic stroke 37 of which the 

proportion is much higher in China than in western countries38, and is killing more 

than 2 million people (more than 1 million are premature death) in China each year35.  

In summary, the epidemic of adverse BP level, including HTN and pre-HTN, has 

become a major public health problem worldwide and an effective approach is 

needed to prevent its related burdens of CVDs.   

2.1.3 Risk factors for high blood pressure 

In order to answer the question of how to prevent development of adverse BP, the 

risk factors leading to pre-HTN/HTN have to be identified. Genetic factors, age, 

socioeconomic status (SES), and many lifestyle factors which are potentially 

modifiable risk factors, including psychological stress, body weight, physical activity, 
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alcohol consumption, and dietary factors in particular, have been associated with 
unfavourable BP levels-all discussed below.  

(a) Genetics and blood pressure 

Family studies have shown that genetic factors contribute substantially to BP 

variability among individuals. Individuals who have a first-degree relative affected by 

HTN are estimated to be at 2- to 5-fold increased the relative risk of high BP39.  

Recent efforts used genome-wide scans to analyse heritability for BP phenotypes 

and detect and identify new loci for HTN susceptibility39-45. A study in the largest 

families from Framingham Heart Study found that 50-60% of BP variability in long-

term are attributable to additive genetic factors, and revealed a BP quantitative trait 

locus on chromosome 1743. 

A genome-wide association study, in one of the largest genomic studies, conducted 

by the International Consortium of Blood Pressure Genome-Wide Association 

Studies, identified 29 genetic variations that influence BP, in which 16 of them are 

previously unknown loci41. A BP genetic risk score based on those 29 significant 

variants was associated with risk of high BP across ethnic groups, and increased the 
risk of HTN complications, such as stroke, heart failure and coronary heart disease.  

A meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies of BP in 19,608 subjects of east 

Asian ancestry from the AGEN-BP consortium46 confirmed 7 loci previously identified 

in populations of European descent, moreover, at 12q24.13 near aldehyde 

dehydrogenase 2 (ALDH2), strong association signals were observed with ethnic 
specificity.  

Regarding the research on genetic factors and BP in Chinese populations, previous 

studies have reported that genetic changes of complement factor H (CFH) and its 

related genes, including rs2274700 (A473A) and rs7542235 (CFHR1–3Δ), and 

variants in or near FGF5, CYP17A1 and MTHFR, were significantly associated with 

BP level and/or HTN risk in a population-based cohort of 3,210 middle-aged Chinese 

Hans47, 48. The association between genetic predisposition to higher BP and risk of 

incident HTN was examined in a larger study of 26,262 individuals in 2 Chinese 

population-based prospective cohorts49. A genetic risk score based on 22 

established variants for BP in East Asian populations was found to be significantly 
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and independently associated with BP level, risk of incident HTN and CVD (with P-
value ranged from 4.57×10–3 to 3.10×10–6). 

(b) Age and blood pressure 

Many epidemiologic studies have shown that average BP usually rises with 

increased age. Follow-up of participants in the Framingham Heart Study for 30 

years50 showed that a consistent linear rise of SBP with age existed in all 4 index 

examination SBP groups. The change pattern of DBP was different, which showed a 

significant early rise from ages 30 to 49 years and late declining to at least 84 years 
of age, with a transition around age 50 to 60 years.  

Elevated BP and HTN is more common in older age group. NHANES reported that 

the prevalence of HTN among USA adults in 2003-2004 was 7.3�0.9%, 32.6�2.0%, 

and 66.3�1.8% in the 18 to 39, 40 to 59, and �60 age groups respectively51. 

However, the increase of BP with age which has been observed and documented in 

many populations around the world, is not universal. It has been reported that in four 

remote populations (Yanomamo and Xingu Indians of Brazil and rural populations in 

Kenya and Papua New Guinea) in which sodium (Na) excretion was very low in the 

International Cooperative Study of The Relation of Electrolyte Excretion and Other 

Factors to Blood Pressure (INTERSALT) Study, the BP did not increase with age 

and BP level was low at all ages52. The Kenyan Luo migration study showed that 

when individuals from a low BP population migrated to an urban area, the slope of 

SBP with age started to increase with time at 6 months, and it differed significantly 

between men in the urban migrated and rural controlled groups by 24 months53. This 

rapid change in BP trait in a few years implies that environmental factors play a key 

role in determining age-related changes in BP, and provides clues to prevent and 

control BP rise with age.   

(c) Socioeconomic status and blood pressure 

Indicators of SES, including income, years of education, marital status, and 

occupation etc. have inverse relationships with BP levels in a number of 

observational studies54-59.    
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The associations between SES and SBP and whether behavioural risk factors 

mediate the association were examined in the National Longitudinal Study of 

Adolescent Health57. Multivariate analyses showed that higher household income, 

higher education level and being married were associated with lower SBP 

independently.  

In Residential Environment and CORonary heart Disease Study (RECORD Study), 

both of decreasing individual education and decreasing residential neighbourhood 

education were linked to increased SBP independently56, and body mass index (BMI), 

waist circumference and resting heart rate mediated an appreciable share of this 
association. 

A systematic review found that lower SES was associated with higher BP in almost 

all studies in developed countries and the magnitude of the association between 

SES and BP varied but generally was quite small: mean SBP in the lowest SES 

group was about 2-3 mmHg higher than the highest SES groups with adjustment for 
age60. 

The effect of SES on BP is mediated by health behaviours such as diet, physical 

activity, alcohol consumption, smoking and other potential risk factors which affect 

BP levels55. A study comparing several ethnic groups in USA and China found that 

the association between SES and untreated HTN varied by countries and ethnic 

groups, and SES did not completely explain those differences55. An important 

explanation for this variation was the differential effect of SES on mediating risk 

factors (obesity, physical activity etc.). A direct relation between SES and BP had 

often been identified in undeveloped or developing countries60, which may be 

attributable to a higher prevalence of obesity, and higher salt and alcohol 
consumption among the higher SES groups in those countries or areas. 

In addition to cross-sectional data, longitudinal studies also have demonstrated that 

lower SES may exert long-term adverse effects on BP. Data from over 30 years 

follow-up of 3,890 participants of the Framingham Offspring Study have shown that 

participants with =<12 years education had higher SBP of 3.26 mm Hg in females 

and 2.26 mm Hg in males compared participants with >=17 years education after 
adjustment for age61. 
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SES could affect BP levels through its mediating factors. Better understanding of its 

mediating mechanisms which are usually potentially modifiable (i.e.: obesity, 

physical activity and diet) and development of preventive interventions accordingly 

will help to address the problem of HTN epidemic and health disparities among 
different social groups.  

(d) Stress and blood pressure 

Several studies showed that stress may contribute to the development of BP62-66. 

In a study enrolled 337 men and 317 women who were working in a government tax 

office the impact of work stress on long-term BP were examined62. No direct 

associations were found between measures of work stress and BP, but it did find 

that the ways that individuals reported coping with stress (“adaptive” or “maladaptive” 

coping mechanisms) were significantly associated with both job stress and BP levels, 

and BP elevation effects appeared to be mediated largely by lifestyle and behaviours, 

such as dietary pattern, drinking habits and physical activity.  

A systematic review of observational studies64 including 14 studies up to February 

2007 found that chronic stress and particularly the non-adaptive response to stress 

are more likely leading to HTN, while acute stress is probably not a cause of high BP.  

Exposure to severe stress in early life (separation in the study) and its long-term 

effects on BP was investigated in a Finland cohort with 1,361 participants65. 192 of 

those participants had been evacuated abroad during World War II and they likely 

experienced severe stress in those years. It found that SBP of those separated 

persons were significantly higher in adult life than the non-separated people, 

moreover, age at separation and duration of separation also markedly influenced BP 
levels in adult life.        

An updated systematic review and meta-analysis on stress reduction approaches 

and BP63 showed that only the Transcendental Meditation program was associated 

with significant reductions in BP (SBP/DBP: -5.0/-2.8 mm Hg; P=0.002/0.02) while 
other stress reduction approaches cannot significantly lower high BP level.  

A cross-sectional study assessed the effects of psychological stress on HTN in 5,976 

middle-aged community-based individuals in China, and it found that women who 
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experienced either stress at work or at home had a greater risk of HTN after further 
adjustment of traditional risk factors, but did not find the similar relationship in men67.   

(e) Body weight and blood pressure 

Excess body weight (including overweight and obesity) is linked to adverse BP level. 

The positive association between body weight and BP and reduction in BP with 

weight loss have been reported consistently in observational studies and clinical 

trials68-79. 

In the Trials of Hypertension Prevention (TOHP) Study Phase I and Phase II68,	72, 

compared with control groups, the weight reductions in the intervention groups 

resulted in significant decreases in SBP and DBP in both the short term (Phase I, 18 

months) and in the relatively long term (Phase II, 36 months) as well. Subgroup 

analyses of Phase II showed that the greatest reduction in BP was achieved for the 

people who lost at least 4.5 kg body weight at 6 months and maintained this weight 

reduction for the next 30 months, and the risk for HTN is also the lowest and has 
been reduced by 65% compared with others. 

The influence of weight reduction on BP was investigated in a systematic review and 

meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials75. Net BP reductions were −1.05 mmHg 

(95% CI, −1.43 to −0.66) for SBP and −0.92 mmHg (95% CI, −1.28 to −0.55) for 

DBP associated with per kilogram of weight loss by means of energy restriction, 

increased physical activity, or both. Moreover, significantly larger BP reductions were 

achieved in populations with weight loss >5 kg on average than in populations with 
less weight loss.  

A more recent systematic review including 9 experimental studies and 8 cohort 

studies published between 1990 and 2008 with follow-up of at least 2 years, reported 

that 1 kg weight loss approximately reduced SBP 1 mm Hg which is similar to 

previous reviews76. However, this BP reduction with weight loss was only observed in 

studies with follow-up periods of 2 to 3 years; in longer term (> 3 years), BP may 

revert back to initial or even higher levels among participants. No significant 

association between weight loss and DBP difference was found. The review 

suggested that other aspects of lifestyle difference (such as increasing amount of 

physical activity, improving quality of diet) may also be critical for adverse BP 
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although weight loss is important, and the authors also suggested that individual 

patient data analyses should be made to explore and identify successful intervention 

components in lifestyle intervention for weight (often includes environmental, 

behavioural and attitudinal changes) with adequately adjusting confounding factors 

(such as baseline BP, medication use, salt reduction, duration of intervention and 
contact, or even weight category itself). 

The most commonly used measure for classifying body weight and obesity in adults 

is the body mass index (BMI), which is calculated as weight (kg) divided by the 

square of height (m) (kg/m2). The World Health Organization (WHO) defines that a 

BMI greater than or equal to 25 is overweight and a BMI greater than or equal to 30 

is obesity80. In INTERSALT and some other large observational studies, BMI was 

positively associated with SBP and DBP level69,	71,	73,	74,	77. Other indices of adiposity 

include waist circumference (WC) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) and waist-to-stature 

ratio (WSR), which are markers for abdominal/central obesity. Data from the third 

NHANES (1988-1994) showed that abdominal obesity (defined as WC >=102 cm in 

men and >=88 cm in women) was associated with a two to three times increased risk 

of HTN in several populations of USA70. Some studies reported that WC is even a 

stronger predictor of BP than BMI after adjustment for confounders in multiple 

regression models in some populations74,	77,	78. 

Cross-sectional data from 16 cohorts in Asians, comprising 9,095 men and 11,732 

women aged 35-74 years, were pooled to assess and compare BMI with WC, WHR, 

and WSR in association with risk of HTN81. Five studies in Chinese populations were 

included for analyses. And it found that age-adjusted odd ratios (ORs) for HTN in 

men (women) for 1 standard deviation (SD) increase in BMI, WC, WHR, and WSR 

were 1.68 (1.55), 1.66 (1.51), 1.45 (1.28), and 1.63 (1.50), and further analyses of 

areas under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves showed that BMI and 

central obesity indicators were equally well associated with HTN in all individuals 

regardless of age and gender81.   

A recent study found that the effect of body weight (using BMI/WC to define 

overweight and obesity) and BP is modified by the insulin resistance79: the ORs of 

BMI/WC associated with incident HTN increased significantly with quartiles of 

baseline homeostasis model assessment (which can used to assess level of insulin 
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resistance) (OR, 1.3, 1.1, 1.5, and 2.5 in quartiles of level of insulin resistance; 

P=0.006 for trend) and the prevalence of incident HTN was significantly higher in the 

insulin-resistant adiposity group than in the insulin-sensitive adiposity group (32.1% 

versus 22.1%, P<0.001) in this cohort study. 

(f) Physical activity and blood pressure 

Regular physical activity (PA) was associated with lower risk of HTN82, and has been 

shown to be protective from CVDs as well83. Observational epidemiologic studies, 

prospective individual intervention trials, and systematic reviews and meta-analysis 

of available randomised trials supported the inverse relationship between PA and BP 

level82-87.  

A longitudinal analysis of relationship between changes in PA and BP was reported 

in a cohort study of 1,679 women and 1,532 men aged 18 and above in China88. 

Participants whose PA levels decreased >= 25 metabolic equivalent of task (MET) 

per week had significantly higher SBP compared with those participants who 

maintained their PA levels in the follow-up (2.9 mm Hg for females, P=0.01; 2.5 mm 

Hg for males, P=0.03) and DBP (1.9 mm Hg for females, P=0.02; 1.4 mm Hg for 
males, P=0.05).  

A meta-analysis based on 2,419 hypertensive and normotensive participants from 54 

randomized controlled trials found that aerobic exercise was associated with a 

significant reduction for mean SBP (-3.84 mmHg, 95% CI: -4.97 to -2.72 mmHg, 

P<0.001) and mean DBP (-2.58 mmHg, 95% CI: -3.35 to -1.81 mmHg, P<0.001) 

respectively84. This association was consistent in all interested subgroup analyses, 

such as three ethnic groups, hypertensive or normotensive groups, and overweight 

or normal-weight groups. As mentioned before, regular physical activity along with 

energy intake restriction (diet improvement) is usually recommended as a way to 

achieve and maintain weight loss. However, in this meta-analysis, BP level was 

reduced markedly while the overall intervention-related weight loss (-0.42 kg) was 

not statistically significant and was not associated with mean BP reduction, which 

might suggest that the effects of exercise on BP was at least partially independent of 

change in body weight84. 
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Increasing in PA should be considered an important component of lifestyle 
modification to help prevent HTN and CVD. 

(g) Alcohol consumption and blood pressure 

Consumption of excessive alcohol has been consistently associated with elevated 

BP level and risk of HTN in observational studies89-92.  

In the INTERSALT Study, the association between BP level and alcohol 

consumption for each of 7 days before standardised BP measurement were 

examined in 4,844 men and 4,837 women aged 20-59 years worldwide (50 

centres)89. It found that alcohol intake was significantly associated with BP in both 

men and women after adjustment several key confounders (i.e.: BMI, urinary Na and 

potassium [K]). Thus, alcohol consumption was independent of and added to the 
effect on BP of BMI and urinary excretion of Na and K. 

 A systematic review and meta-analysis identified 12 cohort studies (from the USA, 

Japan and Korea) and examined the dose-response relationship prospectively 

between average daily alcohol consumption and risk of HTN90. It found that there 

was a linear dose-relationship for men, with a relative risk of 1.57 at 50 grams pure 

alcohol per day and 2.47 at 100 grams per day. But for women, a J-shape 

relationship was identified: a modest but significant protective effect at or below 

about 5 grams of pure alcohol per day, but thereafter alcohol consumption was 

associated with BP positively with a relative risk (RR) of 1.81 at 50 grams per day 
and of 2.81 at 100 grams per day. 

The China Kadoorie Biobank Study in 0.5 million Chinese people also documented a 

cross-sectional association between excess alcohol consumption and BP in males92, 

and each 20 grams/day (or 140 grams/week) alcohol consumed was associated with 

2 mm Hg higher SBP and 1 mm Hg higher DBP.  

Intervention studies have also reported the reduction of alcohol consumption 

resulted in decreased BP levels. A meta-analysis of 15 trials93 (2,234 participants in 

total) showed that decreased alcohol consumption (the median percentage of self-

reported alcohol reduction was 76%, with a range from 16%-100%) was associated 

with significant reductions in SBP (-3.31 mm Hg, 95% CI: -2.52 to -4.10 mm Hg) and 

DBP (-2.04 mm Hg, 95% CI: -1.49 to -2.58 mm Hg ) respectively, and there was a 
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dose-response relationship between mean percentage of alcohol reduction and 
mean BP reduction. 

Mendelian randomization approach was used in a systematic review to provide 

further evidence on the nature of association between alcohol consumption and BP94. 

A polymorphism in ALDH2 was used as a surrogate for measuring alcohol 

consumption: individuals with the homozygous for the null variant (*2*2) (common in 

some East Asian populations) are unable to fully metabolise alcohol and would 

experience adverse symptoms95 when drinking alcohol and consequently drink much 

less alcohol than wild-type homozygotes (*1*1) or heterozygotes. The researchers 

hypothesized that this gene polymorphism may affect the risk of HTN and BP levels. 

It found out that in males mean SBP of individuals with wild-type homozygotes (*1*1) 

and individuals with heterozygotes was 7.44 mm Hg (95% CI 5.39-9.49, P=1.1	×10-12) 

and 4.24 mm Hg (95% CI 2.18-6.31, P=0.00005)  higher than individuals with *2*2 

homozygotes respectively, and the risk of HTN is also much higher among 

individuals having wild-type homozygotes (*1*1) and heterozygotes compared with 

individuals with *2*2 homozygotes. These data provided robust evidence that alcohol 
consumption has a direct effect on BP. 

(h) Micronutrients and blood pressure 

Several micronutrients are associated with BP, including dietary Na, K, calcium (Ca), 
and magnesium (Mg)96-112.  

In the INTERSALT Study, the associations between dietary electrolytes (Na and K 

intake in particular) and BP were assessed of in 10,079 men and women in 52 

populations worldwide97. 24-hour urinary electrolytes were used as measurements of 

micronutrients intake. Standardized methods were developed to collect complete 24-

hour urine specimens and the urinary Na and K was measured in a central 

laboratory for all specimens. The INTERSALT Study found that both of urinary Na 

and urinary Na/K ratio was positively associated with BP, while urinary K was 

inversely associated with BP: 100 mmol lower 24-hour urinary Na was significantly 

associated with 3/0 to 6/3 mm Hg lower SBP/DBP level on average (with and without 

BMI in the model)100. Several observational studies reported the relations of Na and 

K intake and BP in Chinese populations which were consistent with the results of the 

INTERSALT Study. A study enrolled 3,105 participants aged 25-65 years from 12 
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various regions of China (4 urban, 6 rural, 1 fishing, and 1 salt-producing areas) 

reported the positive association between BP and urinary Na/urinary Na/K ratio in 

each of the 12 regions, and an inverse association between BP and urinary K in 3 

regions110. Another study of 705 rural farmers from Shanxi and Guangxi and 

fishermen from Zhejiang documented similar direct relationship between urinary Na 

and SBP111. The relation of Na/K consumption and its geographical variations to BP 

level were assessed in 3 Chinese populations (2 in the North, and 1 in the South of 

China) from the INTERMAP Study (more details about this study will be provided in 

below)104. The BP level was significantly much lower in the South than in the North 

China (SBP: 116.3 mm Hg versus 123.7 mm Hg; DBP: 68.6 mm Hg versus 75.5 mm 

Hg), while the urinary Na (139.2 mmol [8.1 grams salt intake equivalent] in the South 

versus 271.4 mmol [15.9 grams salt intake] in the North) and Na/K ratio (3.7 in the 

South versus 7.8 in the North) were significantly lower and urinary K was higher in 

the South. Multivariate linear analyses identified that 66% of the north-south 

difference in SBP could be explained by the difference in Na and K intake between 

the North and the South populations, after further adjustment of BMI and other 

covariates104. About 1/3 of the north-south difference in SBP could be explained by 
the difference in Na intake alone.  

In addition to a large amount of evidence from observational studies96,	97,	103,	104, 

randomized controlled trials and interventional studies which were designed to 

examine the effects of Na reduction on BP including Dietary Approach to Stop 

Hypertension (DASH)-Na trial101, and TOHP I and II68,	72, further corroborate the 

positive and causal relationship between Na consumption and BP. A systematic 

review and meta-analysis of 33 randomized controlled trials in 2609 participants 

found that K supplementation was associated with a significant reduction of SBP of 
3.11 mm Hg and DBP of 1.97 mm Hg109.  

Based on the knowledge that BP is directly associated with Na consumption but 

inversely associated with K consumption, low-Na, high-K salt substitute was 

produced and its effect on lowering BP was examined in the Rotterdam Study98 and 

the China Salt Substitute Study106. Both of those two studies reported that BP was 

reduced significantly in the salt-substitution group compared with the regular-salt 

group.  
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Inverse relations of dietary Ca and Mg to BP have been reported in both 

observational studies107,	108 and randomized trials (and meta-analysis)99, 102, 105, 112	as 

well. A systematic review and meta-analysis of 40 trials in 2,492 subjects found out 

that Ca supplementation with mean daily dose of 1200 mg significantly reduced SBP 

by 1.86 mm Hg and DBP by 0.99 mm Hg105. However, studies on dietary Ca 
supplementation and BP in Chinese populations generated inconsistent results113, 114. 

The relationship between dietary intake of Mg and BP was assessed in a qualitative 

review of 30 observational studies, and all 11 Pearson correlation coefficients (r) 

reported for SBP (significant in 3 studies, P<0.05) and 10 out of 12 for DBP 

(significant in 4 studies) were negative112. And later a quantitative meta-analysis of 

20 randomized trials among 1,220 participants reported that oral Mg 

supplementation resulted in a small non-significant overall reduction in BP, however, 

a dose-dependent effect of magnesium on BP was noticed102. There are few studies 

reported relation of dietary intake of Mg to BP in Chinese populations.        

(i) Macronutrients and blood pressure 

Accumulated evidence suggested a favourable effect of protein intake on BP, 

especially for plant protein intake. In the INTERSALT Study, the relations to BP in 

individuals of indices of dietary protein, from total nitrogen and urea nitrogen 

measured from 24-hour urine samples, were assessed among 10,020 men and 

women115. Significant and independent inverse relationships were found between BP 

and both total nitrogen and urea nitrogen, with adjustment for multiple confounding 

factors115. A study in three diverse Chinese populations also documented an inverse 

relationship of daily intake of animal protein, urinary sulphate, certain serum and 

urinary amino acids to BP111. And this inverse association was consistent with the 

results of following observational and interventional studies, including PREMIER 

Study116, and systematic review of studies117-119.  A systematic review and meta-

analysis of 40 trials including 3,277 participants until 2011 reported that increased 

dietary protein intake changed SBP by -1.76 mm Hg (P<0.001) and DBP by -1.15 

mm Hg (P=0.014) compared with carbohydrate intake, and the lowering effect of BP 
was similar between vegetable protein and animal protein119.  

Observational studies and meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials on fatty 

acids intake and BP120-122	reported inverse relationships of food omega-3 
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polyunsaturated fatty acids (PFA) (total, linoleic acid, long-chain) of individuals to BP 
with adjustments for possible confounders. 

Regarding carbohydrates (CHO) intake and BP, limited evidence is available and 

some studies had conflicting conclusions. A direct association between starch intake 

(mean value of 6-year, %kcal) and BP (6-year mean SBP and DBP) with multiple 

adjustments (including energy, alcohol, micronutrients and macronutrients) was 

documented among 11,342 American men with elevated heart disease risk aged 35-

57 years in the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial (MRFIT)123, but this finding was 

contrary to the results from Honolulu Heart Study among 615 Japanese-Hawaiian 

men, in which starch intake (grams/day) was inversely associated with BP with 

adjustment for age, body mass and alcohol (but no adjustment for total energy 

intake)124.Study difference, such as characteristics of participants (higher heart risk 

or not) and varied survey time-scales, may account for disparity in results. 

The DASH research group developed the DASH ‘combination’ diet based on the 

accumulated data on macronutrient and BP relations, and assessed the effect of the 

DASH diet on BP compared with typical American diet125. The DASH combination 

diet was rich in fruits, vegetables, and low-fat dairy foods and had reduced amounts 

of total fat and saturated fat, while the control diet (typical American diet) was lower 

in fruits, vegetables and dairy products and with typical average fat content of diets 

in the USA. 459 participants were enrolled and randomised to be fed one of three 

diets following for 8 weeks: the control diet, a diet rich in fruits and vegetables, or the 

DASH diet. It found that DASH diet can reduce BP substantially: compared to control 

diet group, the DASH diet resulted in a significant reduction in both SBP (5.5 mm Hg, 

P<0.001) and DBP (3.0 mm Hg, P <0.001). The diet rich in fruits and vegetables also 

reduced SBP by 2.8 mm Hg (P<0.001) and DBP 1.1 mm Hg (P = 0.07) more than 

the control diet. Subgroup analyses among subjects with HTN found that the DASH 

diet reduced SBP and DBP by 11.4 and 5.5 mm Hg more, compared to control diet 

group (P<0.001 for each). Results were similar after adjustment for gender, age, 

race, changes in weight, urinary Na excretion, baseline BP, and alcohol use125. 

Further analyses showed that the DASH diet reduced total cholesterol (TC) and low-

density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol relative to the control diet126. 
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The DASH diet which could lower BP and LDL cholesterol markedly was a CHO-rich 

diet, and later in the Optimal Macronutrient Intake Trial to Prevent Heart Disease 

(OmniHeart), the effects of OmniHeart diets on BP and other CVD risk factors were 

examined127. The OmniHeart diets followed the principles of the DASH diet, while 

reduced the amount of CHOs and made partial substitution of CHOs with protein 

(about half from plant sources) or unsaturated fat (predominantly monounsaturated 

fat). It found that the BP of participants on controlled CHO diet decreased by 8.2 mm 

Hg for SBP and 4.1 mm Hg for DBP compared with baseline. The diet rich in protein 

can further reduce mean SBP by 1.4 mm Hg (P=0.002) and by 3.5 mm Hg (P=0.006) 

among hypertensive participants, and unsaturated fat diet can further reduce mean 

SBP by 1.3 mm Hg (P=0.005) and by 2.9 mm Hg (P=0.02) among hypertensive 

participants, compared with the controlled feeding group with CHO-rich diet. The lipid 

profiles were improved (i.e. LDL) and estimated 10-year risk for coronary heart 

disease were reduced in intervention groups as well127. The OmniHeart Study 

showed that reducing its CHO content of the DASH diet and replacing with protein or 
unsaturated fat could result in further BP lowering.  

Specifically regarding the Chinese populations, analyses of dietary data from the 

NNHS in 2002 identified three major dietary patterns as ‘Western’, ‘traditional 

northern’, and ‘traditional southern’, and it reported that a higher Western pattern 

score and traditional northern pattern score was significantly associated with higher 

BP, whereas a higher traditional southern pattern score (a diet characterized by high 

intakes of fruit, pork, poultry, rice, vegetables, fish and seafood, soybean products 

and nuts) was significantly associated with a lower BP128. Moreover, a higher 

traditional southern pattern score was associated with lower risk of HTN independent 

of BMI (P for trend=0.01), and OR for the top versus bottom quartile of traditional 

southern pattern diet score was 0.75 (95% CI: 0.60-0.92). This southern Chinese 

diet has a similar composition of foods to the DASH combination diet, except low-fat 

dairy products128. These studies provided evidence and possibility that each country 

(i.e.: USA, and China) could develop culturally tailored dietary guidelines and food 
recommendations for effective prevention and management of HTN. 

(j) The INTERMAP Study 
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Based on previous findings on nutrients intake and BP, the INTERMAP Study was 

proposed in 1990s aiming to clarify the association of multiple dietary factors with 

adverse BP with strict standardization and extensive quality control procedures129	as 

a cross-sectional basic epidemiological investigation in diverse populations.	It 

provides a unique opportunity to investigate the role of nutritional factors in BP in 
East Asian and Western populations. 

Previous findings of the INTERMAP study mostly reported the cross-sectional 

independent associations of different nutrients intake and BP. These studies have 

shown that dietary vegetable protein130,  glutamic acid131, omega-3 PFA132, starch133, 

also mineral nutrients of Ca, Mg, phosphorous (P),134  and iron (Fe) (total and non-

haem)135 are inversely associated with BP (see Table 2.2). A recent review of major 

INTERMAP Study findings analysed the combined effects of multiple nutrients on BP 

using multivariable regression models involving various combinations of dietary 

variables. For all 4,680 INTERMAP participants, improved Na, K, Ca, Mg, P, non-

haem Fe, vegetable protein, PFA and elimination of heavy alcohol consumption gave 

a combined estimated lowering effect of SBP by more than 10 mm Hg136. Those 

apparently small but independent and additive effects of improving multiple macro- 
and micro-nutrients intake could be sizable and clinical significant in total.   
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Table 2.2 Findings of nutrients intake and blood pressure from INTERMAP 
Study 

Nutrients 
2 standard 
deviation 
difference 

Estimated average 
SBP differences* 

(mm Hg) 

Estimated average 
DBP differences* 

(mm Hg) 
Vegetable protein130 2.80 %kcal -2.14 -1.35 

    
Glutamic acid137 4.72% total protein -2.08 -1.02 

    
Total omega-3 
PFA132 0.669 %kcal -0.38  -0.48  

    
Starch133 14.11 %kJ -0.57  -0.51 
     
Dietary 
phosphorus134 

232.0 mg/1000 
kcal -1.77 -1.20 

    

Dietary calcium134 240.2 mg/1000 
kcal -1.78 -1.15 

    
Dietary 
magnesium134 75.6 mg/1000 kcal -2.79 -1.43 

    
Dietary total iron/ 4.20 mg/4.2 MJ -1.44  -0.71 
non-haem iron135 4.13 mg/4.2 MJ -1.51 -0.75 

* They were estimated average BP differences associated with 2-SDs higher intake after adjusting for potential 

confounders, including population sample, age, gender, adherence to a special diet, supplement intake, 

cardiovascular disease (CVD) or diabetes mellitus (DM) diagnosis, physical activity, family history of high BP, 24-

hour urinary sodium and potassium excretion and 7-day alcohol consumption.  

BP: blood pressure; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; PFA: polyunsaturated fatty 

acids. 

(k) Summary 

Shifting the overall BP distribution in general population downward to favourable 

levels (i.e.: <120/80 mm Hg) should be the long-term solution to prevent CVDs 

eventually, and the role of multiple dietary factors in the aetiology of adverse BP 

levels in general population is one of the important challenges for cardiovascular 

research138.  In INTERSALT and MRFIT and other epidemiologic studies, four 

important lifestyle-related and modifiable risk factors for adverse BP have been 

identified and repeatedly proved, including overweight and obesity (adverse calorie 

balance), excess alcohol use, high Na consumption, and inadequate K intake69,	89,	97,	

139-141. But these four known risk factors cannot encompass and explain all possible 
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effects of lifestyle and diet on BP. In two DASH feeding trials (DASH125 and DASH-

Na101) and OmniHeart randomized trial127, multiple dietary interventions have 

demonstrated the ability to lower BP levels significantly in both hypertensive patients 

and normotensive participants. However, the study designs in those trials could not 

assess influences of specific nutrients on BP changes and they are relatively in 

short-term, thus the long-term effects could not be known. Further research is 

warranted to clarify the relationships between individual nutrient and BP effects 
prospectively.  

 

2.2 Dietary carbohydrate intake, glycaemic index, glycaemic load 
and blood pressure 
In research of macronutrients intake and dietary pattern in relation to BP and other 

CVD related risk factors, most of studies focused on effects of dietary fat or protein 

intake and the patterns, such as impact of high-fat diet142 or a diet rich in unsaturated 

fat143,	144 or plant protein119,	145,	146 on BP. However, compared to dietary fat and protein 

which provide approximate 30% and 20% of energy requirements respectively, 

dietary CHOs contribute more than 50% energy intake daily in human diets. The 

important role played by CHOs in human metabolism and development of adverse 

BP and related CVDs has been highlighted in diet-heart hypothesis and nutritional 

epidemiology in recent years127,	147-154.  

As introduced above, OmniHeart Study demonstrated that partial substitution of 

CHO with protein and unsaturated fat in DASH diet could further reduce BP level. 

Due to complexity of carbohydrate category and metabolism, the relation of CHOs 

intake and pattern to BP and CVDs has been unclear. In today’s nutrition guidelines, 

recommendations related to CHOs intake focus on whole grain and dietary fibre 

intake155.  

There is a marked difference between Western diet and Eastern diet in CHOs intake, 

including categories and amounts of dietary CHOs. The quality and quantity of CHOs, 

as a key dietary pattern of CHOs intake, may lead to the varied prevalence of 
adverse BP and CVDs in different populations. 

2.2.1 Definition of glycaemic index and glycaemic load 
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Typically categorizations of dietary CHOs are simple sugars and complex CHOs, 

according to the degree of polymerization of CHO. However, their effects on health 

and metabolism, may be better categorized on the basis of their physiologic 

influences147. CHOs differ in their ability to increase blood glucose due to varied 

digestion and absorbed rates of foods. The substantially varied glycaemic responses, 

specifically the speed and magnitude of serum glucose variation following a meal, 

result in different patterns of insulin secretion and CHOs gut metabolism and may 

have implications for prevention of these metabolic conditions151.  

To address these challenges in impacts of CHOs intake, glycaemic index (GI) was 

proposed for the first time in 1981 by Jenkins et al156. GI is a system for classifying 

carbohydrate-containing foods and an indicator of CHOs quality, which measures 

how much carbohydrate-containing food raises blood glucose compared with a 

reference food156,	157. Thus, GI system demonstrates the blood glucose-raising 

potential of CHOs and rates of glucose kinetic clearance and GI of a specific food is 

determined primarily by the nature of the CHO consumed and by other dietary 

factors that affect nutrient digestibility or insulin secretion151,	158.  

The GI of a specific food is usually calculated as the incremental area under the 

curve (AUC) of blood glucose response following ingestion of a portion equivalent to 

50-grams available CHO of a test food, expressed as a percentage of the response 

following ingestion of a 50-g available CHO portion of the reference food of either 

glucose or white bread in the same subject156-158. 

 !"=
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Where Fx is the incremental AUC in subject x following ingestion 50-g available CHO 

from the test food and Gx  is mean of the AUC in subject x following ingestion 50-g 

available CHO from reference food on two or three separate occasions. The GI of 

that food is the mean of these values in n (n 10) subjects158. 

Glycaemic load (GL) is a related metric, and GL of a food is calculated by multiplying 

the GI value of a food by the total amount of available carbohydrates consumed from 
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that food, incorporating both the quality and quantity of the dietary CHOs consumed 

– both determinants of glycaemic response148,	159.  

Since GI/GL was proposed in 1981, a number of observational and interventional 

studies supported the hypothesis that a low dietary GI/GL diet may have a beneficial 

effect on diabetes and several risk factors for CVDs148,	151,	153,	such as obesity and 

blood lipid profile, however, only a few studies explored the relationship between 

dietary GI/GL on BP and generated inconsistent results. 

2.2.2 Glycaemic index, glycaemic load and diabetes 

The first important application of the concept of GI/GL was in management of 

diabetes patients. Diet GI influences CHO metabolism and that is the basis of 

management of blood glucose by food choices. High-GI meals stimulate more insulin 

secretion than low-GI meals because of relative postprandial hyperglycemia160,	161. In 

turn, direct effects of hyperglycemia162 and also the following state of primary 

hyperinsulinemia163 may cause insulin resistance in turn after habitual high-GI meals 

consuming151,	162,	163. An observation in human found that even a modest elevation in 

blood glucose level, less than the difference in postprandial glycaemia often 

observed after consumption of high GI diets compared with low-GI diets, may 

produce insulin resistance133. And in turn, insulin resistance caused compensatory 

hyperinsulinemia151 and thus habitual high-GI diets may initiate a cycle of 

hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance which places the beta cell of islet under long-

term increased demand151 and may impair the function of beta cells irreversibly. This 

theory may explain the relation of diet GI to diabetes occurrence. 

Some animal models151 demonstrated that rats treated with a high-GI diet developed 

hyperinsulinemia without insulin resistance by 7 weeks164, and insulin resistance by 8 

to 12 weeks165,	166. 

In Nurses’ Health Study, the relation between GI/GL and risk of type 2 diabetes was 

examined in 65,173 USA women aged 40 to 65 years with 6 years of follow-up167. 

915 incident cases of diabetes were documented. GI/GL value was derived and 

calculated from a validated semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire 

containing 134 food items. The dietary GI was found to be positively associated with 

risk of diabetes	after adjustment for BMI and other potential confounding factors. The 
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relative risk (RR) of diabetes was 1.37 (95% CI, 1.09-1.71, P for trend=0.005) 

comparing the highest with the lowest quintile. The GL was also positively 

associated with diabetes (RR=1.47; 95% CI, 1.16-1.86, P for trend=0.003). Similar 

results were found in Health Professionals’ Follow-up Study in 42,759 men aged 40-

75 years168. 

A recent review summarized results of 11 prospective studies that examined the 

relationship between GI and risk of type 2 diabetes before 2011148, and found that 7 

of the 11 prospective studies reported significantly positive associations and null 

findings of the remaining four studies might be explained by methodological flaws, 

such as no clinical confirmation of diabetes diagnosis, limited sample size and crude 

measurement of exposure-GI values148. The GL was also significantly positively 

associated with diabetes in 6 of 10 studies148, and one of the 6 studies strongly 

support this direct association based on 20 years of follow-up among 85,059 women 

in the Nurses’ Health Study (RR in a comparison of extreme deciles=2.47, 95% CI: 
1.75-3.47; P for trend <0.0001)169. 

Barclay et al.170 conducted a meta-analysis summarizing studies of GI and GL in 

relation to the risk of type 2 diabetes in 37 published prospective cohort studies. 

From 4 to 20 years of follow-up across studies, significantly positive associations 

were found in fully adjusted models (fibre intake was adjusted in all included studies) 

for type 2 diabetes compared the highest to lowest quintiles of GI and GL (GI RR = 
1.40, 95% CI: 1.23-1.59; GL RR = 1.27, 95% CI: 1.12-1.45; both P<0.0001). 

Due to the practical reality of research cost and relatively long period follow-up of 

intervention, there have been no clinical trials to determine whether low GI/GL diets 

can prevent diabetes. However, the effects of dietary GI/GL on management of 

blood glucose level, insulin secretion and clinical diabetes in normal subjects, as well 

as subjects with impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes, have been investigated171,	

172. A low GI/GL diet reduces the demand for insulin secretion173,	174 and thus limits the 

risk of insulin resistance and diabetes174-176. A meta-analysis of 14 randomised 

controlled trials in 356 people with diabetes indicated that glycated proteins (glycated 

haemoglobin A1c [HbA1c] and fructosamine) were reduced 7.4% (95% CI: 8.8-6.0) 

more on a low-GI diet than on a high-GI diet after adjusting for baseline differences177. 

In another Cochrane systematic review of 11 relevant randomised controlled trials 
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involving 402 participants, improving glycaemic control in diabetes by a low-GI diet 

was further confirmed (HbA1c weighted mean difference [WMD]=-0.5%, 95% CI: -0.9 

to -0.1; P=0.02 in parallel group analysis; HbA1c WMD=-0.5%, 95% CI: -1.0 to -0.1; 

P=0.03 in cross-over group analysis)178. Two studies in the 11 reported significant 

decreases for low-GI diet group in episodes of hypoglycaemia (difference=-0.8 

episodes per patient per month; P<0.01) and proportion of subjects reporting more 

than 15 hyperglycaemic episodes per month (35% versus 66%; P=0.006)178. In a trial 

among patients with type 2 diabetes recently, 6-month treatment with a low-GI diet 

caused moderately lower HbA1c compared with a high-fibre diet179 implying 

additional advantage in glycaemic control with low-GI diets. 

In summary, although not every study found significant associations, the overall 

experimental and epidemiologic studies support a direct relationship between GI/GL 

and risk of type 2 diabetes and confirm the potential application in glycaemic control 

in both diabetics and general populations.   

 

2.2.3 Glycaemic index, glycaemic load and obesity 

High-GI meal may result in increased hunger and hyperphagia due to the 

hyperinsulinemia and subsequent hypoglycaemia in the later postprandial period 

after high-GI food intake151. Indeed, hypoglycaemia induced by insulin appears to 

elicit prolonged hyperphagia, persisting well after restoration of normal blood glucose 

levels180 and this mechanism may consist of the basis of overweight and obesity with 

consumption of high-GI foods151. Numerous animal studies and observational or 

short-term intervention studies in humans have addressed this topic. 

Effect of food GI on rats was evaluated in several experiments. Under nutrient- and 

energy-controlled conditions for 3 weeks, compared with rats fed amylose (a low GI 

starch), rats fed amylopectin (a high GI starch) exhibited physiological changes that 

would favour fat deposition, including increased adipocyte diameter and glucose 

incorporation into total lipids, higher fatty acid synthase activity and GLUT4 gene 

expression in adipose tissues181,	182.  

An observational study of 572 healthy adults in central Massachusetts explored the 

association between dietary CHOs and body weight152. Anthropometric 
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measurements and 7-day dietary recalls were collected quarterly from each subject 

throughout a 1-year study period to calculate mean dietary GI and BMI for each 

participant. BMI was found to be positively associated with GI in both cross-sectional 

effect analysis (P=0.007) and longitudinal effect analysis (P=0.02).  

In the cross-sectional clinic-based European Diabetes Study (EURODIAB) in 2,868 

adults with type 1 diabetes, consumption of a lower-GI diet was found to predict 
lower WHR and WC independently of carbohydrate, fat, and fibre intakes in men183. 

Slabber et al184 reported significantly more weight loss in obese hyperinsulinemic 

women (total: n=30 subjects; crossover arm: n=16 subjects) after 12 weeks of 

consuming an energy-restricted low GI diet compared with high-GI diet (crossover 

arm: -7.42 vs -4.48 kg; P=0.04; the difference in parallel arm did not achieve 

statistical significance). 

Thomas et al185 assessed the effects of low GI or GL diets on weight loss in 

overweight or obese people by systematic review. Six eligible randomised controlled 

trials (total of 202 participants) with interventions ranging from 5 weeks to 6 months 

duration were identified and included in the meta-analysis. Compared with controlled 

diet groups, the decrease in body mass ( WMD= -1.1 kg, 95% CI -2.0 to -0.2, P < 

0.05) (n = 163), total fat mass (WMD= -1.1 kg, 95% CI -1.9 to -0.4, P < 0.05) (n =147) 

and body mass index (WMD=-1.3, 95% CI -2.0 to -0.5, P < 0.05) (n = 48) was 

significantly greater in participants receiving low GI/GL diets. The study also reported 

serum cholesterol improvement with intervention: the decrease in TC was 

significantly greater with lower-GI compared to controlled diets (WMD= -0.22 mmol/L, 

95% CI -0.43 to -0.02, P < 0.05), as was the change in LDL-cholesterol (WMD= -
0.24 mmol/L, 95% CI -0.44 to -0.05, P < 0.05). 

The impact of GI on weight-loss maintenance was evaluated in a relative large-scale 

randomized controlled trial186. 1,209 adults from eight European countries were 

screened, of whom 773 participants who completed the low-calorie-diet phase were 

randomly assigned to one of the five maintenance diets (in a two-by-two factorial 

design manner: high or low protein content and GI) and 548 completed the 

intervention (71%). The mean initial weight loss after low-calorie-diet phase was 11.0 

kg. In an intention-to-treat analysis, the weight regain was 0.95 kg less (95% CI, 0.33 

to 1.57) in the low-GI arm than in the high-GI arm (P=0.003). The analysis involving 
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participants who completed the intervention produced similar results. These results 

lend further support to prove that even modest reduction in diet GI can lead to weight 
loss.  

In summary, most of previous studies, including animal experiments, human 

observational studies and interventional trials (see a summary in Table 2.3), support 

the hypothesis that high GI/GL food intake results in the occurrence of overweight 

and obesity. Lower GI food choices should be recommended in light of the current 
obesity epidemic. 
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Table 2.3 A summary of important studies on dietary glycaemic index (GI) /glycaemic load (GL) and obesity in humans 

Study design Reference Population and 
sample size 

Dietary 
assessment/intervention 

assigned 

Outcome 
measure(s) Main results 

Observational: 
cross-sectional 
study 

Toeller et 
al.(2001)

183
 

2,868 European 
adults with type 1 
diabetes 

A 3-day dietary record 
BMI, WHR, 
and WC 

A lower dietary GI diet was associated with lower 
levels of WHR and WC in men (P=0.005 and 
P=0.023 respectively). 

Observational: 
cross-sectional 
and 1-year 
longitudinal 
study 

Ma YS et al. 
(2005)

152
 

572 healthy adults 
in central 
Massachusetts 

7-day dietary recalls 
collected quarterly 
throughout one year 

BMI and BMI 
change 

Dietary GI was positively associated with BMI:                                                                        
5-unit increase in dietary GI was associated with 
an increase of 0.75 units in BMI (cross-sectional, 
P=0.007) and an increase of 0.04 units in BMI 
(longitudinal, P=0.02). 
 

Interventional: 
diet feeding  trial 
including both 
parallel and 
crossover 
designs 

Slabber et 
al.(1994)

184
 

Hyperinsulinemic 
obese females; 
N=30 in parallel 
design and N=16 in 
crossover design 

A low-GI diet for 
treatment group vs 
controlled diet group for 
12 weeks. 

Change in 
weight and 
BMI. 

Weights and BMIs were lowered more in 
treatment group. In parallel study, weights lower 
1.93 kg more (P=0.14), BMIs lower 0.78 units 
more (P=0.09). In crossover study, weights lower 
2.94 kg more (P=0.04), BMIs lower 1.12 units 
more (P=0.03). 

Interventional: a 
meta-analysis of 
randomized 
controlled 
feeding trials 

Thomas et al. 
(2007)

185
 

Total of 202 
overweight or 
obese participants 
in 6 randomised 
controlled trials 

Compared a low-GI/GL 
diet with a high-GI/GL 
diet or a controlled diet. 
Intervention duration 
from 5 weeks to 6 
months. 

Change in 
body mass, 
total fat mass 
and BMI. 

All outcomes were reduced significantly in low-GI 
diet group. WMD in body mass=-1.1 kg, in total fat 
mass=-1.1 kg and in BMI=-1.3 units (all P<0.05). 

Interventional: 
randomized 
controlled 
feeding trial 

Larsen et al. 
(2010)

186
 

773 overweight 
adults from 8 
European countries 

In a two-by-two factorial 
design: 4 diets with 
high/low-GI and high/low 
protein content, and a 
controlled diet over a 26-
week period. 

Change in 
weight. 

In an intention-to-treat analysis, the weight regain 
was 0.95 kg less in the low-GI arm than in the 
high-GI arm (P=0.003). 
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GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; BMI: body mass index; WHR: waist-to-hip ratio; WC: waist circumference; WMD: 

weighted mean difference. 
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2.2.4 Glycaemic index, glycaemic load and blood pressure 

There are limited reports on the relations of GI/GL to adverse BP. In a cross-

sectional study of the UK National Diet and Nutrition Survey (NDNS) involving 1,152 

participants aged 65 years and older, dietary GI was directly associated with DBP (in 

male only and non-significant after adjustment for potential confounders) as well as 

WHR and serum triacylglycerol level187. In 878 female participants (647 White, 104 

Black, 127 Hispanic) aged 50-79 years from the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) 

Observational Study, SBP was inversely associated with dietary GL in White 

participants188, but not with dietary GI. Such an inverse association between dietary 

GL and SBP was not observed in black or Hispanic participants. 

Two small randomized controlled trials assessed the effects of a low-GL versus low-

fat diet in overweight or obese young adults. One was conducted in 39 participants 

who received an energy-restricted diet for weight loss, and found that BP improved 

more in the low-GL diet group (adjusted % change of SBP -6.4 vs. -3.1; DBP -6.5 vs. 

-2.5; P=0.07 for both), as well as insulin resistance (P =0.01), serum triglycerides 

(TG) (P =0.01) and C-reactive protein (P =0.03)189. The other trial also confirmed that 

low GL diet leads to lower BP after a 6-month intensive intervention period and a 12-

month follow-up period190.  

In a preliminary report of a pilot study involving 38 middle-aged men with at least 1 

coronary heart disease risk factor, participants were randomized to a high GI and low 

GI diet intervention for 6 months, though all of them were advised on healthy eating 

and weight loss. Significant improvements were found in 24-hour ambulatory BP and 

arterial compliance (measured by pulse wave velocity [PWV]) with low GI diet 

compared with high GI group, even in the setting of healthy eating and weight loss191. 

Another similar study was carried out in 30 women aged 18-40 years and compared 

the short-term effects of low- and high-GI foods on 24-hour ambulatory BP. All 

recruited participants were provided low GI foods for 24 hours, and after 2-week 

washout period, all participants were provided high GI foods for 24 hours. BP was 

measured every hour during every 24-hour intervention period. It found out that both 

SBP and DBP decreased significantly (10.6 mm Hg for SBP and 7.5 mm Hg for DBP) 

during the intervention with low GI foods, however, SBP and DBP did not change 
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significantly during the intervention with high GI foods. Thus, a beneficial effect of 
low GI food on BP was suggested in this study192.     

The long-term effect of GI and GL on BP was assessed in a cohort of school 

children193 and it found that higher dietary GI and GL at baseline was positively 

related to concurrent increase in BP among girls (N=278) after 5 years follow-up. 

However, the long-term effect of GI and GL on BP/BP change still remains unknown 
especially in middle and old aged populations. 

However, some studies generated conflicting conclusions. A more recent study 

casted doubt on practical value of GI/GL in predicting CVD risks. In the Optimal 

Macronutrient intake of Carbohydrate (OmniCarb) Study, the investigators compared 

the effects of high GI diet (>=65) with low GI diet (=<45) on CVD risk factors and 

insulin sensitivity194 when total CHO is high (58% of daily energy) as it is in the DASH 

diet125 or low (40% of daily energy) as in the OmniHeart unsaturated fat diet127 or 

Mediterranean diets195,	196. It was a randomised crossover- controlled feeding trial, 

163 overweight participants (SBP range: 120-159 mm Hg) were randomised to a 

sequence of 4 study diets, each for 5 weeks: a high GI, high CHO diet, a low GI, high 

CHO diet, a high GI and low CHO diet, and a low GI and low CHO diet. Each diet 

was based on a healthful DASH-type diet. It found that at high CHO content, 

compared with the high GI diet, the low GI diet did not affect BP level, but it 

decreased 20% of insulin sensitivity (from 8.9 to 7.1 units, P=0.002) and increased 6% 

of LDL cholesterol (from 139 to 147 mg/dL, P=<0.001). At low CHO content, 

compared with the high GI diet, the low GI diet did not affect any outcomes (including 

BP level) except for reducing 5% of TG level (from 91 to 86 mg/dL, P=0.02). 

Compared with the high GI, high CHO diet, the low GI, low CHO diet did not 

influence SBP, insulin sensitivity, LDL cholesterol, or high-density lipoprotein (HDL) 

cholesterol but did decrease 23% of TG levels (from 111 to 86 mg/dL, P=<0.001). 

But there were concerns from other nutritionists that the short duration of the trial, 

enrolment of individuals with few risk factors and the highest dropout rate in the high 

CHO-high GI group may have led to biased results197.     

Previous studies on dietary GI/GL and BP were summarised in Table 2.4 and 

inconsistent relations were reported. Dietary GI/GL may influence BP via modulation 
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of glycaemia (hyperglycaemia), insulin secretion (hyperinsulinemia), or body weight, 

but this hypothesis remains largely unexplored198 and needs further study.
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Table 2.4 A summary of previous studies on dietary glycaemic index (GI) /glycaemic load (GL) and blood pressure (BP) in 
humans 

Study design Reference 
Population, 
sample size and 
age 

Dietary 
assessment/intervention 
assigned 

Outcome 
measure(s) Main results 

The National Diet 
and Nutrition 
Survey cross-
sectional 

Joanne et 
al. , 2007187 

1,152 healthy 
older British 
population aged 
65 years and 
older 

4-day dietary record Measured BP 
for three times 

GI was significantly and 
directly associated with 
DBP (β=0.325±0.164) in 
males and the relationship 
attenuated to non-
significance after 
adjustment for potential 
confounding factors. 

The Women's 
Health Initiative 
Observational 
Study cross-
sectional 

James M. 
Shikany et 
al., 2010188 

878 USA 
postmenopausal 
women aged 50-
79 years 

Standardized food-
frequency questionnaire 

Measured BP 
for twice 

GI was not associated with 
BP. SBP was inversely 
associated with dietary GL 
in Whites (P=0.029), but no 
association in Blacks or 
Hispanics. 

The Sydney 
Childhood Eye 
Study prospective 

Bamini et al. , 
2012193 

1,216 12-year-
old school 
children living 
within the 
Sydney 
Metropolitan 
Area 

120-item self-
administered food-
frequency questionnaire 

BP and change 
in BP (BP was 
measured three 
times in each 
visit) 

Each SD increase in 
dietary GI or GL was 
associated with 1.81 mm 
Hg increase (P=0.001) or 
4.02 mm Hg increase 
(P=0.01) in mean SBP 
respectively.  

     Continued on next page 
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Table continued, page 2     

A randomized 
parallel-design 
feeding trial 

Mark A. et al., 
2004189 

39 overweight or 
obese adults 
aged 18 to 40 
years 

low-GL diet versus low-
fat diet for 6-10 weeks 

CVD risk factors 
including BP 

BP was improved more in 
the low-GL diet group 
(adjusted % change of 
SBP was -6.4 versus -3.1, 
P=0.07). 

A randomized 
feeding trial 

Ebbeling, C. 
et al., 2007190 

73 obese adults 
aged 18-35 
years 

low-GL diet versus low-
fat diet for 6-month 
intensive intervention 
period 

CVD risk factors 
including BP 

SBP was reduced 5.1 mm 
Hg at 6-month follow-up 
and recued 3.2 mm Hg at 
18-month follow-up (non-
significant). 

A randomized 
feeding trial 

Philippou, E. 
et al., 2009191 

38 middle-aged 
men with at least 
1 CVD risk 

low-GI diet versus high-
GI diet for 6 months 

24-hour 
ambulatory BP 

The reduction in 24-hour 
BP was bigger in the low-
GI group than the high-GI 
group (P<0.05). 

The OmniCarb 
randomized 
crossover-
controlled feeding 
trial 

Frank M. et 
al., 2014194 

163 overweight 
adults aged 30 
years or older 

4 complete diets: 
high/low-GI diets and 
high/low-CHO diets, 
each for 5 weeks 

Measured BP 
for three times 
on each 
occasion 

The low-GI diet did not 
affect SBP compared with 
high-GI diet. 

GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; BP: blood pressure; CVD: cardiovascular disease; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: 
diastolic blood pressure; USA: United States of America; SD: standard deviation; OmniCarb: Optimal Macronutrient intake of 
Carbohydrate Study; CHO: carbohydrate. 
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2.2.5 Research of carbohydrate intake, glycaemic index, glycaemic load in 

Asian populations 

The overall dietary pattern is markedly different between Western diets and Asian 

diets, as well as the CHOs intake in particular. Such patterns are also obvious in the 

INTERMAP study129 (Table 2.5). Total available CHOs, as well as starch intake which 

is the major contributor to total available CHOs (both are total energy adjusted), are 

higher in Eastern than Western countries (with the highest in China), while estimated 

total sugars (total energy adjusted) are lower in eastern diets (with the lowest in 

China). The pattern of total fibre intake cannot be easily divided as Eastern and 

Western, since the fibre intake (gram/day) is the highest in China, of medium level in 
UK and USA, and the lowest in Japan.     

Table 2.5 Intake of total available carbohydrates, starch, total fibre, estimated 
total sugar by gender and by country in the INTERMAP Study 

Variable 
Japan China UK USA 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Men (N=2359)         

Total available CHO (%kcal) 52.3 7.7 61.8 11.5 46.6 7.2 48.4 8.1 

Starch (%kcal) 35.5 8.0 54.3 11.5 25.8 5.3 22.5 5.7 

Total fibre (g/day) 15.5 4.8 30.5 9.9 29.1 9.8 21.5 8.5 

Estimated total sugars (%kcal) 15.8 3.9 7.1 4.6 17.9 5.2 24.3 8.0 

 

Women (N=2321) 
        

Total available CHO (%kcal) 56.2 6.4 68.1 6.8 48.3 6.8 50.5 8.0 

Starch (%kcal) 35.6 6.5 58.6 8.4 25.1 4.9 23.0 5.6 

Total fibre (g/day) 15.8 4.8 26.1 8.5 21.4 6.4 16.7 6.4 

Estimated total sugars (%kcal) 19.3 4.2 8.9 5.0 20.2 5.8 25.7 7.3 

SD: standard deviation; CHO: carbohydrate. 
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Besides the amount of total available CHO and fibre is different, for most Asian 

populations, rice is a food which contributes the most to total CHO and also energy 

intake, while this is seldom observed in Western populations. That means 

composition of tables of total CHO/dietary GI/dietary GL contributors in different 

populations is also varied. Therefore, there is the possibility of varied quality and 

quantity of CHO intake leading to distinct patterns of diabetes and CVDs across 
populations.  

To date, limited literature has focused on association of dietary GI/GL with CVD and 

diabetes risk factors in Asian populations, and many fewer studies on CHO intake 
and health in Asian populations were carried out compared with Western populations.  

In a cross-sectional study in 1,354 Japanese female farmers with traditional dietary 

habits, the relations of dietary GI/GL to metabolic risk factors were evaluated153. The 

diet GI/GL value of each participant was estimated from a self-administered diet-

history questionnaire (calculated diet GI/GL based on 70 remaining items of total 147 

food and beverage items included in the questionnaire), foods in the international 

table of GI199 and several publications about the GI of Japanese foods. The main 

results of this study are: the mean dietary GI was 66.7, and the mean dietary GL 

(/1000 kcal; crude mean=167.7) was 88.0 (GI for glucose = 100); white rice (GI = 77) 

was the major contributor to dietary GI and GL (58.5%); after adjustment for potential 

dietary and non-dietary confounding factors, dietary GI was positively associated 

with BMI (n = 1,354; P for trend = 0.017), fasting triacylglycerol (n = 1349; P for trend 

= 0.001), fasting glucose (n = 764; P for trend = 0.022), and HbA1c (n = 845; P for 

trend = 0.038); dietary GL was independently inversely correlated with HDL 

cholesterol (n = 1,354; P for trend = 0.004) and positively correlated with fasting 

triacylglycerol (P for trend = 0.047) and fasting glucose (P for trend = 0.012). This 

study also supports that both dietary GI and GL are significantly associated with 
several metabolic risk factors independently in a Japanese population.  

In a prospective analysis of a cohort of 64,227 middle-aged Chinese women to 

determine the relationship between GI/GL and incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus 

with 4.6 years of follow-up200, diet GI/GL were assessed by twice person interviews 

using a validated food frequency questionnaire comprised 77 food items, 

international tables for GI values and the Chinese Food Composition Tables. The 
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multivariate analysis estimates that RR were 1.28 (95% CI, 1.09-1.50) for 

carbohydrates and 1.78 (95% CI, 1.48-2.15) for rice comparing the highest quintiles 

to the lowest of intake. The RR was 1.00, 1.04, 1.02, 1.09, and 1.21 (95% CI, 1.03-

1.43) for dietary GI and 1.00, 1.06, 0.97, 1.23, and 1.34 (95% CI, 1.13-1.58) for 
dietary GL for increasing quintiles of intake. 

As there is limited data on this topic while the prevalence of diabetes and CVDs are 

rapidly increasing in China and Japan, further studies are needed to look into those 

CHO intake patterns, GI/GL of foods in this region and their relations to risk factors 

for CVDs in these populations. 
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2.3 Health and dietary transition in China 

The economic transformation started in 1978, which promoted industrialization, 

marketization and urbanization in China. During the same period of time, dramatic 

changes in health indicators of Chinese populations have been observed as well. To 

some extent, China has made great strides in improving people’s health indeed, for 

example, life expectancy for males had increased from 60.4 years to 72.9 years and 

for females had increased from 63.5 years to 79.0 years between 1970 and 2010, 

and the under- 5 mortality rate was reduced by almost 90% (from 100.6 per 1000 in 

1970 to 12.9 per 1000 in 2010)201. Maternal mortality ratio also had substantially 

declined by nearly 80% between 1980 and 2008 (from 165 per 100,000 live births in 
1980 to 40 per 100,000 live births in 2008)202. 

However, at the same time, a rapid transition in the health profile of the nation 

occurred which was closely related to the rapid increase of income per capita, an 

ageing population with longer lifespans, and tremendous change of lifestyles in 

China. This epidemiological transition of disease patterns occurred in past few 

decades, and the predominant cause of death shifted from infectious disease and 

perinatal conditions to NCDs36,	203. According to the data from Global Burden of 

Disease Study in China36, the leading causes of death in China in 2010 were stroke 

(1.7 million deaths, 95% uncertainty interval [UI] 1.5-1.8 million), ischaemic heart 

disease (948,700 deaths, 774,500–1,024,600), and chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD, 934,000 deaths, 846,600–1,032,300). Of 8.3 million deaths per year 

in China, 7.0 million are attributable to NCDs204. In 1990, the leading causes of years 

of life lost (YLLs) - a measure of premature mortality - were lower respiratory 

infections, stroke and COPD, whereas in 2010, the leading cause of YLL had 

become ischaemic heart disease, and COPD, and lower respiratory infections 

moved from first to ninth36. An updated analysis reported recently that the most 

common NCDs, including ischemic heart disease, stroke, COPD, and cancers (liver, 

stomach, and lung) contributed much more to YLLs in 2013 compared with 1990205. 

A large share of the NCDs burden is attributable to dietary and behavioural risk 

factors, which has been established in prospective cohort studies and randomised 

trials6,	206-209. Accompanying economic reform and rapid economic expansion in China 

around 40 years, tremendous change of diet and dietary habits (i.e.: “westernised 
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diet”) should be a main driver of the increasing burden from non-communicable 

diseases. Global Burden of Disease Study in China reported that the leading risk 

factor (rank the 1st) of disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) in 2010 was a composite 

of dietary risk factors (made up of 14 different components), accounting for 16.3% 

(14.5-18.0%) of DALYs and 30.6% (27.5-33.3%) of deaths36. The most important 

factors in this dietary composite marker were diets that were low in fruits, high in Na 
intake, or low in whole grains consumption.  

Research on dietary change and transition in China may help us understand the 

temporal trend of dietary risk factors and their effects on health transition, and enable 

development of effective strategy to prevent the CVDs. However, only limited studies 

reported about the dietary transition in China, and more studies involving diverse 

populations (rural and urban populations in different regions of China) with more 
accurate assessment of dietary intake are needed.   

2.3.1 Shifts of dietary composition in China 

China has accompanied a dramatically growing amount of international trading and 

easier accessibility to international food markets, and enhanced national agricultural 

productivity, the food supply and variety of food products has changed dramatically, 

and the people’s income has increased a lot as well, which facilitate the changes of 
food compositions of daily diet.  

A notable trend is the rapid increase of consumption of animal-source food in China. 

The NNHS (in 1982, 1992, and 2002) have showed that total meat intake (including 

red meat and poultry) increased from 34.2 grams (per reference person per day) in 

1982 to 79.5 grams in 2002210. Consumption of eggs, dairy, fish and seafood also 

increased markedly in this period210. The China Health and Nutrition Survey (CHNS), 

which started in 1989 as an open cohort study and was designed to examine the 

effects of the social and economic transformation of Chinese society on the health 

and nutritional status of its population211, provided a good opportunity to observe and 

investigate the dietary transition in China from late 1980s till now. The results for 

animal-source food consumption from the CHNS are consistent with the data from 

NNHS: meat intake increased from 64 grams per day in 1989 to 92 grams per day in 

2004212, and pork remained the most common animal-source food, it also showed 

that consumptions of eggs and egg products, and milk and its products were growing 
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quickly212. This trend is similar in both urban and rural areas of China. Both energy 

and protein intake had decreased between 1989 and 2004, but the proportion of total 

energy from protein increased from 11.5% in 1989 to 12.5% in 2004, and this 

proportion had increased to 13.3% in 2011213. There was a decline in vegetable 

intake, legume and legume products (tofu in particular) in the Chinese diet210,	213. 

Another marked temporal trend is the increased consumption of fat, according to the 

data from NNHS, fat intake (per reference person per day) on average increased 

from 48.1 grams in 1982 to 76.2 grams in 2002210. The increase was largely 

attributable to growing consumption of vegetable oil, from 12.9 grams (per reference 

person per day) in 1982 to 32.7 grams in 2002210. CHNS found a similar trend: the 

proportion of dietary energy contributed from fat increased from 19.3% in 1989 to 

27.5% in 2004212, then 32.0% in 2011, and in three megacities that proportion was 

36.9% in 2011213.  However, there was conflicting results of NNHS and CHNS on 

animal fat intake. NNHS reported an increasing trend of animal fats intake, which 

was 5.3, 7.1, 8.7 grams per day in 1982, 1992, and 2002. As for CHNS, the animal 

fat intake was decreased from 18 grams per day in 1989 to 6 grams per day in 2004. 

This difference may be due to the variability of the study population, dietary 
assessment methods, and different time of period for data collection. 

Regarding the CHO intake, NNHS reported a marked decrease of grain consumption 

from 509.7 grams (per reference person per day) in 1982 to 401.7 grams (per 

reference person per day)  in 2002210, and a similar trend was found in CHNS: the 

grain intake was 591 grams per day in 1989 and 463 grams per day in 2004212, and 

the proportion of total energy from CHO decreased from 68.8% in 1989 to 54.3% in 

2011, and in three megacities the proportion was 47.2% in 2011213. The CHNS also 

reported that there was a shift towards refined grains, whereas the consumption of 

coarser grains dramatically decreased from 114 kcal/day in 1991 to 39.0 kcal/day in 

2011 for 19-59 years age group213-215.  

As for micronutrients intake in China, Na intake levels for Chinese populations 

(especially in the North) had been very high, and K intake levels had been low, 

leading to the highest Na/K ratio of Tianjin site (Na/K ratio=7.6, salt intake=14.4 

grams/day) in the INTERSALT Study in 1980s216. The NNHS showed that Chinese 

citizens consumed  12.7 grams, 13.9 grams, and 12.0 grams of salt per day in 1982, 
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1992, and 2002210. Salt consumption was measured by 2 timed 24-hour urine 

samples which can provide a more accurate estimate in the INTERMAP Study, and it 

reported that the salt intake on average for each person in 3 Chinese populations is 

10.1 grams per day, with substantial regional variations: 15.9 grams/day in northern 

China (Beijing and Shanxi) and 8.1 grams/day in southern China (Guangxi)104. The 

CHNS found that from 1991 to 2009, sodium intake decreased but remained double 

the recommendations of the Institute of Medicine, whereas the potassium intake had 

a slight increase but still below half of the recommended amount217.  The NNHS also 

reported a reduction of Ca, P, and Fe intake between 1982 and 2002210. 

2.3.2 Change of eating behaviours 

In addition to marked transition of food compositions of daily diet, eating behaviours 

of people have changed considerably in this period of time as well218.  

A notable trend is the rapid increasing consumption of processed foods213,	219. With 

progress of economic reform, modern food system, which encompasses packaged 

foods and beverages and retailer networks, was introduced to China by international 

food and retail companies. CHNS data in 2011 showed that 74.5% of participants 

consumed processed foods (excluding edible oils and other condiments) and 28.5% 

of total daily energy intake of participants was from processed foods219. This 

proportion was the highest in children and teenagers in megacities, as 40.2% of their 

total daily energy intake was attributable by processed foods. The SES and 

urbanicity levels also play an important role: people who lived in megacities or highly 

urbanized areas in China with higher incomes and educational achievement 

consumed more processed foods219. They reported that produce was still 

predominantly sold in fresh markets in China and processed food purchases 

represented less than a third of Chinese food purchases in 2011, however, it was 

growing at a rate of 50% per year219. The rapid transition to processed food 

consumption and high amount of fat, sugar, salt, and other potential hazardous food 

additives contained in processed foods will have important public health implications 

for the future215,	220.  

The increase of snacks (usually processed foods) consumption had been observed 

as well, for an instance, in CHNS, the proportion of total daily energy intake from 
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snacks increased from 0.5% in 1991 to 4.1% in 2011 for 19-59 years age group, and 

increased from 1.5% to 8.8% for 2-18 years age group, and this proportion was 

higher in highly urbanized areas and megacities213.  

Another important temporal trend is the increased consumption of sugar-sweetened 

beverages (SSBs) in China, which is also a common type of ultra-processed food, as 

well as the added sugar intake. According to the Annual Report of China Industry 

Information, soft drinks production in China had increased from 26.2 million tons in 

2004 to 167.05 million tons in 2014 with annual growing rate of 20.4%, and a large 

proportion of these products were sugar sweetened221. This recorded trend in China 

is consistent with the Euromonitor commercial sales data which showed that sales of 

SSBs in China rose from 10.2 Litres per capita in 1998 to 55.0 Litres per capita in 

2012, and China’s caloric sweetener intake had reached 40 grams per capita per 

day in 2012215,	222.  Using CHNS data from 2004 to 2009, Li et al. reported that the 

proportion of adults who drank SSBs increased from 15.1% in 2004 to 29.3% in 

2011223.   

CHNS also reported a marked shift away in Chinese populations from healthier 

methods of cooking, including steaming and boiling, to deep-frying and stir-frying213,	

215, accompanying rapid increase consumption of vegetable oil. The proportion of 

total daily energy intake from healthier (boiled/steamed/baked) cooking methods 

declined from around 80% in 1991 to less than 70% 2011 for all age groups, and 

was lowest in highly urbanized areas (i.e.: mega cities, less than 60%)213. The 

percentage of the population whose energy intake were contributed by fried food 

more than 30% had rapidly increased213,	218.  

Other notable changes were the increased consumption of foods prepared away 

from home, and the decreased consumption of foods prepared and eaten at home215, 

which resulted from increased frequency of eating outside and growing consumption 

of processed food intake. CHNS data showed that the percentage of total daily 

energy intake from foods prepared away from home (i.e.: restaurants, canteens, 

schools etc.) rose from 5.0-7.0% (in different age groups) in 1991 to 9.2-18.0% in 

2011213. It has been noticed that the rapid expansion of fast-food outlets in China with 

a double-digit growth rate until 2010, for instance, Kentucky Fried Chicken boasted 

4,260 locations (2013) since the opening of its first restaurant in 1987 in mainland 
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China224, 225. The increased consumption of western-style fast food, and its adverse 

effects on CVD risks, has been of concern226.  

As expected, older individuals have not shifted their dietary pattern and eating 

behaviours as greatly as younger people, in CHNS, dietary changes (food 

compositions) for older age groups (60+ years) were smaller than younger age 

groups (2-59 years), and they were more likely to prepare food and eat at home213. 

The urbanicity level is also an important influence factor of dietary transition213.  

Those rapid changes of dietary habits and food composition of daily diets, together 

with transition of other lifestyle risk factors, including significant decline of physical 

activity227, excess alcohol consumption228, and adverse weight gain and obesity229,	230, 

contribute to the increased burden of incident HTN and CVDs in China.  

More research needs to be conducted to understand the dietary transition in Chinese 

populations, and to establish the relationships of dietary changes to BP and other 

CVD health indicators. The INTERMAP Study enables the research of those aims. 

The baseline data collection of Chinese populations in the INTERMAP was 

conducted in 1996-1997 and it found that habitual diets in rural areas of China was 

lower in energy intake, total fat, protein (especially animal protein), Ca, P, selenium, 

vitamin A and K with higher vegetable protein intake, Na intake, and with significantly 

higher Na/K ratio than Western populations129. These dietary patterns are related to 

the epidemic characteristics of BP and CVDs in Chinese populations where stroke 

rather than coronary heart disease predominates. There are also marked 

geographical variations of risk factors of CVDs within China: the average BMI and 

BP are higher in north than south in INTERMAP Chinese populations. Analyses of 

the INTERMAP database have been done to address and explain these differences 

by variations of dietary factors104 and to identify multiple biomarkers that discriminate 

north and south Chinese populations by metabolome-wide association study231.  

However, the cross-sectional database of INTERMAP has limitations for causal 

reference. Even though it could demonstrate cross-sectional associations of 

nutrients/foods/food groups intake/dietary pattern and BP, it could not clarify the role 

of multiple dietary factors in development of high BP and the influences of nutrients 

intake on dynamic BP change trends in individuals. Macro- and micro-nutrients 
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intakes may have long term health effects and influence the BP level and also risks 

for CVDs. A longitudinal component of the study will be highly valuable as it will 

enable to test associations with incident high BP and provide more evidence 

regarding causality of associations. What’s more, it would provide a good opportunity 

to observe the dietary/metabolomics change and transition in these 3 rural Chinese 

populations, and provide insights to understand the trend of HTN in rural China 
areas.  

So with baseline data collected about 19 years ago, the aim is to extend 

observations to present day and gain stronger evidence to assess the long-term 

effects of macro- and micro-nutrients intake on BP and CVDs with the follow-up 

study. Besides these aspects, follow-up study could enable more insights into the 

marked differences of BP and CVDs between south and north Chinese populations. 

Specifically regarding present proposed study, the INTERMAP follow-up will provide 

a unique opportunity to investigate dietary GI and GL and other dietary/nutrient 
variables in relation to BP prospectively in Chinese populations. 
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3  METHODS 
	

The INTERMAP Study is a basic epidemiological investigation aiming to clarify the 

role of multiple dietary factors in the aetiology of unfavourable BP levels prevailing 

for most middle-aged and older individuals129,	232. Data include four 24-hour dietary 

recalls; two timed 24-hour urine specimens collections; eight BP readings; 4 body 

weight and height readings; and extensive questionnaire data on demographic and 

other possible confounding factors for 4,680 men and women aged 40-59 years from 

17 diverse populations samples in China, Japan, UK and USA in 1996-1999129. 

Several publications using the INTERMAP data have investigated cross-sectional 

associations of different nutrients, foods, metabolites and BP104,	129,	130,	132-135,	137,	233-240. 

The first part of this section will introduce the methods, especially the method of 

dietary assessment and BP measurement for the INTERMAP Study, and the method 

of assignment of GI values for Chinese and Japanese food codes, which form the 

bases of exploring the relationships of dietary GI/GL to BP in the three INTERMAP 
Chinese populations and four INTERMAP Japanese populations. 

The ICP Study is a prospective epidemiological study aiming to follow-up the three 

INTERMAP Chinese populations, and is obtaining extensive exposure and outcome 

information of those original INTERMAP participants in China, especially current 

levels of BP, medical histories and CVD events, and current dietary intakes. Mortality 

information is collected for deceased participants. As it is known that environmental 

risk factors, such as household air pollution, are an important determinant of adverse 

BP and CVDs241-243, environmental exposure assessment is included in the ICP Study. 

And in order to capture seasonal variability of BP and CVD risk factors, ICP Study is 

carrying out in warm and cold (summer and winter) seasons. Data collection for each 

season includes two timed 24-hour dietary recalls; one 24-hour urine and two timed 

spot urine specimen collection; dried blood spots collection; six BP readings; two 

body weight, height, waist and hip circumference readings and three grip strength 

tests of both hands; two 24-hour physical activity recording using pedometer; two 24-

hour fine particulate matter (PM2.5) monitoring and current energy use and changes 

in household energy use since 1996; three measurements of pulse wave velocity 

(arterial stiffness) using VICORDER machine; questionnaire data on demographic 
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and other confounding factors; and a cognitive screening assessment, collection of a 

fasting blood specimen, and an intima-media thickness (IMT) and plaque 
measurement in only one season.  

The second part of this method section will introduce the methods used in the 

prospective study, especially the methods of dietary exposure assessment in the 
prospective study and BP measurement.  

At the beginning of the second part of this section, the methods of a BP calibration 

study will be introduced aiming to generate an equation to calibrate BP readings, as 
different devices for BP measurements were used in INTERMAP and ICP Study.  

 

3.1 INTERMAP Study Method  

3.1.1  Study design 

The INTERMAP Study surveyed 4,680 participants aged 40-59 years from 17 

population samples diverse in ethnic and socio-demographic background in the four 

countries129, methods for standardised training and certification of staffs, participant 

recruitment procedure, clinic visit arrangement, dietary and questionnaire data 

collection, BP and anthropometric measurement, 24-hour urine collection, 

transmission and quality control are documented in the INTERMAP Manuals of 

Operations129. The study obtained ethical committee or institutional review board 

approval locally for each participating site and all participants gave written informed 

consent prior to data collection. Fieldwork was carried out between August 1996 and 
April 1999. 

There were two International Coordinating Centres (ICCs) for the overall study, in 

Chicago, USA (led by Principal Investigator Prof. Jeremiah Stamler) and London, UK 

(led by Principal Investigator Prof. Paul Elliott), leading the development of the 

Protocol and Manuals of Operations for study design, data collection, quality control 

and analyses of data. Nutrition Protocol and Nutrition Manual of Operations was 

established in International Nutrition Coordinating Centre for INTERMAP Study in 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA, with support from two ICCs and Nutrition 

Coordinating Centre (NCC), University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA. Urinary 
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specimens were analyses in the International Central Laboratory in Leuven, Belgium 

and the Metabonomics Laboratory in London, UK. Coordinating centres for each 

country were also established in Beijing (China), Shiga (Japan), London (UK) and 

Chicago (USA) to coordinate the survey129.  The study was designed to have 

sufficient power (more than 90%) to detect partial correlations of 0.06 or greater for 

nutrient intake/metabolite-BP associations with a sample size of 4680 at the 

alpha=0.01129.  

3.1.2 Study population sample, recruitment and exclusions 

At each local centre in the four countries, individuals were selected randomly and 

recruited from a defined population, including both general population and workforce 

samples. The recruitment programme for each centre was stratified by age/gender 

and about 65 persons were randomly selected from each of four age-gender 

subgroups: men and women, aged 40-49 and 50-59 years. This random selection of 

participants was on individual level. Only 1 person per household was to be included 

in the final sample. If more than 1 person per household was selected, the latter 

selected person could not be enrolled in the study and another participant for 

substitution was randomly selected again from base population. Restriction to 1 

person per household was to avoid the effect of similar dietary exposure among 

persons within one family. A further random sample of the base population was 

taken if recruitment targets were not met by the original sample. Recruiting staffs 

were trained properly according to the Manuals of Operations, and extensive efforts 

were made to maximise the response rate of those invited to participate. The mean 

participation rate was 49% overall: 83% in China, 45% in Japan, 22% in the UK and 
44% in the USA.  

After recruitment of 4895 participants initially surveyed, a total of 215 participants 

were excluded according to the following criteria: failed to complete all four clinic 

visits (110 people); had dietary interviews considered unreliable by the interview 

dietician and site nutritionist (7 people); reported daily total energy intake from any 

24-hour dietary recall less than 500 kcal/day or greater than 5000 kcal/day for 

women or greater than 8000 kcal/day for men (37 people); had less than 500ml of 

urine volume in either 24-hour urine collection or self-reported incomplete urine 
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collections (37 people); had incomplete, missing data or indicated a protocol violation 
(24 people). 

For the first part of this thesis, the East Asian population samples of the INTERMAP 

Study will be focused. The INTERMAP Study included 7 population samples in East 

Asian area: three population samples from China (N=839, two samples in the north 

and one in the south of China) and four population samples from Japan (N=1,145), 
please find more details regarding the 7 populations in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Population samples in China (3 samples: N=839) and Japan (4 
samples: N=1145), the INTERMAP Study  

Country Population 
sample 

Population description Men 
(N) 

Women 
(N) 

Total 

China 20: Beijing Northern rural population from 6 

villages involved in agriculture, 

Pinggu County 

133 139 272 

21: Guangxi Southern rural population from 12 

villages involved in agriculture, 

Wuming County 

140 138 278 

22: Shanxi Northern rural population from 10 

villages involved in agriculture or 

local business, Yu County 

143 146 289 

  416 423 839 

Japan 10: Toyama Employees of the Kurobe and 

Namerikawa factories of the YKK 

Corporation 

149 150 299 

12: Sapporo Employees of an iron 

manufacturing company and the 

adjacent hospital 

149 148 297 

14: Aito Town Rural population mostly employed 

in manufacturing 
130 129 259 

15: Wakayama Employees of the Sumitomo Metal 

Industry Life Insurance company 

and their spouses 

146 144 290 

  574 571 1145 

 

3.1.3 Data collection and quality control 

Methods and procedures used in INTERMAP Study have been published in details 

previously129, 244. Here methods are summarised briefly. 
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(a) Clinic visits  

A total of four local clinic visits were completed for each participant: two visits on 

consecutive days, and two such visits again 3-6 weeks later (Figure 3.1). At each of 

the four visits, a 24-hour dietary recall was performed and two BP measurements 

were made using a RZS. Information of vitamin and other dietary supplement intake 

was collected after 24-hour recall at all four visits as well. At the visit 1, a detailed 

questionnaire was used to collect information on key variables which could influence 

BP and/or diet and possibly confound the diet-BP relations, including demographic 

(i.e.: age, gender, ethnicity) and SES (i.e.: education years, marital status, 

occupation etc.) indicators, alcohol consumption, smoking behaviours, amount of 

habitual exercise, family history of HTN, antihypertensive treatment, medical history 

of HTN, CVDs and diabetes. On visit 1 and 3, data on current medication use and on 

alcohol consumption over the previous 7 days together with two height and weight 

measurements were recorded. Collection of 24-hour urine specimen was started on 

visit 1 and completed on visit 2 and the second collection was started on visit 3 and 
completed on visit 4.  

 

Figure 3.1 Arrangements for clinic visit and data collection in the INTERMAP Study 

One of the four visits was scheduled on a weekend day or its equivalent (i.e.: for a 

day off from usual work) to account for possible variations of dietary habits on work 

and non-work days. And wherever possible, pairs of appointments were arranged for 

the same time at each visit to keep measurements (especially for BP) broadly 

comparable and to facilitate the collection of a complete 24-hr urine sample in time129. 

(b) Blood pressure measurement  
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A total of eight BP measurements were taken for each participant, twice at each 

clinic visit, using Hawksley RZS (with 0-20 mm Hg RZ) by trained and certified 

observers following a standard protocol. Participants were asked to be prepared in a 

standard way: non-fasting but with avoidance of eating (as well as smoking, drinking, 

and strenuous exercise) in the 30 minutes prior to BP measurement. The bladder 

should be emptied before BP measurement, thus the 24-hour urine collection should 

start at the clinic prior to the procedure of BP measurement. Measurement 

conditions were specified and recorded in forms, including date, time, time since last 
meal, indoor and outdoor temperatures.  

Appropriate cuff size was used for each person. The participant was seated with 

measurement arm (right arm where possible) resting on a flat surface at heart level 

with the cuff applied correctly. Legs cannot be crossed. The participant rested for at 

least five minutes before inflation of cuffs to measure BP. An interval of at least 30 

seconds between measurements was required (counting pulse between each 

measurement). Readings were calibrated and calculated at the clinic after both 

measurements were completed. Any difficulty in measuring BP was recorded in the 

forms. The mean of eight measurements was used for data analyses. HTN was 

defined as SBP at least 140 mmHg or DBP at least 90 mmHg or taking 
antihypertensive medication. 

(c) Anthropometric measurements and questionnaire data  

On visit 1 and 3, height and body weight were measured twice without shoes or 

heavy clothes following a standardised protocol to ensure comparability of data 

across all centres in the study. Height was measured first by a stadiometer, followed 

by body weight by a scale. The stadiometer and scale were checked and calibrated 

every morning of clinic visit. If the two measures in each occasion differ by 2 cm or 

more for height, or 1 kg or more for weight, the measurement was repeated and the 

result likely to have been in error was substituted. Height and weight will be adjusted 

in the models as potential confounders. 

Questionnaire data were obtained by interview on demographic and other possible 

confounding factors, including years of age, gender, personal medical history, family 

history of HTN, years of education, occupation, hours of moderate to heavy physical 

activity per day, current and past smoking, medication use, and for women data on 
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menopause, parity, use of contraceptive or hormone replacement medication. The 

time of each appointment and time since participant’s last meal were also recorded 
at all four visits.  

In the current study, gender, years of age, medical history of CVDs or DM, family 

history of HTN, and level of PA were included in the analyses as potential 

confounders. Gender and date of birth was obtained from citizen identity card and 

confirmed by participant, years of age was calculated based on date of birth and 

survey time. Medical history of CVDs or DM was assessed by asking the questions 

“have you ever been told by a doctor that you had a heart attack/any other heart 

disease/a stroke/diabetes”. Family history of HTN was assessed by ask the 

questions “has your mother/father/any of your sisters/brothers had high blood 

pressure”. Regarding PA level, average numbers of hours for different activities 

considering both work time and leisure time were recalled by participants, and were 

categorised into heavy activity (such as shovelling, digging, jogging, etc.), moderate 

activity (gardening, carpentry, etc.), slight activity (walking on level ground, etc.), 

watching TV, other sedentary activity (sitting, reading, eating, etc.), and no activity. 

The hours of moderate to heavy PA per day were used to assess the level of PA in 
our analyses.  

(d) 24-hour dietary recall method  

24-hour dietary recall method was used to obtain dietary data for four days. All foods 

and beverages consumed in the past 24 hours, including dietary supplements, were 

recorded in an interview for all 4680 participants, by trained and certified interviewers 

following the standardised protocol129,	244. The reason for selecting this method was its 

nearly universal applicability in diverse populations, no requirement for literacy, and 

its relatively low burden for participants. Multiple recalls (4 recalls per participant 

here) can properly document intra-individual variability in nutrient intake, and use of 

values of nutrient intake on average yielded greater reliability for each participant 

which was likely to be closer to usual intake than a recall for only one day. They can 

also reduce inter-individual measurement variability, and consequently the 
coefficients between nutrients and outcome variables are less attenuated. 

At the beginning of this procedure, participants were instructed on how dietary data 

would be collected and the importance of accurate dietary information to the study 
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and informed consent of taping interviews, then participants were asked to freely 

reported all foods and drinks consumed over the previous day (24 hours, midnight to 

midnight), along with eating times and places of consumption, without particular 

attention to details of those food and drink items. Once the list of foods consumed 

was acquired and reviewed, open question techniques were used to obtaining details 

on food and drink items, like brands, quantities, portion sizes, processing or cooking 

methods and food additions (e.g., table salt, sauces, herbs etc.). This involved the 

use of fresh foods, food models, photographs, containers of various types and sizes 

(spoons, glasses, cups, bowls etc.) to help participants specify foods and estimate 

food portion sizes. And a list of commonly forgotten foods was checked with 

participants to ensure all consumed food and drink had been reported. Finally, the 

interviewer repeated the recall form line-by-line to the participant to provide an 

opportunity to recheck for areas left unspecified or omitted and edit any inaccurate 
details on the recall form.  

Regarding assessing dietary supplement use (vitamins, minerals, herbs, amino acids, 

et al.), interviews were completed after the 24-hr dietary recall in a standardised way 

if participants stated in Part B of the recall that he/she had any dietary supplement 

yesterday. Description (name, brand), number of units taken and type of unit (tablet, 

teaspoon, etc.) were recorded, and the interviewer reviewed and re-checked each 
reported supplement with the participant. 

In the USA, the online Nutrient Data System (NDS: version 2.91, NCC, University of 

Minnesota), an automated database system, was used to conducting the 24-hour 

dietary recall. It enabled direct ongoing computer entry of 24-hour recall data by the 

interviewers245. In all other centres in China, Japan and UK, all dietary recalls were 

manually collected on standardised forms translated into the local language. 

At each visit, participants were asked if their reported intake was different from their 

usual intake on a similar day (work/weekend day). On the visit 1 and visit 3, they 

were asked if they were following a special diet (i.e.: a weight loss, weight gain, 

vegetarian, diabetic, fat modified or reduced salt diet) and detailed information on 

amount and type of alcoholic beverages consumption over the previous 7 days (at 

the first and third visits) was recorded as well, and these data were in addition to 
those data on alcohol intake from four 24-hour dietary recalls. 
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In current analyses, besides those variables of foods and nutrients intake (i.e., 

dietary protein, fibre and starch intake), variables of use of any dietary supplement 

(binary variable: yes/no), adherence to a special diet (binary variable: yes/no), and 

alcohol consumption were adjusted in regression models as potential confounders. 

Mean 7-day alcohol intake from two records (done at the first and third visits, for 14 

days alcohol history total) was used in analyses for this study as it is known to 

estimate habitual consumption of alcohol reliably with beverage-specific questions in 

surveys, at least for regular moderate drinkers246.   

 (e) Nutrient database  

In the USA, NDS was used to code dietary data and calculate nutrient intakes 

automatically. In China, Japan, and the UK, intake information recorded on dietary 

recall forms was manually coded and then entered into a computer system with use 

of country specific INTERMAP codebooks 244,	247,	248.  

Once coding was completed, nutrient intakes (including 83 macronutrients and 

micronutrients) were calculated from the country-specific nutrient databases, which 

were updated, expanded and standardised from existing national nutrient databases 

to achieve optimal validity. Then extensive modifications of China, Japan, and the 

UK nutrient databases were done by the NCC in the University of Minnesota, 

working with the country nutritionists of each country, to make the final dietary intake 

data as comparable as possible across the four countries244,	247. Missing data were 

imputed using standardised procedures.  

Nutrient composition of new food or beverage items (which were not included in the 

country-specific codebook at the beginning) and preparation methods reported in the 

dietary recalls of participants which could not be resolved locally by site nutritionists 

were added to the appropriate country database by NCC later together with new 

nutrient fields and values. Where the methods used to derive nutrient composition 

values differed across the four countries, the most comparable methodologies were 

used and adjustment factors applied appropriately247. All nutrients data in this 

procedure here are exclusive of supplement intake. 

As for assessing dietary supplement intake, where data on nutrient composition of 

supplements were already available, information on consumed dietary supplements 
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was entered into the INTERMAP databases (like 24-hour dietary recall, coded and 

calculated automatically via the NDS in the USA and coded and calculated manually 

in Japan, China and UK using the country-specific codebooks). For dietary 

supplements not included in the nutrient databases, a separate form about 

supplement ingredient was completed. And micronutrient estimates for vitamin and 

mineral supplements were comprehensively estimated if it was not possible to 
determine the nutrient content of all the supplements consumed.  

 (f) 24-hour urine collections  

Two timed 24-hr urine specimens were collected across each of the two pairs of 

visits, according to the manuals developed in the INTERSALT Study. The collections 

and measurements provided data on urinary biomarkers of Na, K, creatinine, urea, 
Ca, Mg, micro- and macro-albumin excretion, amino acids, and multiple metabolites. 

Urine was collected using standard 1-litre jars containing boric acid (for purpose of 

preservation). Timed collections were begun at the clinic on the visit 1 and 3, and 

participants were asked to empty their bladder before BP measurement at the clinic 

and then they were given 6 jars and instructed how to collect all urine samples 

during the following 24 hours. They were also asked to return all plastic jars and 

complete the 24-hour urine collection at the clinic the following day (on the visit 2 and 

4). Urine specimens were invalid and rejected if the duration of collection fell outside 

the range of 22 to 26 hours, if the participant responded that collection was 

incomplete or ‘more than a few drops’ of urine were reported as missing, or if total 

volume of 24-hour urine was less than 250 ml, then another collection of urine 

specimens was scheduled to repeat the procedure as well as all health examinations 

and dietary recalls. Height of urine in each jar was measured with use of a specially 

designed measuring scale, and height was converted by computer into volume later 

with an empiric formula developed earlier in the INTERSALT Study. Then all urine 

samples from a 24-hour collection was combined and mixed thoroughly before any 

aliquots were taken.  

From each 24-hour urine collection, five 9 ml aliquots were taken and stored locally 

at -20�. Four of them were shipped to periodically and stored frozen at the Central 

Laboratory in Leuven, Belgium and the INTERMAP Metabolomics Laboratory in 
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London, UK, where analyses were performed with internal and external quality 

control, and one aliquot was retained locally as a backup. Methods for urine 

collection and transmission of urine specimens were detailed in the protocol and 

Manual of Operations for the INTERMAP Study129. 

In this study, several variables of urinary metabolites were considered as potential 

confounding variables, including urinary Na, K, Ca, Mg and nitrogen. Urinary Na and 

K concentrations which were used as a valid indicator for dietary salt and K intake, 

were measured by using emission flame photometry; urinary Ca and Mg 

concentrations were measured by using atomic absorption flame photometry. Urea 

nitrogen was measured by means of auto-analyser with use of an adaptation of the 

Fearon condensation method. Individual 24-hour excretion values were calculated as 

the product of concentrations in the urine and urinary volume standardised to 24 

hours.     

 (g) Quality control  

Quality control was extensive involving study procedure designs and any 

measurements in the INTERMAP Study.  

Firstly, standardised training was provided for all INTERMAP staffs to minimise inter-

observer bias and inter-centre variations. For BP measurement, in-depth training 

including practical experience and certification was compulsory for all observers. In 

terms of training for dietary interviewers, all of them attended a 4-day training 

workshop developed by the International Nutrition Coordinating Centre for 

INTERMAP Study in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA. This workshop included 

general introduction of the aims and design of the INTERMAP Study to trainees, and 

explanation of the dietary assessment method in details through a combination of 

lectures, demonstrations and practice. In practice section, each dietary interviewer 

was required to code four 24-hr dietary recalls with <6% line errors, practice 

collecting and coding 5 tape-recorded 24-hour recalls and five additional self-

collected recalls to gain certification in dietary collection and processing 

procedures244. Training procedures for urine collection would make staffs understand 

participants’ experience and how to give instruction to participants. Standardised 

trainings for other measurements (anthropometric measurements, questionnaire 
data collection etc.) to staffs were done as well. 
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In the process of dietary data collection, all 24-hour recall forms were reviewed by 

the site nutritionist following the interviews each day in field sites, to identify 

incomplete documentation that could be followed up at later clinic visits or over the 

phone. Besides that, regular reviews and evaluations were done by site nutritionist 

(at least 1 recall per interviewer per week) and country nutritionist (at least 2 recalls 

per site per week) of random sample of taped interviews to ensure continued 

accuracy and quality of the data and enhance comparability across interviewers and 

centres244. 

Regarding the 24-hour urine collection, careful instructions were provided in the 

clinics to participants and questions that participants may have were appropriately 

answered by staffs. Repeated 24-hour urine collections were scheduled if the urine 

collection did not fulfil the standard (refer to the description in above section about 

24-hour urine collection). As part of quality control procedures, 781 blind split 

samples (approximately a 10% random sample) were collected at the clinic with a 

split identity number and used to externally assess measurement precision of the 

laboratory. Percentage of technical error (%TE), and the mean and median values of 

within-pair coefficients of variation (CVs) were used to assess the precision of 

laboratory analyses for each urinary variable, estimates of %TE was 2.37% for Na; 

2.30% for K; 4.54% for Ca; 4.22% for Mg; 3.73% for urea; mean and median CV was 

smaller for all urinary measures, 0.75% and 0.28% for Na; 0.85% and 0.36% for K; 
3.12% and 1.76% for Ca; 2.85% and 1.78% for Mg; 2.07% and 1.31% for urea249.  

In addition, each centre had to complete a “dry run‟ of all procedures before start of 

actual data collection in 10 volunteers, including recruitment of potentially eligible 

participants; completion of the health examinations, administration for questionnaire 

and dietary recalls; data input; food and nutrient coding; data transmission; the 

packing and shipping of 24-hr urine collections; and all associated quality check 

procedures, following the standardised INTERMAP protocol. Central staffs, 

particularly the International Project Coordinator, the International Nutrition 

Coordinator and Country Nutritionist had field visits to those local sites to assist dry 

run and start of the field work. Test dietary recalls was transmitted to the country 

nutritionist and all other examination forms was sent to ICC in London. It involved on 

quick feedback from the central staffs from the international training team or the 
ICCs. 
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All data were coded (especially dietary data) and double entered locally by 
independent staffs. 

The standardized procedures were defined in the Manual of Operations in detail for 

the London ICC, the Central Laboratory, and the International Nutrition Coordinating 

Centre, for monitoring quality of data collection as well as laboratory technical error. 

Quality assessment of dietary data 

In the INTERMAP Study, as introduced above, two timed 24-h urine specimens were 

collected for each participant, and each 24-h specimen coincided with a pair of 24-h 

dietary recalls. 24-h urinary excretions of Na, K, Na/K and urea can be used as 

relatively objective measures for dietary intake of Na, K, Na/K and total protein, and 

served as criteria for quality assessment of 24-h recall data. Estimated dietary total 

protein intake is calculated as [24-h urinary urea N (g/day)+body weight (kg)�0.031]

�6.25250. Sample and gender-adjusted partial correlations were calculated between 

INTERMAP dietary and urinary measurements of Na, K, Na/K, and protein and 

correlation coefficients were 0.33, 0.30, 0.28 and 0.40 for Chinese and 0.45, 0.57, 

0.53 and 0.52 for Japanese respectively244. Correlations between urinary and dietary 

values of protein for 839 Chinese and 1,145 Japanese participants were as high as 

or higher than those reported from previous studies251, 252, although the lower Na r 

value for China, which may be due to few pre-packaged products were consumed by 

the farmers in China and total salt/soy sauce intakes were estimated separately. 

Correlation coefficients were less than 1.00 is possible attributable in part to the fact 

that urine values were not absolute ‘golden standards’ and to the dyssynchrony in 
time between ingestion, absorption and excretion of those nutrients. 

 

3.2 Glycaemic index value assignment and dietary glycaemic index 
and glycaemic load calculation 

3.2.1 Assignment of GI/GL values to East Asian foods 

Standardized methodology of assigning GI values to the food code database of 

INTERMAP East Asian samples has been developed by the present author using 

existing national and international GI database. The primary data sources for GI 
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values of foods in this study were national publications about GI of Chinese253,	254 and 

Japanese foods153,	255,	256, the International Tables of GI and GL Values: 2008257, 

University of Sydney online GI values database (http://www.glycemicindex.com/)	and 

USA National Cancer Institute GI values database 

(http://riskfactor.cancer.gov/tools/glycemic/). 

The method of linkage was by manual review of the existing national and 

international database to identify those foods that were the best matches for each of 

the INTERMAP food code. Due to the limited GI data sources for Chinese and 

Japanese foods, and no available GI values for many food items containing trace 

CHO, many food items of the INTERMAP Asian dietary data could not be assigned 

with a perfectly matched value of GI. Three measures were set to reduce bias in 

matching process: 1. making a comparison of nutrients composition among foods; 2. 

double checking of assignments by a trained dietician to confirm the validity of these 

linkages and to determine whether further matches or more appropriate linkages 

could be made;3. an algorithm was developed to assign GI values for the 

INTERMAP study (see Figure 3.2). A description of the steps of this algorithm is the 

following: 

Step 1. Determine if the East Asian food in INTERMAP has a direct link to a food in 

national published reports of GI values of Chinese or Japanese foods. If there is one, 

GI value for the food in national reports will be assigned. If no value in the national 

reports can be used, then go to Step 2. 
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Step 2. Determine if there is a direct link to a food in 3 international databases 

(International Tables of GI and GL Values: 2008, Sydney online GI database, 

National Cancer Institute GI database). If there is one, GI value for the food in 

international databases will be assigned. (Mean GI values of listed foods are used in 

the case of foods with multiple entries in international databases). If no value in the 
international database can be used, then go to Step 3. 

Figure 3.2  Decision algorithm for GI value assignment 

Step 3. Determine if the food item has � 5 grams of CHO per 100 g serving. If yes, 

a GI value of 0 to be assigned to that food item as its influence on total dietary GI/GL 
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is small and can be ignored. (Note that a detection limit is set as GI value of food 

with � 5 grams of CHO per 100 g serving cannot be measured accurately in in 

laboratory tests). If no, go to Step 4. 

Step 4. If there is an analogous food item (similar food item with different cooking 

methods, or with different brands) in published national reports or international 
databases, assign that particular GI value. If not, go to Step 5.    

Step 5. If the INTERMAP food code is vegetable, nuts or fruits, mean values of the 

GI for vegetables258, fruits and nuts in the GI international tables to be used.  If not, 

go to Step 6. 

Step 6. Published GI values for meat, fish, poultry or egg are limited, if a food item 

has � 15 grams of CHO per 100 g serving, GI value of 0 to be assigned. If not, go to 

Step 7. 

Step 7. If the food item belongs to the categories of sauce, condiments or paste, GI 

value of 0 to be assigned. If not, go to Step 8. 

Step 8. Arbitrary GI value of 50 to be assigned for the food item.  

The percentage of total amount of CHOs intake contributed by food codes assigned 

with GI>0 were calculated as an indicator to evaluate whether the decision algorithm 
assigning non-zero GI values covered most of CHOs intake.  

 GI value of a food could be changed by cooking, 232 recipes in Japanese food 

database were further checked and GI value of the ingredients in the recipe were 

adjusted.  

3.2.2 Calculating dietary GI and GL 

Overall dietary GI was determined by averaging the GI values of the food items, 

statistically weighted by their available CHO contribution of each individual food148,	159. 

The formula259 for calculating overall dietary GI: 

Dietary GI= GI#$
%&' ×CHO#/ CHO#$

%&'                                          [2] 
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where GI# is the GI value for food #, CHO# is the amount of CHO in food for food # 
(g/visit or day), and n is the number of foods eaten by the subject per visit (or day).   

Dietary GL for each participant of the study was calculated as the sum of product of 

GI value of a food times the amount of CHO in that food. Hence, the formula for 
calculating dietary GL: 

 Dietary GL= GI#$
%&' ×CHO#                                                                   [3] 

Daily dietary GI and GL were calculated from 4 timed 24-h dietary recalls after linking 

GI values to food codes. The equations [2] and [3] were used for calculating dietary 
GI and GL for each visit. 

Dietary GI/GL of four visits was averaged to be the overall dietary GI/GL. All the 
calculations were completed by SAS (version 9.3).  

3.3 Blood Pressure Calibration Study 

RZS was introduced as a modified device of the standard mercury 

sphygmomanometer (HgS) to measure BP, for the purpose of reducing observer 

bias. Several previous large epidemiologic studies used RZS to measure BP, 

including INTERMAP Study. 

Due to increased concerns from mercury contained in RZS to human health and 

environment, Omron HEM-907-an automated oscillometric device (AOD) for BP 

measuring-was used in the ICP Study. Omron HEM-907 has been validated by 

standards of European Society of Hypertension (ESH), British Society of 

Hypertension (BSH) and Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI).   

In order to compare BP values between the baseline and the prospective study, a 

pilot study was set up to collect data for converting RZS to Omron AOD BP values. 

3.3.1 Study sample and participants 

201 participants (70 men and 131 women) were enrolled from a rural village in Men 

Tou Gou District, Beijing, with more than 90% power to detect a mean of paired BP 

differences of 3.9 mm Hg with standard deviation of 9.9 mm Hg at a significance 
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level of 0.05 using two sided two sample means t-test (numbers were used from 

published papers260). Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the study 
(IRB reference number 2015-650)  

Age range for this BP calibration study was 40-79 years, which was comparable to 

the age range in INTERMAP Study and ICP Study. The proportion of males in the 

final study sample is 34.8% to evaluate the effect of gender on BP readings. 

Screening test was carried out on 325 participants and at least 30 persons for each 

of the three SBP categories were enrolled (low range:<120 mm Hg; medium range: 

120-159 mm Hg; high range: >160 mm Hg), in order to make sure the parameter 

estimate is stable and the equation is validated across all BP levels. Other inclusion 

criteria included sinus rhythm for eligible participants, as heart arrhythmia may lead 
to incorrect BP readings of AODs. 

People with an arm circumference exceeding 42 centimetres and requiring the use of 
a thigh cuff were ineligible to participate in this calibration study. 

3.3.2 Procedures of enrolment, randomisation and blood pressure 

measurement 

The preparation of each participant for BP measurement followed the standardised 

protocol of the INTERMAP Study and the ICP Study: the study set up in a quiet 

location with separate rooms for waiting for BP measurement to take place and for 

actual BP measurement ; participants were ask to be non-fasting but refrain from 

eating, drinking, smoking and exercise for at least 30 minutes prior to the 

measurement; the bladder should be emptied before any measurement; outer 

clothes should be removed and the upper right arm is bare for BP cuff; participant 

should be seated, with elbow on the desk and at the level with the heart; selecting 

correct size of cuff for participants and applying the cuff properly on right arm; at 
least 5-minute rest before BP measurement; legs cannot be crossed.  

Every participant who entered screening completed a short questionnaire with basic 

information demographic and medical history collected, and had a BP measurement 

(using Omron monitor, Single Mode, P-set AUTOmatic). This BP reading and the 

form were used to determine the eligibility of each potential participant to enter the 

BP calibration study. The BP reading in the screening test was also used to 
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determine the target inflation pressure of the Omron monitor in the following 
procedures.  

Each eligible participant was then randomly assigned (stratified by range of 

screening SBP of each participant) to Procedure A or Procedure B for BP 

measurements. The randomisation of sequence was to limit any bias of measuring 

order on BP readings as reported by previous studies using different devices260,	261. In 

procedure A, participants were taken three times of BP measurement by Omron 

HEM-907 (Single mode) firstly, and by RZS and Omron (Manual mode) 

simultaneously after 3-minute rest. In procedure B, participants were taken three 

times of BP measurement by RZS and Omron HEM-907 simultaneously firstly, and 
by Omron singly after 3-minute rest.  

When BP was measured by Omron HEM-907 alone, “SINGLE” mode was used and 

the P-set Volume was set to either “AUTO” if screening SBP is not higher than 200 

mm Hg, or a value (260 mm Hg or 280 mm Hg) greater than the sum of screening 

SBP plus 50 mm Hg if screening SBP was higher than 200 mm Hg as proper 
inflation may not be possible in the “AUTO” setting.  

When BP was measured by RZS and Omron HEM-907 simultaneously, the two 

devices and an Omron cuff were connected using a “Y” tube, and the cuff was 

inflated by the Omron machine. “MANUAL” mode was used here, and two observers 

listened for the Korotkoff sounds with the stethoscope to record SBP and DBP. The 

peak inflation pressure (also the target inflation value as the P-set Volume) was 

determined as follows: either screening SBP plus 50 mm Hg or 180 mm Hg, 
whichever was the greater, to make sure the cuff was proper inflated.  

The procedures are showed in the following flow chart (Figure 3.3). 325 participants 

were screened for BP calibration study and finally 201 eligible participants were 

enrolled, more details of the procedures and BP measurements can be found in the 
protocol (Appendix A). 
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Figure 3.3  Flow chart for the blood pressure calibration study 

3.3.3 Quality control 

The RZS and Omron AOD used in the calibration study were checked and 

maintained regularly by trained professionals.  

Extensive efforts had been adopted to reduce the measurements errors between 

observers. The observers for the BP calibration study had been trained and certified, 

and had practiced more than 100 times before the study, following the standardized 

Manual of Operations of the INTERMAP and the ICP Study. A supervisor was 

responsible to organise and oversee the study, monitor the recruitment and deal with 

any issues happened in measurement procedures, and the observers took turns to 

measure the BP by Omron AOD and RZS and adequate rests had been assured for 

observers during the measurements. The present author was responsible for study 

design and developing protocols, training observers, and assisting to supervise data 
collection in this study.   

 

3.4 The INTERMAP Prospective Study in China 
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The ICP Study is a prospective cohort study which aims to follow up the three 

Chinese populations in the INTERMAP Study, and assess the relationships of 

multiple dietary factors, nutrients, foods, food groups, urinary metabolites to BP and 

BP changes in long term.  

Methods and standard procedures are documented in the ICP Manuals of 

Operations, and most of them are following the methods in the INTERMAP Study in 

order to generate comparable data. The study obtained ethical approval from 

institutional review boards in Peking University, Tsinghua University, Fuwai Hospital, 

McGill University and Imperial College London, and all participants gave written 

informed consent. Fieldwork is still going to carry out for Beijing site (summer visit), 

and Guangxi site (summer and winter visits), and the data collection for Shanxi site 

(summer visit: August-September 2015; and winter visits: November-December 

2015) and Beijing (winter visit: December 2015-January 2016) has already been 
completed and the results of these visits will be presented in this thesis. 

3.4.1 Study sample and participants 

The ICP Study intended to follow up 3 INTERMAP population samples in China 

(N=839): two samples in North China (local centre of Shanxi: N=289; local centre of 

Beijing: N=272), and one sample in South China (local centre of Guangxi: N=278). 

The basic description of the three population samples has been introduced in 3.1. As 

mentioned above, the population sample at each local centre was population-based 

and was randomly selected from the target population and participants were 

randomly selected from each of four age-gender subgroups�men and women, aged 

40-49 and 50-59 years in the baseline survey129. 

The lists of INTERMAP participants were obtained from collaborators at local sites, 

and all participants in the original INTERMAP Study were contacted by visits or 
telephone and invited to participate in the ICP Study.  

Every effort was made to enrol all available original participants of the INTERMAP 

Study. Participants who could not cooperate with measurement procedures (i.e.: 

limited mobility due to fracture), or were in special conditions (i.e.: having other 

diseases), did not participate in the clinic visits of current follow-up study, instead 
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information of CVD history was collected for them. A summary of current status of 
the participants in Shanxi and Beijing is shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

 

 

Table 3.2. Status of all original INTERMAP participants at Shanxi site by 
gender: N (Male: Female) (Percentage) 

  Numbers (Male: Female) 
(%) 

All original INTERMAP participants at Shanxi site 289 (143:146) (100%) 
  

Participants who were re-enrolled and followed up 
in the summer or winter visit 

 
 
203 (99:104) (70.2%) 

  
Participants who had moved out and could not be 
reached 

 
 
11 (5:6) (3.8%) 

  
Participants who were confirmed deceased 
(Information for death reasons was collected by 
verbal autopsy) 

 

 
50 (26:24) (17.3%) 

  
Participants who were alive and at local but did 
not participate in the prospective study 

• Contacted but refused to participate in the study due to personal 
busy schedules, cold weather, disease, difficulty of 
transportation, living in the county or other places at the moment 
of data collection etc. 

• Current CVD status was recorded (i.e.: had any CVD events or 
not).     

 

 
25 (13:12) (8.7%) 

   CVD: cardiovascular disease. 
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Table 3.3 Status of all original INTERMAP participants at Beijing site by gender: 
N (Male: Female) (Percentage) 

  Numbers (Male: Female) (%) 
All original INTERMAP participants at Beijing site 272 (133:139) (100%) 
  

Participants who were re-enrolled and followed up in 
the winter visit 

 
 
177 (85:92) (65.1%) 

  
Participants who had moved out and could not be 
reached 

 
 
2 (0:2) (0.7%) 

  
Participants who were confirmed deceased 
Exact death reasons for 17 of them need to be 
checked in the summer visit in 2016. 

 

 
46 (31:15) (16.9%) 

  
Participants who were alive and at local but did not 
participate in the prospective study  

• Still in the same village or town and had been contacted but 
refused to participate this time due to personal busy schedules, 
cold weather, disease, difficulty of transportation, living in the 
county or other places at the moment etc. 

• Will be contacted again in the summer visit, and some of them 
could be followed. 

• For 26 of them, the current CVD status (i.e.: had any CVD 
events or not) has been recorded; the rest needs to be checked 
in summer visit.     

 

 
47 (17:30) (17.3%) 

CVD: cardiovascular disease. 

 

Thus, overall the response rate for the ICP Study (Shanxi and Beijing site only) is 84% 

(Table 3.4). For those participants who could not participate this time, the information 
of CVD events had to be collected. 
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Table 3.4 Response rate of alive, local and known participants in the ICP Study 
(including Shanxi site and Beijing site) 

 Shanxi Beijing Total 

Original participants 289 272 561 

Number confirmed deceased 50 46 96 

Number confirmed migrated 11 2 13 

Number unknown status 0 0 0 

    Subtraction = number who are alive, 
local and known 228 224 452 

    
Number that did not participate 25 47 72 

    
Participants at follow up  203 177 380 

Response rate of alive, local and 
known participants 89% 79% 84% 

ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective Study. 

Data collected from the original INTERMAP participants in the Shanxi summer 

(August-September 2015) and winter (November-December 2015) visits and Beijing 
winter visit (December 2015-January 2016) are used for this thesis.  

3.4.2 Data collection and quality control 

(a) Clinic visit 

The ICP study obtained institutional review board approval for each participating site 

and written informed consent had been obtained from participant before he/she 

attended any clinic visits (IRB reference number 15IC3095 and IRB00001052-

15017). A total of four local clinic visits were completed for each participant (like the 

baseline clinic visit), two visits were carried out in the summer and another two visits 

in the winter to capture seasonal variability of exposure and outcome variables of 

interest. For each pair of visits in summer or in winter, participants attended the clinic 

for two consecutive days. As two timed 24-hour personal environmental exposure 

assessment were included in the ICP Study, measurement starting at Day 0, on 

which each participant was given a personal PM monitor (in a waist pack with a 
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pedometer). Participants were instructed to wear the waist pack at all times, and the 

daily steps (level of physical activity) were recorded by the pedometer. No other 
measurement was taken on Day 0.  

On Day 1 of each pair of visit, participant was invited to the clinic, a 24-hour dietary 

recall (as well as vitamin and other dietary supplements intake) was administered 

and three BP measurements were made using an Omron AOD. A detailed 

questionnaire was used to collect key information of confounding variables, medical 

history of HTN and CVDs and diabetes, current medication use, and current and 

historic house energy and stove use. Two height, weight, waist and hip 

circumference measurements, and three grip strength tests were recorded. A spot 

urine specimen was collected at the clinic (before the BP measurement) and after 

that the 24-hour urine collection starting immediately. Instructions of 24-hour urine 

collection were provided and explained by trained staffs to participants. 

On Day 2 of each pair of visits, a 24-hour dietary recall was performed again and 3 

BP measurements were made. Pulse wave analysis and measurement of PWV was 

preformed to assess arterial stiffness.  Dried blood spots were collected, together 

with an instant blood glucose test using test strips (only used to provide instant 

feedback to participants about their blood glucose level). A spot urine was collected 

at the clinic (before the BP measurement), which was also the last sample of the 24-

hour urine collection. The personal environmental exposure assessment was 
completed at the end of the clinic visit. 

Besides those measurements, a fasting whole blood sample was collected during 

data collection in winter season, a cognitive screening test was carried out in the 

second pair of visits. Mortality information of participants who died was collected 
using the tool of verbal autopsy (VA). 
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Figure 3.4 Arrangements for clinic visit and data collection (for one season) in the 
INTERMAP China Prospective Study 

Note for abbreviations: PM: particulate matter; BP: blood pressure; DBS: dried blood spot; 

PWV: pulse wave velocity. 

  

(b) Blood Pressure measurement 

A total of twelve BP measurements (for two seasons) were taken for each participant, 

three times at each clinic visit, using Omron HEM-907 digital automatic BP monitor 

by trained and certified observers following the standard protocol (Page 200 in 
Appendix A). 

BP measurements followed the standard protocol of the INTERMAP Study and 

similar to those of the BP calibration study. The observer placed the appropriated 

size cuff on participant’s bare arm, set the machine to AUTOmatic (for the first 

measurement, and for the second and third measurements if the first SBP reading 

was not larger than 200 mm Hg), and set the mode button to SINGLE, and then 

pushed the START button after 5 minutes rest. Allow minimum of 30 seconds 

between each measurement (a pulse rate was then recorded by the observer). Any 
difficulty of taking BP measurement was recorded.  

The mean of the second and third measurements was computed as daily BP level, 

as previous study found that the first reading was usually systematically higher than 

following serial BP measurements262, and the mean of 4 visits (2 visit for Beijing site) 

were used for data analysis. During data collection in the field, regular audits were 
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performed by the candidate or PIs to check adherence to the protocol of BP 

measurements (please refer to the appendix, i.e., at least 5 minutes rest before any 

measurement, selection of adequate cuff size, leg cannot be crossed, at least 30 

seconds gap between measurements). HTN was defined as SBP at least 140 mmHg 

or DBP at least 90 mmHg or taking antihypertensive medication in past 2 weeks. 

Pre-HTN was defined as SBP at least 120 mmHg and less than 140 mmHg, or DBP 

at least 80 mm Hg and less than 90 mmHg. Awareness of HTN was defined as a 

self-report of any previous diagnosis of HTN by a healthcare professional in the 

survey. Treatment of HTN was defined as self-reported use of antihypertensive 

medication during the past 2 weeks. Control of HTN was defined as pharmacological 

treatment of HTN resulting in an average SBP less than 140 mmHg and an average 

DBP less than 90 mmHg.   

(c) Anthropometric and grip strength measurements and questionnaire data 

On Day 1 of each pair of visits, body height and weight, waist and hip circumference 

were measured twice according to a standardized protocol. Height was measured by 

a stadiometer without shoes or hair ornaments as the baseline. Body weight was 

measured after removing heavy outer garments and shoes by an electronic scale 

(Omron HBF-371), which was calibrated at the beginning of each examination day. 

Mean of two readings was used. BMI is calculated as weight (kg) divided by the 

square of height (m) (kg/m2). Obesity and overweight were defined according to the 

WHO classification standard263 (obesity: BMI>=30 kg/m2; overweight: >=25 kg/m2 

and <30 kg/m2) or China classification standard264(obesity: BMI>=28 kg/m2; 

overweight: >=24 kg/m2 and <28 kg/m2). 

For the ICP Study, waist and hip circumference were measured as a marker for 

central obesity, which was an important risk factor to HTN and CVDs70,	74,	78,	265. For 

WC measurement, participants removed their clothes except for light underwear (for 

summer season), and WC was measured at a level midway between rib margin and 

iliac crest with the measuring tape all around the body in horizontal position, and the 

readings were taken at the end of gentle exhaling. Hip circumference was measured 

as the maximal circumference over the buttock. Due to the extremely cold weather at 

Shanxi and Beijing site, the circumference without heavy outer garments was 

measured for winter season. Mean of two readings was used. Abdominal obesity 
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was defined as WC>=90 cm in men and >=80 cm in women according to the 

International Diabetes Federation recommendations for Asians266. Waist to hip ratio 
is calculated as waist circumference divided by hip circumference. 

Grip strength was measured using a Jamar J00105 hydraulic hand dynamometer 

following the standardised protocol of the UK Biobank Study. Previous study has 

demonstrated acceptable accuracy and precision of this Jamar dynamometer for 

measurement of grip strength267. The hand dynamometer was calibrated by trained 

study staffs at the start of each day of clinic visit. Three measurements from both 

hands of each participant were made in turn, and the maximum values obtained from 

each hand were used. Overall grip strength was then calculated from the mean of 

the maximum values of dominant and non-dominant hand grip strength268. 

Questionnaire data was obtained by face-to-face interview on CVD history and other 

possible confounders of nutrition and environment-BP relations, including household 

annual income, history of cigarettes use and second-hand smoking, alcohol 

consumption, personal medical history (especially stroke, coronary heart disease 

and diabetes), current medication use, sleep problem, eating behaviours, current 

energy/stove use and changes in household energy/stove use since 1996 (the 
baseline).     

(d) 24-hour dietary recall method 

In the ICP Study, the procedures for 24-hour dietary recall and training for dietary 

interviewers followed the standardised protocol developed in the INTERMAP Study. 

The only difference was that dietary recalls completed in two separate seasons 

rather than in 3-6 weeks apart at baseline to capture seasonal variability in three 
Chinese populations.  

(e) Nutrient database 

As new foods become available and food compositions may change compared with 

the baseline nearly 19 years ago, the food composition table is being updated and 

expanded in the ICP Study using newly available national food composition tables. 

This work is ongoing by the local nutrition research group and therefore, only 

changes of foods/food groups and preliminary results of change of three macro-
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nutrients (CHO, protein and fat), total energy intake and dietary Na intake are 
presented in this thesis. 

(f) Spot urine and 24-hour urine specimen collections 

The procedures for 24-hour urine specimen collection in the ICP Study also followed 
the protocol of the INTERMAP Study.  

For each pair of visits in each season, two spot urine samples were collected in the 

ICP Study. The first spot urine was collected before the onset of the 24-hour urine 

collection at the clinic (this sample was discarded in the INTERMAP Study), and an 

instant urine test for the presence of proteins, glucose, ketones and blood in urine 

samples was carried out immediately using testing dipsticks. Then the timing of the 

24-hour urine collection began immediately after voiding this spot urine, and labelled 

collection jars, carriers and careful instructions were provided to all participants. 

On Day 2 of each pair of visits, participants returned to the clinic shortly before the 

24 hours are over, and the final 24-hour urine specimen was collected at the clinic, 

which was also the 2nd spot urine specimen. This final sample was collected using a 

separate 1-litre plastic measuring jug given by the staff, and 3 aliquots of spot urine 

were collected immediately, then the volume of 24-hour urine samples was 

measured. 10 millilitres (for 3 aliquots of the 2nd spot urine) was added to compute 

the final volume of 24-hour urine specimens. After the volume of urine samples was 

recorded, the urine in a large bucket was thoroughly mixed and 5 aliquot tubes of the 

24-hour urine specimen were filled. The samples were sent to central laboratory in 
Beijing. 

(g) Dried blood spots collection and blood glucose test 

Dried blood spots (minimum of 4) were collected on filter paper (Whatman 903, GE) 

by finger stick from all participants by trained nurses on Day 2, following the dietary 

recalls and exposure assessment, and an instant blood glucose test was then 

preformed using testing strips (only used for screening and instant feedback to 

participants, plasma samples were used to measure fasting blood glucose in central 
laboratory of this study).  

(h) Pulse wave analysis 
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Pulse wave analysis, a preferred non-invasive measurement to assess stiffness of 

arteries, was carried out in the ICP Study following a standardised protocol. The 

VICORDER system (Smart Medical, UK) was used to measure central BP, and 

brachial-femoral pulse wave velocity (bfPWV). VICORDER was validated in several 

scientific studies269-272 and the accuracy of PWV was classified as “excellent”270 in 

comparison to reference methods according to the criteria of the ARTERY Society 

Recommendations273. Up to three readings, each based on 10-12 stable waveforms 

(2 screens of good waveform), were taken for each participant in a supine position. 

bfPWV was calculated from the measurements of the pulse transit time and the 

distance between the midline of the arm cuff to the thigh cuff which was measured 
using a measuring tape. 

(i) Fasting whole blood sample collection and analysis 

Whole blood sample was collected once only at the winter by trained nurses 

following standardised protocols after all other data collection finished. Two tubes (6 

ml each) of fasting whole blood samples were collected, one tube was for plasma 

collection and the other was for serum collection. The serum separator tube sat for 

40 minutes at room temperature before centrifugation. After centrifugation, three 

small aliquots for each tube were collected and stored at -25�. All those serum and 

plasma samples were then sent to the qualified central laboratory to be stored at -80� 

and for biochemistry analyses in Beijing. To date basic biochemistry tests were 

carried out following standardised protocol in the central laboratory (qualified for 

clinical biochemistry examination and certified by Ministry of Health and ISO15189), 

included fasting blood glucose, lipid profile (TC, HDL cholesterol, TG, LDL 

cholesterol), Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT), creatinine (CREA), and uric acid (UA). 

These blood biochemistry analyses in the central laboratory for Beijing and Shanxi 

blood samples were taken extensive internal and external quality control procedures, 

for example, 8% of duplicated blood samples were collected and analysed 

separately, and it showed acceptable precision-with CV%s ranging from 2.7% to 5.7% 

for the above tests. Definition of dyslipidaemia in this study was referred to the 

practice guidelines on the treatment of blood cholesterol by American College of 

Cardiology/American Heart Association274. Diagnosis of dyslipidaemia was made for 

a participant if he/she was in at least one of the following conditions: (a) high TC 
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(>=6.19 mmol/L); (b) high LDL cholesterol (>=4.14 mmol/L); or (c) high TG (>=2.27 

mmol/L). Diagnosis of diabetes was made for a participant if he/she had self-

reported diabetes or a fasting plasma glucose level (time since last food>=8 

hours) >= 7.0 mmol/L275.      

(j) Mortality data collection  

The mortality data had been collected using a VA instrument and analysed using 

Tariff method developed and validated in the Population Health Metrics Research 

Consortium (PHMRC) project276-279. VA is recognised as the only feasible method to 

evaluate the leading causes of death in poor settings without adequate vital 

registration systems277,	280. In the ICP Study, a validated shortened VA instrument280 

administered by a smart mobile phone and Tariff 2.0 method281 are being used to 

collect and analyse the mortality data in the three INTERMAP Chinese populations, 

as vital registration systems are not available in those rural areas in China. Previous 

study had shown that the accuracy (using median cause-specific mortality fraction 

accuracy) of this VA instrument with Tariff 2.0 method is 71.7% if participant without 

health care experience, and 77.0% if participant with health care experience278, 281. 

For this thesis, data from VA performed at Shanxi site in both summer and winter 

data collection, and those from the winter data collection in Beijing site are presented. 
Cases died from CVDs were further confirmed based on the mortality data collection.  

(k) Other data 

Low PA level is also an important risk factor to HTN and CVDs, and a more objective 

measure of PA was used in the ICP Study. There was a pedometer inside the waist 

pack together with the personal monitor for PM, and participants were instructed to 

wear the pack at all times except when they had to sit for a long time or sleep, and 

the daily number of steps (which was an indicator of physical activity) was recorded. 

Omron pedometer (HJ-328), which has demonstrated validity and reliability at 
various activities according to previous studies282, 283, was used in the current study.  

(l) Quality control 

The ICP Study applied similar procedures on quality control of the INTERMAP Study. 

All staffs and observers attended a four-day session and were trained and certified 

before any data collection. 	
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The dietary 24-hour recall followed the procedures of quality control listed in the 

nutrition manual of the INTERMAP Study (summarised in section 3.1), involving 

evaluation of dietary recalls quality of site dietary interviewers by site nutritionists, 

and country nutritionists. All interviews were recorded using digital voice recorders, 

and site nutritionist and country nutritionist evaluated 10% of the recalls randomly, to 

assess performances of dietary interviewers and give feedbacks to improve 
interviewing and coding skills.   

Regarding to the urine collection (both spot and 24-hour urine samples) and blood 

samples collection, 10% of collected samples were randomly selected for quality 

control for laboratory analyses. These samples were aliquoted and assigned a 

second identify number as split samples (the same group for both summer and 
winter visit). 

Every effort had been made to avoid missing data, for example, regular checks of 

the questionnaires and forms especially at the beginning of the data collection in 

each visit were done by the candidate or local coordinators, and for those 

questionnaire data administered in the 1st pair of visit, further checks with 

participants would be done in the 2nd pair of visit if any missing data were identified. 

However, missing data still exist usually due to absence of participants in some clinic 

visits. If all BP data were not available, this case will be excluded from current 

analyses; if BP data were available in some visits (i.e., only participated in winter 

visits), this case could be included in current analyses for those visits (i.e., analyses 

for winter BP levels), and were tentatively included in whole analyses of all visits, but 

sensitivity analyses will be carried out with exclusion of cases with missing data.      

 

3.5 Statistical analyses 

All analyses were performed using SAS (Statistical Analysis System, Version 9.3 for 

Windows; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA). Firstly, descriptive 

analyses were performed, followed by correlation and multivariable linear regression 
analyses. All statistical tests were two-sided, with a significant level of 0.05. 

3.5.1 Cross-sectional analyses between glycaemic index/glycaemic load and 

blood pressure 
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(a) Power calculation 

Before proposed analyses, power calculation was done to see whether adequate 

power can be achieved based on INTERMAP Chinese and Japanese populations to 

test the hypothesis for this study. The goal of analyses of dietary GI/GL-BP 

associations in INTERMAP Asian populations is accurately to estimate associations 

between average daily dietary GI/GL levels (on 4 visits) of individuals and their 

average SBP and DBP. Thus, estimates of power were based on coefficients 

uncorrected for regression dilution bias, corresponding to uncorrected partial 

correlations of dietary GI/GL with BP. The key question therefore in estimating power 

for the proposed analyses is size of partial correlations to be expected. The following 

table (Table 3.5) provides estimates of power to detect partial correlations of 0.05 to 

0.10 with the 3 Chinese population samples and 4 Japanese population samples for 

two-sided alphas of 0.05 and 0.01. Power is 0.72 or greater to detect partial 

correlations of 0.09 or greater (for two-sided alphas of 0.05) for 3 Chinese population 

samples, and power is 0.75 or greater to detect partial correlations of 0.08 or greater 

(for two-sided alphas of 0.05) for 4 Japanese population samples. There is limited 

power to detect partial correlations of 0.05 to 0.07 for those two countries.  

Table 3.5 Power for detecting partial correlations of 0.05 to 0.10 in 3 Chinese 
populations and 4 Japanese populations of the INTERMAP Study 

 

Partial 

Correlation 

China  

N=839 

 Japan  

N=1145 

Alpha=0.05 0.01  0.05 0.01 

0.05 0.29 0.12  0.37 0.18 

0.06 0.39 0.19  0.50 0.27 

0.07 0.50 0.27  0.63 0.39 

0.08 0.61 0.37  0.75 0.52 

0.09 0.72 0.48  0.84 0.65 

0.10 0.80 0.59  0.91 0.76 

 

(b) Descriptive statistics 
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Measurements for each participant were averaged for BP, nutrient variables and 

dietary GI/GL across the four visits. Dietary data were reported as nutrient densities; 

for nutrients supplying energy, intake was calculated as percentage of total energy, 

that is, (kilocalories from nutrient/total kcal)�100 (%kcal); for others, per 1000kcal, 

that is (absolute amount per day/total kcal)�1000 (per 1000 kcal). BMI was 

calculated as weight (kilogram)/height2 (m2). HTN was defined as SBP�140 mm Hg, 

or DBP �90 mm Hg, or taking antihypertensive medication. Average alcohol intake 

of two 7-day history of alcoholic beverages consumption was expressed as g/day. 

Urinary variables (i.e. urinary Na and K excretion) were calculated as products of 

concentrations in urine samples and timed volumes standardized to 24 hours. 

Urinary excretions were averaged across the 2 collections, for example, mean of two 

timed 24-hour values of urinary Na and K excretion were used in analyses, as 
reliable biomarkers of dietary Na and K intakes.  

Descriptive statistics for continuous (means and standard deviations [SDs]) and 

categorical variables (frequencies and percentages) were calculated separately for 

China and Japan by gender, by sample, by region (i.e.: north vs. south in China) and 

overall.  

(c) Reliability of dietary glycaemic index/glycaemic load and blood pressure 

Reliability of dietary GI/GL, SBP and DBP were estimated from the formula 

1/[1+(ratio/4)]�100, where the ratio is intra-individual variance divided by inter-

individual variance, calculated separately by gender, and for male and female 

combined. The aim was to estimate the effect of random error (day-to-day variability 

among individuals) on reliability of associations between exposure variables of 

interest (dietary GI/GL here) and BP. 

(d) Partial correlations 

Partial Pearson correlation was used to explore associations of explanatory variables 

(i.e., associations among nutrients) of interest first. Correlation matrices among 

continuous independent dietary variables were analysed, adjusted for gender, age, 

and population sample. Strongly correlated variables were identified to help establish 
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multivariable linear regression models and assess multicollinearity of explanatory 
variables in models. 

(e) Multiple regression models 

Generalized linear models (GLMs) and multivariable linear regression analyses were 

used to assess relations of the dietary GI and GL of individuals to their SBP and 

DBP.  

Information on potential confounding variables was collected and listed in the 

following table (Table 3.6). Potential confounders were added and adjusted in 

sequential regression models. Non-dietary variables were entered into regression 

models, and then dietary variables were entered. The selection of confounding 

variables was based on literature in which those variables were previously 

demonstrated to relate to BP significantly and independently. Demographic variables 

(i.e., gender, age etc.) were entered into models firstly; then variables of medical 

history (i.e., diagnosis of CVD and DMs), family history of HTN (could be a marker 

for genetic related risk), lifestyles and behaviours (i.e., PA, on special diet, 

supplement use etc.); then urinary variables of Na, K (valid indicator of salt and 

potassium intake) and alcohol consumption measured from two 7-day alcohol intake 

history, which were established dietary risk factors to HTN; other dietary variables 

generated from four 24-h dietary recalls which might potentially affect the relations of 

dietary GI/GL to BP were entered into models finally. As this is a nutritional study 

and energy intake might influence the association between the dietary variables of 

interest and BP, total energy intake was adjusted in all models284. Smoking was not 

adjusted in the models, as it has not been shown to be consistently associated with 

BP levels285. No SES variables were adjusted here, as previous analyses of 

INTERMAP data found that the inverse relationship between years of education (a 

proxy for SES used in INTERMAP) and BP was explained almost entirely by 

combinations of several dietary variables54. All models were calculated with and 

without adjustment for height and weight because of the potential problem of over 

adjustment and height and weight affecting associations (possibly because of their 

high precision of measurement compared with dietary variables). Because previous 

analyses in INTERSALT had shown that weight adjusted for height was more 
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strongly associated with BP levels than BMI286, height and weight were included in 
regression models rather than BMI. 

Table 3.6 A summary of adjusted potential confounding variables in regression 
models and how they were measured in the INTERMAP Study 

Potential 
confounders Reasons to be added as confounders How measured/format 

in the model 

Age Age is associated with BP level, and it is 
associated with dietary GI/GL intake 

Questionnaire/continu
ous variable 

Gender Gender is associated with BP level, and it is 
associated with dietary GI/GL intake 

Questionnaire/dichoto
mous variable 

Population 
sample 

BP levels and dietary GI/GL intakes were 
significantly different across population 
samples 

Questionnaire/categor
ical variable, dummy 
variables were 
generated for each 
population 

Total energy 
intake 

Intakes of most specific nutrients (particularly 
macronutrients) are correlated with total 
energy intake; total energy intake is 
associated with BP level 

4 24-h dietary 
recalls/continuous 
variable 

Adherence to a 
special diet 

Adherence to a special diet is correlated with 
intakes of some nutrients, and it might be 
correlated with BP level 

4 24-h dietary 
recalls/dichotomous 
variable 

Dietary 
supplement use 

Dietary supplement use is correlated with 
intakes of some nutrients, and it might be 
correlated with BP level 

4 24-h dietary 
recalls/dichotomous 
variable 

CVD or DM 
diagnosis 

Diagnosis of CVD or DM might change dietary 
behaviors and be associated with intakes of 
some nutrients, and it is associated with BP 
level 

Questionnaire/dichoto
mous variable 

Physical activity Level of PA is associated with BP level, it is 
associated with dietary intakes as well. 

Questionnaire/continu
ous variable 

Family history of 
high BP 

Family history of high BP indicates risk of high 
BP (genetic risks), and it might be associated 
with dietary intakes 

Questionnaire/dichoto
mous variable 

Sodium intake 
Sodium intake is positively associated with BP 
level, it might be associated with dietary GI/GL 
in this study 

2 timed 24-h urine 
samples/continuous 
variable 

 

Continued on next page 
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Table 3.6 continued, page 2  

Potassium 
intake 

Potassium intake is inversely associated with 
BP level, it might be associated with dietary 
GI/GL in this study 

2 timed 24-h urine 
samples/continuous 
variable 

Alcohol intake 
Alcohol intake is associated with BP level, it 
might be associated with dietary GI/GL in this 
study 

2 7-day alcohol 
intake/continuous 
variable 

Dietary calcium, 
SFA, PFA, 
cholesterol, 
fiber, 
magnesium, 
phosphorus 
intake 

Those dietary variables were reported 
previously in literature (i.e., INTERMAP Study) 
that they might be potentially associated with 
BP level, and they might be associated with 
dietary GI/GL in this study 

4 24-h dietary 
recalls/continuous 
variable 

 BP: blood pressure; GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; CVD: cardiovascular 

disease; DM: diabetes mellitus; PA: physical activity; SFA, saturated fatty acids; PFA, 
polyunsaturated fatty acids. 

The proposed sequential regression models were established as follows (with and 

without height and weight) (Table 3.7): Model 0 was adjusted for age, gender, 

population sample, total energy intake (kcal/day). Model 1 was adjusted for variables 

in Model 0 plus adherence to a special diet, dietary supplement use, CVD or DM 

diagnosis, physical activity (hours), family history of high BP. Model 2 was adjusted 

for variables in Model 1 plus 24-hour urinary Na and K excretion (mmol/day) and 

alcohol intake (g/day). Model 3 was adjusted for variables in model 2 plus dietary Ca 

(mg/1000 kcal), SFA (%kcal), PFA (%kcal), and dietary cholesterol intake (mg/1000 

kcal). Model 4a was adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus vegetable protein intake 

(%kcal). Model 4b was adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus dietary fibre intake 

(g/1000 kcal). Model 4c was adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus dietary 

magnesium intake (mg/1000 kcal). Model 4d was adjusted for variables in Model 3 

plus dietary phosphorus intake (mg/1000 kcal). Models 4a-4d were regressed 

separately to avoid multicollinearity of explanatory variables. Dietary GI/GL-BP 

regression coefficients were obtained and they were expressed as differences in BP 

(mm Hg) for a 2-SD difference in dietary GI/GL intake. Standard errors of coefficients 

were obtained and 95% CIs were calculated as well.  Z-scores were calculated as 

regression coefficient divided by standard error and P values were computed. 

Results were not corrected for regression dilution bias. Regarding the multiple 

testing in this study, as 16 tests have been carried out (8 sequential regression 
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models/adjusting height and weight or not), a corrected significance cut-off at 
0.003125 (=0.05/16) and has been used following the Bonferroni correction287.  

Age-GI/GL and gender-GI/GL interactions were assessed by interaction terms in 

regression models. To check linearity, associations between dietary GI/GL and BP 

were plotted by country (China and Japan), and the significance of adding a 
quadratic term were assessed for regression models. 

Pre-defined sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the sensitivity of primary 

findings (Table 3.8). These included use of nutrient densities adjusted for energy; 

use of g/24 h intake adjusted for energy; urinary Na/creatinine ratio and K/creatinine 

ratio instead of Na and K; separate exclusions of participants taking antihypertensive 

or other CVD medications, individuals with history of CVD or diabetes mellitus, 
individuals on special diet, and those with high daily variability of nutrient intake. 

 

Table 3.7 Variables included in the established sequential models for 
multivariable linear regression of blood pressure against dietary glycaemic 
index, and glycaemic load  

Model Description 

Model 0 Adjusted for age, gender, population sample, total energy intake (kcal/day). 

Model 1 Adjusted for variables in Model 0 plus adherence to a special diet, dietary supplement 

use1, CVD or DM diagnosis2, physical activity (hours)3, family history of high BP. 

Model 2 Adjusted for variables in Model 1 plus 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium 

excretion (mmol/day) and alcohol intake (g/day)4. 

Model 3 Adjusted for variables in model 2 plus dietary calcium (mg/1000 kcal), saturated fatty 

acid (SFA, %kcal), polyunsaturated fatty acid (PFA, %kcal), and dietary cholesterol 

intake (mg/1000 kcal). 

Model 4a Adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus vegetable protein intake (%kcal). 

Model 4b Adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus dietary fibre intake (g/1000 kcal). 

Model 4c Adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus dietary magnesium intake (mg/1000 kcal). 

Model 4d Adjusted for variables in Model 3 plus dietary phosphorus intake (mg/1000 kcal). 
1 Taking dietary supplements at time of study. 
2 Having a medical history of diabetes mellitus or cardiovascular disease (heart attack, other heart 
disease, stroke). 
3 Hours that individuals engaged in moderate and heavy physical activity. 
4 Average alcohol consumption estimated from two 7-day alcohol history questionnaire.  
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CVD: cardiovascular disease; DM: diabetes mellitus; BP: blood pressure; SFA, saturated fatty acids; 
PFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids. 

 

Table 3.8 Sensitivity analyses of relationships between dietary glycaemic 
index and glycaemic load to blood pressure in sub-cohorts 

Gender: male and female separately 

Excluding participants who were on anti-hypertensive medication use 

Excluding participants who were on a special diet 

Excluding participants who were diagnosed with CVD or DM 

CVD: cardiovascular disease; DM: diabetes mellitus. 

3.5.2 Blood pressure calibration study 

For each BP measuring device (the RZS or the Omron HEM-907), the first 

measurement was disregarded from each, as the first reading was usually 

systematically higher than following serial BP measurements262. Mean SBP and DBP 

were calculated from the second and third recordings. BP values were categorized 

according to the JNC7 classification288. 

(a)  Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics for continuous (means and SD, including age, screening SBP 

and DBP, mean SBP and DBP, mean differences etc.) and categorical variables 

(frequencies and percentages, including gender) were calculated and presented 

separately for participants by procedure (A and B). Mean SBP and DBP by the 

Omron (Single Mode), the Omron (Manual Mode), the RZS and mean difference of 

each device/mode were presented by procedure (A and B).  

Potential determinants/confounders of BP differences between the RZS and the 

Omron (Single Mode), including gender, age, mean BP level, device order, and their 
interaction terms were explored. 

The difference between the two devices against the average for the two devices was 

plotted according to the method of Bland and Altman289, to graphically illustrate the 
individual differences of the BP recordings by measuring devices.  

(b) Multivariable linear regression models 
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In addition, multiple linear regression models were used to estimate the electrical 

Omron HEM-907 recordings from the RZS recordings and an equation for converting 
between the two was developed. Model fit was checked by using adjusted R-square. 

The proposed multivariable regression models were established as follows (Table 

3.9): Model 0 was non-adjusted. Model 1 was adjusted for gender. Model 2 was 

adjusted for variables in Model 1 plus age (years). Model 3 was adjusted for 

variables in Model 1 plus device order (procedure A or B). Model 4 was adjusted for 

variables in Model 1 plus BP range, and the interaction term between BP range and 

the RZS recordings. Model 5 (for SBP recordings) was adjusted for variables in 

Model 4 plus device order (procedure A or B). Model 6 (for DBP recordings) was 
adjusted for variables in Model 4 plus age (years). 

 

 

Table 3.9 Variables of established multivariable regression models of blood 
pressure values by the Random zero sphygmomanometer (RZS) against blood 
pressure values by the Omron HEM-907  

Model Description 

Model 0 Non-adjusted.  

Model 1 Adjusted for gender. 

Model 2 Adjusted for variables in Model 1 plus age (years). 

Model 3 Adjusted for variables in Model 1 plus device order (procedure A or B). 

Model 4 Adjusted for variables in Model 1 plus BP range, and the interaction term 

between BP range and the RZS recordings. 

Model 5 (for SBP) Adjusted for variables in Model 4 plus device order (procedure A or B). 

Model 6 (for DBP) Adjusted for variables in Model 4 plus age (years). 

RZS: Random zero sphygmomanometer; BP: blood pressure; SBP: systolic blood 

pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure. 

 

3.5.3 The INTERMAP China Prospective Study 

(a) Descriptive statistics 
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Mean and SD were calculated for continuous study variables, and averaged over 

each pair of visits for each participant. These variables include: SBP and DBP, 

height, weight and BMI, waist and hip circumference and WHR, grip strength, daily 

steps (level of physical activity) and PWV. Frequencies and percentages were 

calculated for categorical variables, including prevalence, awareness, treatment, and 

control rate of HTN, prevalence of pre-HTN, prevalence of obesity and overweight 

according to the WHO classification standard263 and China classification standard264, 

cigarette smoking, self-reported coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes and COPD, 

adherence to a special diet. In winter visits, results from whole fasting blood tests 

including prevalence of dyslipidaemia and diabetes were presented as well. 

Comparisons of characteristics at baseline between participants who participated in 

the ICP Study and participants who did not participate (who were lost to follow up) 

were made using t test. All continuous and categorical variables were presented by 

gender, site (Shanxi and Beijing), and season (summer and winter visit for Shanxi) 
separately. 

(b) Dietary change 

To date only dietary data of Shanxi site was available; preliminary analyses of the 

dietary change for participants in Shanxi site were reported in this thesis. Averaged 

intakes of food/food groups of all four visits for all available participants were 

presented at the follow-up and baseline, and comparisons with the baseline were 

done by gender and overall. As the winter season matched the time of survey at the 

baseline of the INTERMAP, thus the averaged intakes of food/food groups of 2 

winter visits for 156 participants were presented and compared with baseline results 
as a sensitivity analyses.   

Regarding the nutrients intake, based on food intake and food composition table of 

Chinese food codes (currently only updated with three macronutrients and sodium 

content), absolute intakes of total protein, total fat, total CHO, total energy (excluding 

energy from alcohol consumption here, to make the data comparable with the CHNS) 

and dietary Na were calculated and reported here by gender and overall. Besides 

the absolute amounts of several nutrients intake, we also calculated nutrient density 
of diets, which is nutrient intake as a proportion of total energy intake. 
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The changes of the absolute amounts and nutrient density were examined compared 

with the baseline results. Sensitivity analysis was done in participants who only 

attended the winter visit in the follow-up study, considering the same time window for 

the surveys of INTERMAP and ICP Studies. 

Regarding the changes of dietary behaviours, as the data (i.e.: selecting food codes 

for processed food items) is still being processed and cross-checked, only limited 

data is currently available for this research thesis. The frequency and percentage of 

lines of food records prepared in the restaurants or bought in the markets was 

calculated. Statistics of some foods frequency data collected in the questionnaire, 

including frequency of eating deep fried foods, snacks, pickled vegetables, 

processed foods, drinking sugar sweetened beverages, and eating outside, were 
also presented in this thesis as well.    

(c) Blood pressure change 

BP change might be influenced if different devices of BP measurement are used. In 

order to compare BP level between the baseline and the follow-up, baseline BP 

should be calibrated using the equation developed in the Section 3.5.2. Anti-

hypertensive medication use at baseline and follow-up could also influence BP 

change, therefore further pre-defined sensitivity analyses were done to evaluate the 

effects of medication use on the results. After taking account of BP values by 

different devices and the effect of medication use, outcome variable of BP change 

was analysed under four different circumstances including sensitivity analyses and 
see whether the relation was changed (Table 3.10): 
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Table 3.10 Analyses of blood pressure change in four ways   

BP change 
1. Raw BP change without calibration of BP values or consideration of 

medication use. 

2. BP change with calibration of BP values, without consideration of medication 

use. 

3. BP change with calibration of BP values, for participants who were taking any 

anti-hypertensive medication at the baseline or at the follow-up, add 15 mm 

Hg for their SBP values and 10 mm Hg for their DBP values290. 

4. BP change with calibration of BP values, excluding participants who were 

taking any anti-hypertensive medication at the baseline or at the follow-up. 

 

The descriptive statistics of BP change were analysed in four ways: (1) using raw BP 

data (without BP calibration); (2) calibrated BP data; (3) calibrated BP data with 

corrected effect of medication use, i.e. +15 mm Hg for SBP and +10 mm Hg for DBP 

for participants using anti-hypertensive medications; (4) in participants who were not 
on anti-hypertensive medication at the baseline and follow-up. 

Determinants for BP change were explored. First a correlation table was made and 

Pearson correlation coefficients between outcome variable (BP change) and 

predictors (explanatory variables from baseline visits, including demographic, 

lifestyle, anthropometric, and dietary variables etc.) were calculated and correlated 

variables were identified (r>0.05). This step could provide clues for selection of 

predictors and model building in multivariate analyses, and for avoiding inclusion of 
strongly correlated variables in a regression model.   

The approach of GLMs was then applied, with stepwise method to select predicting 

variables (P<0.1) based on prior knowledge of risk factors to BP, and the sum of 

squares was calculated to test the null hypothesis that the model does not explain 

the variance of the dependent variable (BP change). The associations of several 

explanatory variables and BP change were modelled, and then in a model adjusted 

with potential confounders of gender and age (these two variables were included in 

all models since their proved effects on BP) and others. One of dietary variables was 

added into the model each time and its relationship with BP change was examined 
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after selection of other variables (e.g. population sample, weight), as the limited 

available sample size and the small association between dietary variables and BP. 

Baseline BP values were also adjusted in the model as it was a strong predictor of 

BP change, but this adjustment may result in over-adjustment for some variables 

which were associated with BP levels, for examples, variable of urinary Na or urinary 

Na/K ratio, and needs to be confirmed in sensitivity analyses without inclusion of 
both correlated variables in models. 

(d) Determinants and risk factors for incident of hypertension in the follow-up 

The relationships of weight change between the baseline and the following up and 

dietary variables at baseline, and risk of HTN in the follow-up were analysed in those 

participants who were free of HTN at the baseline. The associations of several 

exposure variables and incident HTN was modelled using logistic regression in an 

unadjusted model and then in a model including potential confounders of age, 

gender, and study populations. We adjusted for baseline BP values as it was a 

strong predictor of incident HTN, but similar to what mentioned earlier such an 

adjustment may result in over-adjustment for some variables which were associated 

with BP levels, for example, variable of urinary Na or urinary Na/K ratio, and needs 

to be confirmed in sensitivity analyses without inclusion of both correlated variables 

in models. 

The analyses here were based on cohort study with a common outcome investigated 

and thereby RR estimate is preferred; however, the survival analysis was not 

feasible due to few data on time points of the event (incident HTN), and the 

controversy and limitations of methodology for RR estimation by log-binomial or 

Poisson regression, logistic regression was used as an alternative and ORs for all 

predicting variables were reported here, but the overestimation of the risk using OR 
have to be noted291.        

(e) Low CVD risk participants versus not low CVD risk participants 

It has been reported that individuals with favourable levels of CVD risk factors (low 
risk, LR) have lower rates of CVD events in long term.  
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The definition of LR:  

1. SBP/DBP=<120/80 mm Hg, and no treatment for HTN or CVD;  

2. Not currently smoking;  

3. BMI=<24 kg/m2 (using China classification standard);  

4. No heavy alcohol consumption: <26 g/day for men; <13 g/day for women;  

5. No history of DM, CHD or stroke.  

The outcome variables of participants at the follow-up, including BP levels, 

anthropometric measures, arterial stiffness, lipid profiles of fasting blood specimens, 

and CVD death were compared between LR participants at baseline and those not 
LR at baseline using student t test, or Chi-square test. 

As the lost-to-follow-up and survivor bias might influence the results, baseline 

characteristics of three groups (attended ICP Study, lost-to-follow-up and death 

cases) of participants in INTERMAP Chinese populations with classification of CVD 

risks at baseline were calculated and presented, and analysis of variance (for 

continuous variables) and Chi-square test (for categorical variables) were used to 
test whether the differences in three groups were statistically significant.  
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4 RESULTS 
	

4.1 Descriptive statistics of characteristics of participants in the 
INTERMAP China and Japan populations 

 

The following analyses of descriptive statistics are based on data from 839 China 

and 1,145 Japan INTERMAP participants at the baseline. Gender and country 
specific health, lifestyle and dietary characteristics are presented in Table 4.1-4.2. 

In the Chinese samples, the BP levels and prevalence of HTN were similar between 

men and women. BMIs, prevalence of self-reported diabetes, and the proportion on 

special diet were significantly greater and years of education were less in female 

when comparing to Chinese male (Table 4.1). Whereas mean SBP and DBP, BMIs, 

and prevalence of HTN were significantly lower in female participants than male 

participants in Japan. Self-reported CVDs and diabetes was more prevalent in 
Japanese males when comparing to females (Table 4.2).  

When characteristics of the two countries were compared, mean SBP level and 

prevalence of HTN was higher in China than Japan (SBP: 121.3 versus 117.2 mm 

Hg; prevalence of HTN: 17.3% versus 13.4%). However, prevalence of self-reported 

CVD and diabetes diagnosis was higher in Japan (CVD: 8.6% versus 5.4%; diabetes: 
4.7% versus 2.0%).  

Dietary variables also varied between two countries, intake of total CHO was higher 

in Chinese populations (65.0 versus 54.2, %kcal), as well as fibre (14.2 versus 7.9, 

g/1000 kcal) and starch (56.5 versus 35.5, %kcal) intake. The Chinese populations 

consumed more vegetable protein (9.9 versus 7.1, %kcal), whereas the Japanese 

populations consumed much more animal protein (8.9 versus 2.5, %kcal), leading to 

a higher consumption of total protein in Japanese participants. Consumption of fatty 

acids was slightly higher in Japan, and cholesterol, Ca intakes and alcohol 

consumption was approximately double in Japanese populations compared with the 

Chinese populations. 24-h urinary Na (227.5 versus 198.3, mmol/24 hours) and 
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urinary Na/K ratio (6.4 versus 4.3) were both higher in the Chinese populations, 
indicating their higher salt intake and lower K intake.  

 

4.2 Cross-sectional analyses between dietary GI/GL and BP in 
INTERMAP China and Japan populations 

4.2.1 Assignment of glycaemic index to food codes 

Assignment of GI/GL by applying the method in section 3.2.1 in China and Japan 
food code database has been summarized in the following Figure 4.1 and 4.2. 

Figure 4.1 	Decision algorithm for GI value assignment	for Chinese food codes	
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898 Chinese foods were assigned GI values following the algorithm (Figure 4.1): 69 

(8%) and 2 (<1%) foods linked directly to national and international published GI 

values databases respectively; 486 foods (54%) were assigned as 0 having CHO 

less than or equal to 5 grams per 100 g serving; 225 food codes (25%) were 

allocated GI values of analogous foods using published databases; 36 foods imputed 

using “vegetable, nuts or fruits” mean from international tables; 23 and 24 foods 

assigned 0 as “meat, fish, poultry or egg” and sauce; 33 (4%) foods with no available 

GI values were arbitrarily assigned with GI value of 50.		

 

Figure 4.2 Decision algorithm for GI value assignment	for Japanese food codes 
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2,030 Japanese foods were assigned GI values (Figure 4.2): 29 (1%) and 61 (3%) 

foods linked directly to national and international published GI values databases 

respectively; 1230 foods (61%) were assigned as 0 with CHO less than or equal to 5 

grams per 100 g serving; 504 food codes (25%) were allocated GI values of 

analogous foods from published databases; 108 (5%) foods were imputed using 

“vegetable, nuts or fruits mean” in international tables; 3 (<1%) and 71 (3%) foods 

were assigned 0 as “meat, fish, poultry or egg” and sauce; 24 (1%) foods with no 

available GI values were arbitrarily imputed as 50. 

By using the method developed, food codes assigned with GI>0 contribute 98.3% 
(China) and 91.7% (Japan) of total CHO intake respectively. 

 

4.2.2 Descriptive statistics of dietary glycaemic index and glycaemic load, 

China and Japan INTERMAP participants 

For the 839 INTERMAP Chinese participants, average dietary GI (SD) was 77.2 (4.5) 

for men and 76.4 (4.6) for women; of dietary GL (SD), 116.8 (24.7) g per 1000 kcal 

for men and 128.0 (16.2) g per 1000 kcal for women (see Table 4.3). For the 1,145 

INTERMAP Japanese participants, average dietary GI (SD) was 66.9 (3.7) for men 

and 65.0 (3.5) for women; of dietary GL (SD), 78.6 (16.8) g per 1000 kcal for men 
and 85.0 (13.2) g per 1000 kcal for women (Table 4.4). 

4.2.3 Reliability estimates of dietary glycaemic index/glycaemic load and blood 

pressure 

Univariate estimates of reliability for dietary GI and GL, based on mean values of 

four 24-hour dietary recalls for each participant were 77.3% and 91.0% for China, 

and 75.5% and 90.0% for Japan of the theoretical coefficient. This can be 

recognised as an approximation of the likely attenuation of associations between 

dietary GI/GL and BP attributable to day-to-day variability in dietary GI and GL 

values. BP reliability estimates were 95.5% for SBP and 94.5% for DBP in Chinese 

populations, and 96.8% for SBP and 96.2% for DBP in Japanese populations.  

4.2.4 Correlations between dietary GI/GL and nutrients 
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Expressed as grams per 1000 kcal for GL, partial correlation (r, adjusted for gender, 

age, and population sample) for dietary GI and GL with each other was moderate 

(r=0.56 in China and r =0.43 in Japan) as shown in Table 4.5 for China and Table 

4.6 for Japan respectively. Dietary GI was inversely correlated with fibre intake (r=-

0.30 in China and r =-0.19 in Japan), while dietary GL was positively correlated with 

fibre intake (r =0.14 for both countries). Both dietary GI and GL were highly 

correlated to starch (for GI, r=0.46 in China and r =0.54 in Japan; for GL, r=0.87 in 

China and r =0.90 in Japan). For dietary GL, significantly inverse correlations with 

animal protein (r=-0.52 in China and r =-0.49 in Japan), alcohol intake (r=-0.58 in 

China and r =-0.57 in Japan), SFA intake (r=-0.64 in China and r =-0.34 in Japan) 

and positive correlations with vegetable protein (r=0.54 in China and r =0.33 in 

Japan) were noted.   

4.2.5 GI/GL in relation to BP, multiple regression analyses 

For relation of dietary GI/GL to BP, sequential regression models were established to 

analyse their associations. Analyses of adding a quadratic term in models did not 
indicate a need for nonlinear models.  

In Chinese populations, dietary GI tended to positively relate to BP in several models 

but the associations were not statistically significant; dietary GL tended to be directly 

associated with BP, but the association never became statistically significant 

(multiple testing adjusted alpha=0.003) (Table 4.7-4.8). Dietary GI was not 

associated with BP in Japanese, while there was a significant inverse relationship 

between dietary GL and BP (P<0.001) and this relationship became non-significant 

after further adjustments of urinary Na, K and alcohol intake (Table 4.9-4.10). 

Results of sensitivity analyses in sub-cohorts and main analyses were generally 
compatible. 
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Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics for INTERMAP Chinese participants (N=839) at 
baseline 

Variable		 Men	 Women	 All	
N	 416	 423	 839	
Age	(y)	 49.0	(6)	 48.9	(5.6)	 49.0	(5.8)	
Mean	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 120.9	(17.2)	 121.6	(17.7)	 121.3	(17.4)	
Mean	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 73.7	(10.3)	 72.7	(10.1)	 73.2	(10.2)	
Calibrated	mean	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 124.6	(14.7)*	 121.8	(15.2)	 123.2	(15)	
Calibrated	mean	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 73.8	(9.1)*	 70.5	(8.9)	 72.2	(9.1)	
Height	(m)	 1.7	(0.1)*	 1.5	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	
Weight	(kg)	 61.2	(9.2)*	 56.7	(10.3)	 58.9	(10)	
BMI	(kg/m2)	 22.4	(2.7)*	 23.9	(3.7)	 23.1	(3.4)	
Education	(y)	 6.5	(2.4)*	 4.3	(2.9)	 5.4	(2.9)	
Mod/heavy	physical	activity	(h/d)	 6.2	(3.8)	 5.8	(3.7)	 6	(3.8)	
Prevalence	of	HTN(%)	 65	(15.6)	 80	(18.9)	 145	(17.3)	
Prevalence	of	HTN(%)	(after	BP	
calibration)	 66	(15.9)	 77	(18.2)	 143	(17)	
Smoking	

	 	 	Current	smokers(%)	 284	(68.3)*	 21	(5)	 305	(36.4)	
Ex-smokers(%)	 65	(15.6)*	 4	(1)	 69	(8.2)	
Non-smokers(%)	 67	(16.1)*	 398	(94.1)	 465	(55.4)	

Self-reported	CVD	diagnosis	(%)	 17	(4.1)	 28	(6.6)	 45	(5.4)	
Self-reported	diabetes	diagnosis	(%)	 4	(1)*	 13	(3.1)	 17	(2)	
Self-reported	on	special	diet(%)	 13	(3.1)*	 32	(7.6)	 45	(5.4)	
Total	CHO,	%kcal	 61.8	(11.5)*	 68.1	(6.8)	 65	(10)	
Dietary	GI	 77.2	(4.5)*	 76.4	(4.6)	 76.8	(4.6)	
Dietary	GL,	g/1,000	kcal	 116.8	(24.7)*	 128	(16.2)	 122.4	(21.6)	
Fibre,	g/1,000	kcal	 13.1	(3.6)*	 15.2	(3.7)	 14.2	(3.8)	
Starch,	%kcal	 54.3	(11.5)*	 58.6	(8.4)	 56.5	(10.3)	
Total	protein,	%kcal	 12.6	(2)*	 12.2	(1.8)	 12.4	(1.9)	
Animal	protein,	%kcal	 2.8	(2.6)*	 2.2	(2.1)	 2.5	(2.4)	
Vegetable	protein,	%kcal	 9.8	(1.4)*	 10	(1.2)	 9.9	(1.3)	
Total	SFA,	%kcal	 5.2	(2)*	 4.8	(2.1)	 5	(2)	
Total	MFA,	%kcal	 8.3	(2.8)*	 7.8	(2.8)	 8.1	(2.8)	
Total	PFA,	%kcal	 6	(2.2)	 5.7	(2.2)	 5.8	(2.2)	
Omega-3	PFA,	%kcal	 0.6	(0.4)	 0.5	(0.4)	 0.5	(0.4)	
Omega-6	PFA,	%kcal	 5.4	(2.2)	 5.2	(2.1)	 5.3	(2.1)	
Total	TFA,	%kcal	 0.2	(0.4)	 0.2	(0.3)	 0.2	(0.3)	
Cholesterol,	mg/1,000kcal	 93.7	(86.5)	 84.3	(85.2)	 89	(85.9)	
Phosphorus,	mg/1,000	kcal	 433.2	(110.9)	 444.6	(115.3)	 438.9	(113.2)	
Magnesium,	mg/1,000	kcal	 150.7	(44.7)*	 158.5	(48.2)	 154.6	(46.6)	
Calcium,	mg/1,000	kcal	 150.9	(56.7)	 147.6	(55.6)	 149.3	(56.2)	
Iron,	mg/1,000	kcal	 7.8	(1.8)	 7.8	(1.6)	 7.8	(1.7)	
Copper,	mg/1,000	kcal	 1.1	(0.2)*	 1.2	(0.2)	 1.2	(0.2)	
	 	 Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.1	continued,	page	2	 	 	 	
Vitamin	E,	mg/1,000	kcal	 5.2	(1.6)	 5.4	(1.7)	 5.3	(1.6)	
Vitamin	C,	mg/1,000	kcal	 34.8	(16.6)*	 43.9	(21.1)	 39.4	(19.5)	
Vitamin	A,	IU/1,000kcal	 246.6	(202.3)	 255.9	(188.6)	 251.3	(195.4)	
Thiamin,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.5	(0.1)	 0.5	(0.1)	 0.5	(0.1)	
Riboflavin,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.3	(0.1)	 0.4	(0.1)	 0.3	(0.1)	
Vitamin	B6,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.7	(0.2)*	 0.8	(0.3)	 0.8	(0.2)	
Folacin,	mcg/1,000	kcal	 143.1	(60.7)*	 153.4	(66.7)	 148.3	(64)	
Pantothenic	acid,	mg/1,000	kcal	 2.1	(0.6)*	 2.3	(0.6)	 2.2	(0.6)	
14-day	alcohol,	g/24-h	 16.9	(27.9)*	 0.5	(2.1)	 8.6	(21.4)	
Urinary	sodium,	mmol/24-h	 244.9	(106.7)*	 210.4	(90.6)	 227.5	(100.3)	
Urinary	potassium,	mmol/24-h	 38.6	(13)	 37.9	(12.5)	 38.3	(12.7)	
Urinary	sodium/potassium	ratio	 6.8	(3)*	 6.0	(2.7)	 6.4	(2.9)	
Urinary	calcium,	mmol/24-h	 4.8	(2.2)*	 4.2	(2)	 4.5	(2.1)	
Urinary	magnesium,	mmol/24-h	 4.4	(1.4)*	 3.8(1.1)	 4.1	(1.3)	

Presented as mean (SD) or N (%).    

* P<0.05 for men versus women (t test or chi-square test). 

SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; BMI: body mass index; 
HTN: hypertension; CVD: cardiovascular disease; CHO: carbohydrate; GI: glycaemic 
index; GL: glycaemic load; MFA, monounsaturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated 
fatty acids; SFA, saturated fatty acids; TFA, trans fatty acids. 
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics for INTERMAP Japanese participants (N=1,145) 
at baseline 

		 Men	 Women	 All	
N	 574	 571	 1145	
Age	(y)	 49.5	(5.3)	 49.2	(5.3)	 49.4	(5.3)	
Mean	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 120.4	(12.9)*	 114.1	(13.9)	 117.2	(13.8)	
Mean	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 76.8	(10)*	 70.5	(9.6)	 73.6	(10.3)	
Calibrated	mean	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 124.1	(11.1)*	 115.3	(12)	 119.7	(12.4)	
Calibrated	mean	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 76.6	(8.7)*	 68.6	(8.5)	 72.6	(9.5)	
Height	(m)	 1.7	(0.1)*	 1.5	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	
Weight	(kg)	 66.9	(8.8)*	 55.5	(8)	 61.2	(10.2)	
BMI	(kg/m2)	 23.7	(2.7)*	 23.2	(3.1)	 23.4	(2.9)	
Education	(y)	 12.3	(2.1)*	 11.6	(2)	 12	(2.1)	
Mod/heavy	physical	activity	(h/d)	 2.5	(3.6)	 2.6	(3.5)	 2.5	(3.6)	
Prevalence	of	HTN(%)	 93	(16.2)*	 60	(10.5)	 153	(13.4)	
Prevalence	of	HTN(%)	(after	BP	
calibration)	 85	(14.8)*	 51	(8.9)	 136	(11.9)	
Smoking	

	 	 	Current	smokers(%)	 297	(51.7)*	 49	(8.6)	 346	(30.2)	
Ex-smokers(%)	 144	(25.1)*	 13	(2.3)	 157	(13.7)	
Non-smokers(%)	 133	(23.2)*	 509	(89.1)	 642	(56.1)	

Self-reported	CVD	diagnosis	(%)	 67	(11.7)*	 31	(5.4)	 98	(8.6)	
Self-reported	diabetes	diagnosis	(%)	 39	(6.8)*	 15	(2.6)	 54	(4.7)	
Self-reported	on	special	diet(%)	 31	(5.4)	 45	(7.9)	 76	(6.6)	
Total	CHO,	%kcal	 52.3	(7.7)*	 56.2	(6.4)	 54.2	(7.3)	
Dietary	GI	 66.9	(3.7)*	 65.1	(3.5)	 66	(3.8)	
Dietary	GL,	g/1,000	kcal	 78.9	(16.9)*	 85.3	(13.3)	 82.1	(15.5)	
Fibre,	g/1,000	kcal	 6.9	(1.9)*	 8.9	(2.3)	 7.9	(2.3)	
Starch,	%kcal	 35.5	(8)	 35.6	(6.5)	 35.5	(7.3)	
Total	protein,	%kcal	 15.8	(2.3)*	 16.1	(2.3)	 16	(2.3)	
Animal	protein,	%kcal	 8.9	(2.5)	 8.8	(2.4)	 8.9	(2.4)	
Vegetable	protein,	%kcal	 6.9	(1.1)*	 7.3	(1.1)	 7.1	(1.1)	
Total	SFA,	%kcal	 6.1	(1.6)*	 7.1	(1.8)	 6.6	(1.8)	
Total	MFA,	%kcal	 8.6	(2.1)*	 9.4	(2.2)	 9	(2.2)	
Total	PFA,	%kcal	 6.2	(1.5)*	 6.6	(1.4)	 6.4	(1.5)	
Omega-3	PFA,	%kcal	 1.3	(0.4)	 1.4	(0.4)	 1.3	(0.4)	
Omega-6	PFA,	%kcal	 4.8	(1.3)*	 5.2	(1.3)	 5	(1.3)	
Total	TFA,	%kcal	 0.3	(0.2)*	 0.5	(0.3)	 0.4	(0.3)	
Cholesterol,	mg/1,000kcal	 195.5	(67.2)	 199	(66.6)	 197.2	(66.9)	
Phosphorus,	mg/1,000	kcal	 544.9	(88.6)*	 580.4	(96.8)	 562.6	(94.4)	
Magnesium,	mg/1,000	kcal	 127.9	(23.4)*	 140.9	(25.3)	 134.4	(25.2)	
Calcium,	mg/1,000	kcal	 269.7	(91.3)*	 341.7	(112.8)	 305.6	(108.7)	
Iron,	mg/1,000	kcal	 5.1	(1.1)*	 5.6	(1.1)	 5.3	(1.1)	
Copper,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.6	(0.2)*	 0.7	(0.1)	 0.7	(0.2)	
	 	 Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.2	continued,	page	2	 	 	 	
Vitamin	E,	mg/1,000	kcal	 4.6	(1)*	 5.3	(1.6)	 4.9	(1.4)	
Vitamin	C,	mg/1,000	kcal	 56.2	(35.9)*	 75.2	(40.7)	 65.7	(39.6)	
Vitamin	A,	IU/1,000kcal	 159	(153.1)*	 188.7	(117.5)	 173.8	(137.3)	
Thiamin,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.4	(0.1)*	 0.5	(0.1)	 0.5	(0.1)	
Riboflavin,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.7	(0.2)*	 0.7	(0.2)	 0.7	(0.2)	
Vitamin	B6,	mg/1,000	kcal	 0.6	(0.1)*	 0.6	(0.1)	 0.6	(0.1)	
Folacin,	mcg/1,000	kcal	 166.6	(54.6)*	 197.1	(58.4)	 181.8	(58.5)	
Pantothenic	acid,	mg/1,000	kcal	 2.8	(0.5)*	 3.1	(0.5)	 3	(0.5)	
14-day	alcohol,	g/24-h	 30	(24.8)*	 3.9	(8.1)	 17	(22.6)	
Urinary	sodium,	mmol/24-h	 210.5	(56.6)*	 186	(53.1)	 198.3	(56.2)	
Urinary	potassium,	mmol/24-h	 49.2	(13.3)	 48.5	(13.9)	 48.9	(13.6)	
Urinary	sodium/potassium	ratio	 4.5	(1.3)*	 4.1	(1.2)	 4.3	(1.3)	
Urinary	calcium,	mmol/24-h	 4.5	(1.8)*	 4.1	(1.6)	 4.3	(1.7)	
Urinary	magnesium,	mmol/24-h	 3.3	(1.0)*	 3.1	(0.9)	 3.2	(0.9)	

Presented as mean (SD) or N (%).    

* P<0.05 for men versus women (t test or chi-square test). 

SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; BMI: body mass index; 
HTN: hypertension; CVD: cardiovascular disease; CHO: carbohydrate; GI: glycaemic 
index; GL: glycaemic load; MFA, monounsaturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated 
fatty acids; SFA, saturated fatty acids; TFA, trans fatty acids. 
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Table 4.3  Mean dietary glycaemic index (GI) and dietary glycaemic load (GL)  
of Chinese participants by gender, population sample, and region 

Population Sample 
Beijing 
(North) 

Shanxi 
(North) The North Guangxi        

(The South) Total 

(N=272) (N=289) (N=561) (N=278) (N=839) 
Mean dietary GI (SD) 

	 	 	 	 	
Male (N=416) 78.3	(5.2)	 76	(4.1)	 77.1	(4.8)	 77.3	(3.9)	 77.2	(4.5)	
Female (N=423) 77.8	(5.2)	 74.6	(4.0)	 76.2	(4.9)	 77	(3.8)	 76.4	(4.6)	
Total (N=839) 78.1	(5.2)	 75.3	(4.1)	 76.6	(4.9)	 77.1	(3.8)	 76.8	(4.6)	

 	 	 	 	 	Mean dietary GL,	
g/1,000	kcal (SD) 	 	 	 	 	
Male (N=416) 117.7(24.0)	 126.3	(19.3)	 122.2	(22.1)	 106.2	(26.2)	 116.8	(24.7)	
Female (N=423) 130.8(16.5)	 131.3	(14.9)	 131	(15.7)	 121.6	(15.4)	 128.0	(16.2)	
Total (N=839) 124.4(21.5)	 128.8	(17.4)	 126.7	(19.6)	 113.9	(22.8)	 122.4	(21.6)	

Presented as mean (SD).    

GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; SD: standard deviation. 

 

 

Table 4.4  Mean dietary glycaemic index (GI) and dietary glycaemic load (GL) of 
Japanese participants  by gender and population sample 

Population Sample 
Toyama Sapporo Aito Town Wakayama Total 
(N=299) (N=297) (N=259) (N=290) (N=1145) 

Mean dietary GI (SD)      
Male (N=574) 66.3	(3.5)	 66.4	(3.8)	 68.6	(3.9)	 66.4	(3.3)	 66.9	(3.7)	
Female (N=571) 65.3	(2.9)	 63.4	(3.7)	 66.9	(3.1)	 64.5	(3.5)	 65.0	(3.5)	
Total (N=1,145) 65.8	(3.2)	 64.9	(4.0)	 67.8	(3.6)	 65.5	(3.5)	 65.9	(3.8)	

 	 	 	 	 	Mean dietary GL,	
g/1,000	kcal (SD) 	 	 	 	 	
Male (N=574) 79.7	(14.8)	 74.4	(16.2)	 88.6	(17.6)	 73	(14.4)	 78.6	(16.8)	
Female (N=571) 88.8	(10.4)	 78.2	(14)	 91.9	(12.3)	 81.9	(11)	 85.0	(13.2)	
Total (N=1,145) 84.3	(13.6)	 76.3	(15.3)	 90.3	(15.3)	 77.4	(13.6)	 81.8	(15.4)	

Presented as mean (SD).    

GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; SD: standard deviation. 
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Table 4.5 Gender-age-sample adjusted Pearson correlation* coefficients 
between dietary glycaemic index (GI), dietary glycaemic load (GL, g/1,000 kcal) 
and other nutrients, INTERMAP Chinese participants (N=839). 

Variable, units Glycaemic Index (GI) Glycaemic Load (GL), 
g/1,000 kcal 

Glycaemic Load (GL), g/1,000 kcal 0.56	
	Fibre, g/1,000 kcal -0.30	 0.14	

Starch, %kcal 0.46	 0.87	
Total protein, %kcal 0.11	 -0.20	
Animal protein, %kcal -0.15	 -0.52	
Vegetable protein, %kcal 0.38	 0.54	
Total SFA, %kcal -0.28	 -0.64	
Total MFA, %kcal -0.26	 -0.71	
Total PFA, %kcal -0.17	 -0.53	
Omega-3 PFA, %kcal -0.09	 -0.30	
Omega-6 PFA, %kcal -0.16	 -0.52	
Total TFA, %kcal -0.06	 -0.11	
Cholesterol, mg/1,000kcal -0.16	 -0.42	
Phosphorus, mg/1,000 kcal -0.14	 0.00	
Magnesium, mg/1,000 kcal -0.15	 0.14	
Calcium, mg/1,000 kcal -0.21	 -0.25	
Iron, mg/1,000 kcal -0.45	 -0.35	
Copper, mg/1,000 kcal 0.09	 0.46	
Vitamin E, mg/1,000 kcal -0.20	 -0.42	
Vitamin C, mg/1,000 kcal -0.13	 -0.01	
Vitamin A, IU/1,000kcal -0.12	 -0.13	
Thiamin, mg/1,000 kcal 0.02	 0.07	
Riboflavin, mg/1,000 kcal -0.13	 -0.24	
Vitamin B6, mg/1,000 kcal -0.20	 -0.02	
Folacin, mcg/1,000 kcal -0.09	 -0.10	
Pantothenic acid, mg/1,000 kcal 0.03	 0.14	
14-day alcohol, g/24-h -0.14	 -0.58	
Urinary sodium, mmol/24-h 0.03	 0.04	
Urinary potassium, mmol/24-h -0.19	 -0.06	
Urinary sodium/potassium ratio 0.18	 0.08	
Urinary calcium, mmol/24-h 0.04	 -0.10	
Urinary magnesium, mmol/24-h -0.06	 0.05	

GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; SFA, saturated fatty acids; MFA, 
monounsaturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; TFA, trans fatty acids. 

*Adjusted for gender, age, and population sample. 
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Table 4.6 Gender-age-sample adjusted Pearson correlation* coefficients 
between glycaemic index (GI), dietary glycaemic load (GL, g/1,000 kcal) and 
other nutrients, INTERMAP Japanese participants (N=1,145). 

Variable, units Glycaemic Index (GI) Glycaemic Load (GL), 
g/1,000 kcal 

Glycaemic Load (GL),  
g/1,000 kcal 0.43	

	Fibre, g/1,000 kcal -0.19	 0.14	
Starch, %kcal 0.54	 0.90	
Total protein, %kcal -0.08	 -0.37	
Animal protein, %kcal -0.14	 -0.49	
Vegetable protein, %kcal 0.14	 0.33	
Total SFA, %kcal -0.25	 -0.34	
Total MFA, %kcal -0.05	 -0.36	
Total PFA, %kcal 0.06	 -0.24	
Omega-3 PFA, %kcal 0.12	 -0.29	
Omega-6 PFA, %kcal 0.03	 -0.19	
Total TFA, %kcal -0.14	 -0.09	
Cholesterol, mg/1,000kcal -0.06	 -0.34	
Phosphorus, mg/1,000 kcal -0.24	 -0.39	
Magnesium, mg/1,000 kcal -0.25	 -0.28	
Calcium, mg/1,000 kcal -0.30	 -0.21	
Iron, mg/1,000 kcal -0.10	 -0.18	
Copper, mg/1,000 kcal 0.03	 0.05	
Vitamin E, mg/1,000 kcal -0.03	 -0.18	
Vitamin C, mg/1,000 kcal -0.20	 0.03	
Vitamin A, IU/1,000kcal -0.07	 -0.04	
Thiamin, mg/1,000 kcal -0.16	 -0.10	
Riboflavin, mg/1,000 kcal -0.31	 -0.32	
Vitamin B6, mg/1,000 kcal -0.16	 -0.39	
Folacin, mcg/1,000 kcal -0.12	 -0.08	
Pantothenic acid, mg/1,000 kcal -0.20	 -0.14	
14-day alcohol, g/24-h -0.04	 -0.57	
Urinary sodium, mmol/24-h -0.03	 -0.09	
Urinary potassium, mmol/24-h -0.22	 -0.17	
Urinary sodium/potassium ratio 0.15	 0.11	
Urinary calcium, mmol/24-h -0.08	 -0.22	
Urinary magnesium, mmol/24-h -0.16	 -0.12	

GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; SFA, saturated fatty acids; MFA, 
monounsaturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; TFA, trans fatty acids. 

*Adjusted for gender, age, and population sample. 
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Table 4.7 Estimated blood pressure (BP) differences associated with 2-standard deviations (SDs) higher dietary glycaemic 
index (GI) in generalised linear models, 3 INTERMAP Chinese populations (N=839). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Further adjusted for height and weight in models. 
BP: blood pressure; GI: glycaemic index; SD: standard deviation; CI: confidence interval; CVD: cardiovascular disease; DM: diabetes mellitus.  
 
Covariates were added sequentially in following models:  
Model 0: Adjusting only for sample, age, gender, energy intake;  

	 	
Systolic	BP	

	
Diastolic	BP	

Model	 Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

	

Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

0	
	

1.57	 (-0.74,3.89)	 1.33	 0.18	
	

0.12	 (-1.23,1.48)	 0.18	 0.86	
0*	

	
1.39	 (-0.84,3.62)	 1.22	 0.22	

	
0.00	 (-1.28,1.29)	 0.01	 0.99	

1	
	

1.89	 (-0.38,4.17)	 1.63	 0.10	
	

0.26	 (-1.09,1.60)	 0.37	 0.71	
1*	

	
1.62	 (-0.59,3.82)	 1.44	 0.15	

	
0.06	 (-1.22,1.34)	 0.09	 0.93	

2	
	

1.46	 (-0.89,3.81)	 1.22	 0.22	
	

0.13	 (-1.26,1.52)	 0.18	 0.85	
2*	

	
1.16	 (-1.12,3.43)	 0.99	 0.32	

	
-0.09	 (-1.42,1.23)	 -0.14	 0.89	

3	
	

0.58	 (-1.88,3.05)	 0.46	 0.64	
	

-0.11	 (-1.58,1.35)	 -0.15	 0.88	
3*	

	
0.13	 (-2.26,2.52)	 0.11	 0.91	

	
-0.44	 (-1.84,0.96)	 -0.62	 0.54	

4a	
	

1.12	 (-1.49,3.73)	 0.84	 0.40	
	

0.18	 (-1.37,1.73)	 0.23	 0.82	
4a*	

	
0.52	 (-2.02,3.05)	 0.40	 0.69	

	
-0.27	 (-1.75,1.21)	 -0.35	 0.72	

4b	
	

0.74	 (-1.90,3.38)	 0.55	 0.58	
	

-0.05	 (-1.62,1.52)	 -0.06	 0.95	
4b*	

	
0.33	 (-2.22,2.89)	 0.25	 0.80	

	
-0.34	 (-1.84,1.15)	 -0.45	 0.65	

4c	
	

0.25	 (-2.26,2.75)	 0.19	 0.85	
	

-0.32	 (-1.81,1.17)	 -0.42	 0.67	
4c*	

	
-0.27	 (-2.69,2.16)	 -0.22	 0.83	

	
-0.69	 (-2.11,0.72)	 -0.96	 0.34	

4d	
	

0.21	 (-2.26,2.68)	 0.17	 0.87	
	

-0.28	 (-1.75,1.20)	 -0.37	 0.71	
4d*	

	
-0.22	 (-2.62,2.17)	 -0.18	 0.86	

	
-0.59	 (-2.00,0.81)	 -0.83	 0.41	
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Model 1: Plus adjustment for, special diet, supplement intake, CVD-DM diagnosis, physical activity, family history of high BP;  
Model 2: Plus adjustment for 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium excretion and 7-day alcohol intake;  
Model 3: Plus adjustment for calcium, saturated fatty acid, polyunsaturated fatty acid, and dietary cholesterol intake;  
Model 4a:  Model 3 plus adjustment for vegetable protein intake;  
Model 4b:  Model 3 plus adjustment for fibre intake;  
Model 4c:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary magnesium intake;  
Model 4d:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary phosphorus intake.  

Z-score=regression coefficient/standard error; Z-score�2.95: corrected P�0.05 (corrected for multiple testing). 
 
2-SDs dietary GI=9.10.
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Table 4.8 Estimated blood pressure (BP) differences associated with 2-standard deviations (SDs) higher dietary glycaemic 
load (GL, g/1,000 kcal) in generalised linear models, 3 INTERMAP Chinese populations (N=839). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Further adjusted for height and weight in models. 
BP: blood pressure; GL: glycaemic load; SD: standard deviation; CI: confidence interval; CVD: cardiovascular disease; DM: diabetes mellitus.  
 
Covariates were added sequentially in following models:  
Model 0: Adjusting only for sample, age, gender, energy intake;  

	 	
Systolic	BP	

	
Diastolic	BP	

Model	 Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

	

Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

0	
	

-0.02	 (-2.44,2.40)	 -0.02	 0.99	
	

-0.44	 (-1.86,0.98)	 -0.61	 0.54	
0*	

	
0.71	 (-1.64,3.05)	 0.59	 0.55	

	
0.08	 (-1.27,1.42)	 0.11	 0.91	

1	
	

0.44	 (-1.96,2.84)	 0.36	 0.72	
	

-0.28	 (-1.69,1.14)	 -0.38	 0.70	
1*	

	
0.91	 (-1.42,3.23)	 0.76	 0.45	

	
0.07	 (-1.28,1.42)	 0.10	 0.92	

2	
	

2.44	 (-0.51,5.40)	 1.62	 0.11	
	

0.51	 (-1.24,2.26)	 0.57	 0.57	
2*	

	
2.95	 (0.08,5.82)	 2.02	 0.04	

	
0.90	 (-0.78,2.57)	 1.05	 0.29	

3	
	

0.42	 (-4.95,5.79)	 0.15	 0.88	
	

0.25	 (-2.94,3.44)	 0.15	 0.88	
3*	

	
0.69	 (-4.51,5.89)	 0.26	 0.79	

	
0.48	 (-2.57,3.52)	 0.31	 0.76	

4a	
	

1.60	 (-4.14,7.34)	 0.55	 0.58	
	

1.02	 (-2.39,4.44)	 0.59	 0.56	
4a*	

	
1.66	 (-3.90,7.21)	 0.58	 0.56	

	
1.08	 (-2.17,4.33)	 0.65	 0.51	

4b	
	

0.51	 (-4.96,5.98)	 0.18	 0.86	
	

0.34	 (-2.91,3.59)	 0.21	 0.84	
4b*	

	
0.90	 (-4.39,6.20)	 0.33	 0.74	

	
0.66	 (-2.44,3.76)	 0.42	 0.68	

4c	
	

0.06	 (-5.32,5.45)	 0.02	 0.98	
	

0.04	 (-3.16,3.24)	 0.03	 0.98	
4c*	

	
0.29	 (-4.93,5.50)	 0.11	 0.91	

	
0.24	 (-2.81,3.29)	 0.15	 0.88	

4d	
	

-0.43	 (-5.82,4.95)	 -0.16	 0.87	
	

-0.12	 (-3.32,3.09)	 -0.07	 0.94	
4d*	

	
-0.11	 (-5.33,5.11)	 -0.04	 0.97	

	
0.15	 (-2.91,3.21)	 0.10	 0.92	
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Model 1: Plus adjustment for, special diet, supplement intake, CVD-DM diagnosis, physical activity, family history of high BP;  
Model 2: Plus adjustment for 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium excretion and 7-day alcohol intake;  
Model 3: Plus adjustment for calcium, saturated fatty acid, polyunsaturated fatty acid, and dietary cholesterol intake;  
Model 4a:  Model 3 plus adjustment for vegetable protein intake;  
Model 4b:  Model 3 plus adjustment for fibre intake;  
Model 4c:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary magnesium intake;  
Model 4d:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary phosphorus intake.  

Z-score=regression coefficient/standard error; Z-score�2.95: corrected P�0.05 (corrected for multiple testing). 
 
2-SDs dietary GL=43.13 g/1,000 kcal.
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Table 4.9 Estimated blood pressure (BP) differences associated with 2-standard deviations (SDs) higher dietary glycaemic 
index (GI) in generalised linear models, 4 INTERMAP Japanese populations (N=1,145). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Further adjusted for height and weight in models. 
BP: blood pressure; GI: glycaemic index; SD: standard deviation; CI: confidence interval; CVD: cardiovascular disease; DM: diabetes mellitus.  
 
Covariates were added sequentially in following models:  
Model 0: Adjusting only for sample, age, gender, energy intake;  

	 	
Systolic	BP	

	
Diastolic	BP	

Model	 Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

	

Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

0	
	

0.08	 (-1.58,1.75)	 0.10	 0.92	
	

-0.37	 (-1.59,0.85)	 -0.59	 0.55	
0*	

	
-0.11	 (-1.69,1.47)	 -0.14	 0.89	

	
-0.43	 (-1.58,0.73)	 -0.72	 0.47	

1	
	

0.07	 (-1.56,1.7)	 0.09	 0.93	
	

-0.35	 (-1.56,0.85)	 -0.57	 0.57	
1*	

	
-0.12	 (-1.68,1.43)	 -0.15	 0.88	

	
-0.41	 (-1.56,0.74)	 -0.69	 0.49	

2	
	

0.16	 (-1.49,1.81)	 0.19	 0.85	
	

-0.24	 (-1.47,0.98)	 -0.39	 0.70	
2*	

	
-0.13	 (-1.69,1.44)	 -0.16	 0.88	

	
-0.41	 (-1.57,0.74)	 -0.70	 0.48	

3	
	

0.61	 (-1.13,2.36)	 0.69	 0.49	
	

-0.05	 (-1.35,1.24)	 -0.08	 0.93	
3*	

	
0.23	 (-1.42,1.89)	 0.28	 0.78	

	
-0.30	 (-1.53,0.93)	 -0.48	 0.63	

4a	
	

0.64	 (-1.12,2.4)	 0.71	 0.48	
	

0.02	 (-1.29,1.33)	 0.03	 0.98	
4a*	

	
0.30	 (-1.37,1.97)	 0.35	 0.73	

	
-0.20	 (-1.43,1.04)	 -0.31	 0.76	

4b	
	

0.57	 (-1.20,2.33)	 0.63	 0.53	
	

-0.08	 (-1.39,1.23)	 -0.12	 0.90	
4b*	

	
0.23	 (-1.45,1.9)	 0.26	 0.79	

	
-0.29	 (-1.53,0.95)	 -0.46	 0.65	

4c	
	

0.40	 (-1.36,2.17)	 0.45	 0.65	
	

-0.24	 (-1.54,1.07)	 -0.35	 0.72	
4c*	

	
0.10	 (-1.57,1.78)	 0.12	 0.90	

	
-0.41	 (-1.65,0.82)	 -0.66	 0.51	

4d	
	

0.64	 (-1.11,2.38)	 0.71	 0.48	
	

-0.06	 (-1.36,1.23)	 -0.10	 0.92	
4d*	

	
0.25	 (-1.41,1.91)	 0.30	 0.77	

	
-0.32	 (-1.54,0.91)	 -0.50	 0.61	
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Model 1: Plus adjustment for, special diet, supplement intake, CVD-DM diagnosis, physical activity, family history of high BP;  
Model 2: Plus adjustment for 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium excretion and 7-day alcohol intake;  
Model 3: Plus adjustment for calcium, saturated fatty acid, polyunsaturated fatty acid, and dietary cholesterol intake;  
Model 4a:  Model 3 plus adjustment for vegetable protein intake;  
Model 4b:  Model 3 plus adjustment for fibre intake;  
Model 4c:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary magnesium intake;  
Model 4d:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary phosphorus intake.  

Z-score=regression coefficient/standard error; Z-score�2.95: corrected P�0.05 (corrected for multiple testing). 
 
2-SDs dietary GI=7.53.
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Table 4.10 Estimated blood pressure (BP) differences associated with 2-standard deviations (SDs) higher dietary 
glycaemic load (GL, g/1,000 kcal) in generalised linear models, 4 INTERMAP Japanese populations (N=1,145). 

	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Further adjusted for height and weight in models. 
BP: blood pressure; GL: glycaemic load; SD: standard deviation; CI: confidence interval; CVD: cardiovascular disease; DM: diabetes mellitus.  
 
Covariates were added sequentially in following models:  
Model 0: Adjusting only for sample, age, gender, energy intake;  

	 	
Systolic	BP	

	
Diastolic	BP	

Model	 Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

	

Difference	
(mm	Hg)	

95%	CI	for	difference	
(mm	Hg)	

Z-
score	

P	
Value	

0	
	

-3.79	 (-5.50,-2.09)	 -4.37	 <.0001	
	

-2.59	 (-3.84,-1.34)	 -4.06	 <.0001	
0*	

	
-3.37	 (-4.98,-1.76)	 -4.10	 <.0001	

	
-2.25	 (-3.43,-1.06)	 -3.72	 0.0002	

1	
	

-3.77	 (-5.44,-2.10)	 -4.43	 <.0001	
	

-2.51	 (-3.75,-1.27)	 -3.98	 <.0001	
1*	

	
-3.41	 (-5.00,-1.82)	 -4.20	 <.0001	

	
-2.21	 (-3.39,-1.04)	 -3.68	 0.0002	

2	
	

-1.43	 (-3.46,0.60)	 -1.38	 0.17	
	

-0.76	 (-2.26,0.75)	 -0.98	 0.33	
2*	

	
-1.07	 (-3.00,0.86)	 -1.09	 0.28	

	
-0.48	 (-1.91,0.94)	 -0.67	 0.51	

3	
	

-1.08	 (-3.88,1.72)	 -0.76	 0.45	
	

-0.66	 (-2.73,1.42)	 -0.62	 0.54	
3*	

	
-1.27	 (-3.93,1.39)	 -0.94	 0.35	

	
-0.93	 (-2.90,1.04)	 -0.92	 0.36	

4a	
	

-1.08	 (-3.92,1.75)	 -0.75	 0.46	
	

-0.54	 (-2.64,1.56)	 -0.50	 0.61	
4a*	

	
-1.19	 (-3.89,1.50)	 -0.87	 0.39	

	
-0.76	 (-2.75,1.24)	 -0.74	 0.46	

4b	
	

-1.10	 (-3.90,1.71)	 -0.77	 0.44	
	

-0.66	 (-2.74,1.41)	 -0.63	 0.53	
4b*	

	
-1.28	 (-3.94,1.39)	 -0.94	 0.35	

	
-0.92	 (-2.90,1.05)	 -0.92	 0.36	

4c	
	

-2.17	 (-5.16,0.81)	 -1.43	 0.15	
	

-1.52	 (-3.73,0.69)	 -1.35	 0.18	
4c*	

	
-2.02	 (-4.85,0.81)	 -1.40	 0.16	

	
-1.52	 (-3.61,0.58)	 -1.42	 0.16	

4d	
	

-1.60	 (-4.62,1.43)	 -1.03	 0.30	
	

-0.61	 (-2.85,1.64)	 -0.53	 0.60	
4d*	

	
-1.79	 (-4.66,1.08)	 -1.22	 0.22	

	
-0.85	 (-2.98,1.28)	 -0.78	 0.43	
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Model 1: Plus adjustment for, special diet, supplement intake, CVD-DM diagnosis, physical activity, family history of high BP;  
Model 2: Plus adjustment for 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium excretion and 7-day alcohol intake;  
Model 3: Plus adjustment for calcium, saturated fatty acid, polyunsaturated fatty acid, and dietary cholesterol intake;  
Model 4a:  Model 3 plus adjustment for vegetable protein intake;  
Model 4b:  Model 3 plus adjustment for fibre intake;  
Model 4c:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary magnesium intake;  
Model 4d:  Model 3 plus adjustment for dietary phosphorus intake.  

Z-score=regression coefficient/standard error; Z-score�2.95: corrected P�0.05 (corrected for multiple testing). 
 
2-SDs dietary GL=31.04 g/1,000 kcal. 
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4.3 BP calibration study 

4.3.1 Descriptive statistics 

The comparison of 201 randomized individuals into Procedure A and Procedure B in 

the BP calibration study is presented in Table 4.11.  98 participants (mean age of 

60.4 and 37% male) were assigned to Procedure A; their BP was measured first 

using Omron Single Mode (OS) followed by RZS/Omron Manual (OM). Procedure B 

had 103 participants (mean age of 58.8 and 33% male); their BP was taken first 

using RZS/OM method and then by OS method. The mean screening SBP was 

similar between the two groups with 136.7 mm Hg for Procedure A and 137.2 mm 

Hg for Procedure B. The mean screening DBP was higher for participants of 

Procedure B at 77.7 mm Hg compared to those of Procedure A (74.3 mm Hg). All 

those variables were not significantly different between the two groups.  

Table 4.12 showed the BP levels of participants by 3 different setups: OS, OM and 

RZS and 2 different procedures (A and B). Among all 201 participants, mean BP 

levels were the lowest when measured with RZS method compared with OS method 

(difference of SBP: -0.6 mm Hg; DBP: -0.4 mm Hg) and OM method (difference of 

SBP: -1.1 mm Hg; DBP -0.8 mm Hg).  Comparing the two methods using Omron 

devices, mean BP were lower when measured with OS than with the OM (difference 

of SBP: -0.5 mm Hg; DBP: -0.5 mm Hg). Thereby the rank for BP values measured 

by different devices/modes is RZS<OS<OM.  For the participants following 

Procedure A (OS, then RZS/OM), their mean BP levels was the highest when 

measured by OS method (mean SBP was 124.5 mm Hg and mean DBP was 67.7 

mm Hg), and the rank for mean BP values was RZS<OM<OS. For the group of 

Procedure B (RZS/OM, then OS), the rank for mean BP values was OS< RZS<OM 

with highest BP levels using OM method (mean SBP was 128.0 mm Hg and mean 

DBP was 71.8 mm Hg). 

Bland and Altman plots of individual BP differences between any two methods 

(OS/OM/RZS) against mean BP level of these two methods are presented in Figure 

4.3-4.4 (a) OS vs. RZS, (b) OS vs. OM and (c) OM vs. RZS. It has been observed 

from the plots that there was an inverse linear relationship between SBP difference 

and mean SBP level when comparing OS with RZS (Figure 4.3a), or OS with OM 
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(Figure 4.3b); and a positive relationship of BP values between OM and RZS (Figure 

4.3c).  

The results of linear regression models fit in Bland and Altman plots, which used the 

BP difference as the dependent variable and the mean BP level as the independent 

variable, also support these observed relationships.  

Based on the Bland and Altman plots in Figure 4.3-4.4, for example, a linear 

regression equation was generated based on SBP measured by OS and RZS: SBP 

difference (Omron Single Mode-RZS) =13.8490-0.1057�mean SBP level (mm Hg) 

(P<0.0001). The equation means that the SBP difference between the Omron Single 

Mode and the RZS depended on SBP level: when mean SBP level is larger than 131 

mm Hg (estimated from the equation), the higher the SBP level, the larger the 

difference between Omron Single Mode and RZS and the SBP value measured from 

RZS tends to be higher than Omron Single Mode; when mean SBP level is less than 

131 mm Hg, the lower the SBP level, the larger the difference between the two 

devices, and the SBP value measured from Omron Single Mode tends to be higher 

than RZS. Similar relationships exist for SBP measurement by Omron Single Mode 

compared with Omron Manual Mode (the linear regression equation: SBP difference 

[Omron Single Mode-Omron Manual Mode] = 14.6963-0.1207�mean SBP level 

[mm Hg][P<0.0001]). No such relationships for DBP values by Omron Single Mode 

compared with RZS and Omron Manual Mode had been observed. However, when 

compared with SBP and DBP values measured by Omron Manual Mode and RZS, 

positive relationships have been identified. For SBP values, the regression equation 

is: SBP difference (Omron Manual Mode-RZS) =	-0.7539 + 0.0147�mean SBP level 

(mm Hg) (P=0.00385). And for DBP values, the equation is: DBP difference (Omron 

Manual Mode-RZS) =	- 0.9469+ 0.0252�mean DBP level (mm Hg) (P=0.0255).  

As only OS is to be used in the ICP Study, the following analyses mainly focus on 

the comparisons of BP values between OS and RZS (method at baseline). Potential 

determinants of BP difference have been presented in Table 4.13. The difference 

between the two devices appeared to be larger among men, and its variation 

between different age groups suggested that age may produce varied effects on BP 

difference of the two devices. With increasing SBP and DBP, the difference between 

the devices also changed as described in last paragraph about the results of linear 
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regression models. Measurement order may play a role as well, and individuals first 

measured by Omron (Single Mode, Procedure A) had larger SBP and DBP 

differences between the devices than individuals who were first measured by RZS.  

4.3.2 Multivariable linear regression analyses 

The results of multiple linear regression models with SBP and DBP values measured 

by RZS as the independent variables are presented in Table 4.14. These equations 

can be used to convert BP recordings by RZS at baseline to OS values, which 

enable comparisons of BP level and calculate BP change over time. For example, 

SBP 110 mm Hg of a male participant at baseline would be converted to OS reading 

of 114.97 mm Hg using model M1 (17.4863 + 0.8555�SBPbaseline + 3.3796�

Gender1=male). The predicted mean BP values based on different models developed 

in the BP calibration study were very similar, thus the model M1 was selected to be 

used to convert SBP and DBP values from baseline to OS readings. Further 

adjustment for device order, BP range and interaction terms could improve the 

model only slightly as the adjusted R-square and explained variance were not 

markedly changed. 
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Table 4.11 Baseline characteristics of the 201 participants randomized into 
Procedure A or Procedure B in the blood pressure (BP) calibration study 

		

Procedure A (First Omron 
Single, then RZS&Omron 

Manual) (n=98) 		

Procedure B (First 
RZS&Omron Manual, then 

Omron Single) (n=103) 

  Mean or number SD 
or %  Mean or number SD 

or % 
Age (years) 60.4	 9.9	

	
58.8	 10.1	

Gender: male 36	 36.7	
	

34	 33.0	
Screening Systolic BP 
(SBP) (mm Hg) 136.7	 23.3	 	 137.2	 22.6	

Screening Diastolic BP 
(DBP) (mm Hg) 74.3	 12.9	 	 77.7	 12.6	

*RZS: random zero sphygmomanometer; SD: standard deviation; SBP: systolic blood 
pressure; DBP diastolic blood pressure. 

Procedure A: Omron single mode followed by random zero sphygmomanometer/Omron 
manual. 

Procedure B: random zero sphygmomanometer /Omron manual followed by Omron single.
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Table 4.12  Mean blood pressure (BP) levels of participants and mean 
differences of BP values by Omron Single (OS) Mode, Omron Manual (OM) 
Mode and Random-zero Sphygmomanometer (RZS),all participants (N=201) or 
stratified by 2 different procedures (A and B) 

		
Omron, 
Single 
Mode (OS) 

Omron, 
Manual 
Mode (OM) 

RZS 

Mean 
difference 
between 
OS and 
RZS 

Mean 
difference 
between 
OS and OM 

Mean 
difference 
between 
OM and 
RZS 

Mean BP value (mm Hg)	 	 	 	 	
 	 	 	 	 	 	
All participants (N=201)	 	 	 	 	 	
SBP 125.4	(18.4)	 125.9	(20.7)	 124.8	(20.4)	 0.6	(6.1)	 -0.5	(6.2)	 1.1	(1.5)	
DBP 69.2	(11.5)	 69.6	(12.0)	 68.8	(11.7)	 0.4	(5.7)	 -0.5	(6.0)	 0.8	(1.9)	

 	 	 	 	 	 	
Procedure A (N=98) 	 	 	 	 	
SBP 124.5	(19.4)	 123.7	(20.9)	 122.5	(20.7)	 2.0	(5.5)	 0.8	(5.6)	 1.2	(1.6)	
DBP 67.7	(11.6)	 67.4	(11.9)	 66.8	(11.7)	 1.0	(6.0)	 0.3	(6.3)	 0.7	(1.9)	

 	 	 	 	 	 	
Procedure B (N=103) 	 	 	 	 	
SBP 126.3	(17.4)	 128.0	(20.3)	 127.0	(19.9)	 -0.7	(6.4)	 -1.7	(6.6)	 1.0	(1.4)	
DBP 70.6	(11.2)	 71.8	(11.8)	 70.8	(11.5)	 -0.2	(5.4)	 -1.2	(5.6)	 0.9	(1.9)	

Presented as mean (SD).   

BP: blood pressure; OS: Omron Single Mode; OM: Omron Manual Mode; RZS: Random-
zero Sphygmomanometer; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP diastolic blood pressure 

Procedure A: Omron single mode followed by random zero sphygmomanometer/Omron 
manual. 

Procedure B: random zero sphygmomanometer /Omron manual followed by Omron single.
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Figure 4.3 Mean of Omron Single Mode, Random Zero Sphygmomanometer (RZS) and Omron Manual Mode versus the 
measurement difference among them for systolic blood pressure (SBP). Lines represent the mean difference and mean difference 
± 2SD of difference   
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(a)	Bland-Altman	Plot:	SBP	by	
Omron	Single	vs.	RZS
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(c)Bland-Altman	Plot:	SBP	by	
Omron	Manual	vs.	RZS
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(b)	Bland-Altman	Plot:	SBP	by	
Omron	Single	vs.	Omron	Manual
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Figure 4.4 Mean of Omron Single (OS) Mode, Random Zero Sphygmomanometer (RZS) and Omron (Manual Mode) versus the 
measurement difference among them for diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Lines represent the mean difference and mean difference 
± 2SD of difference   
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(a)	Bland-Altman	Plot:	DBP	by	
OS	vs.	RZS
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Table 4.13 Potential determinants of BP difference (mm Hg) between Omron 

Single Mode (OS) and random zero sphygmomanometer (RZS) 

BP: Blood Pressure; OS: Omron Single Mode; RZS:	 random zero sphygmomanometer; SD: 
Standard deviation 
 * Tertiles are based on the mean SBP of 2nd and 3rd readings obtained by using the two devices. 
1st tertile: 81-115 mm Hg, 2nd tertile: 116-133 mm Hg, 3rd tertile: 134-183 mm Hg. 
	

Variable  N Systolic blood pressure 

difference (OS-RZS) 

 Diastolic blood pressure 

difference (OS-RZS) 

Mean SD  Mean SD 

Overall 201	 0.6	 6.1	 	 0.4	 5.7	
Gender 	 	 	 	 	 	
   Men 70	 2.5	 5.4	 	 1.9	 5.8	
   Women 131	 -0.4	 6.2	 	 -0.5	 5.5	
Age group (years) 	 	 	 	 	 	
  40-59 107	 1.6	 6.0	 	 -0.7	 5.5	
  60-79 94	 -0.5	 6.1	 	 1.5	 5.7	
Gender and age group (years) 	 	 	 	 	
  Men 	 	 	 	 	 	
    40-59 32	 3.5	 5.5	 	 1.5	 6.3	
    60-79 38	 1.7	 5.3	 	 2.2	 5.4	
  Women 	 	 	 	 	 	
    40-59 75	 0.8	 6.0	 	 -1.6	 4.9	
    60-79 56	 -2.0	 6.2	 	 1.0	 5.9	
BP level 	 	 	 	 	 	
    1st tertile* 67	 2.8	 5.8	 	 -2.0	 4.9	
    2nd tertile 70	 0.8	 5.6	 	 0.3	 5.1	
    3rd tertile 64	 -1.8	 6.2	 	 2.8	 6.1	
Gender and BP level 	 	 	 	 	 	
  Men 	 	 	 	 	 	
    1st tertile 15	 5.4	 5.1	 	 -0.8	 5.7	
    2nd tertile 28	 2.9	 4.7	 	 1.5	 5.8	
    3rd tertile 27	 0.6	 5.7	 	 3.8	 5.4	
  Women 	 	 	 	 	 	
    1st tertile 52	 2.0	 5.8	 	 -2.3	 4.6	
    2nd tertile 42	 -0.6	 5.8	 	 -0.5	 4.4	
    3rd tertile 37	 -3.5	 6.0	 	 2.1	 6.6	
Device order 	 	 	 	 	 	
   Omron Single-RZS 98	 2.0	 5.5	 	 1.0	 6.0	
   RZS-Omron Single 103	 -0.7	 6.4	 	 -0.2	 5.4	
Gender and device order	 	 	 	 	 	
  Men 	 	 	 	 	 	
   Omron Single-RZS 36	 3.2	 4.8	 	 2.6	 6.6	
   RZS-Omron Single 34	 1.8	 6.0	 	 1.2	 4.8	
  Women 	 	 	 	 	 	
   Omron Single-RZS 62	 1.3	 5.8	 	 0.1	 5.4	
   RZS-Omron Single 69	 -1.9	 6.3	 	 -0.9	 5.5	
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Table 4.14  Established multiple linear regression models* used to convert blood pressure (BP) readings from random 
zero sphygmomanometer (RZS) to the Omron (Single Mode) and adjusted R-square for each model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Models Intercept RZS value Device 
order 

Age 
(years) 

Gender** BP range  
(tertiles)*** 

BP 
range*RZS 
value 

Adjusted 
R2 

SBP 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
M0 17.9050	

(2.3864)	
0.8615	
(0.0189)	

	 	 	 	 	 0.912	

M1 17.4863	
(2.2865)	

0.8555	
(0.0181)	

	 	 3.3796	
(0.7723)	

	 	 0.920	

M2 18.4146	
(2.6329)	

0.8620	
(0.0203)	

	 -0.0294	
(0.0412)	

3.4063	
(0.7741)	

	 	 0.920	

M3 15.9052	
(2.3301)	

0.8609	
(0.0180)	

1.9308	
(0.7282)	

	 3.2828	
(0.7617)	

	 	 0.922	

M4 20.6213	
(7.7535)	

0.8404	
(0.0521)	

	 	 2.7076	
(0.7648)	

41.9341	
(13.5268)	

-0.3441	
(0.1032)	

0.926	

M5 18.1234	
(7.7291)	

0.8515	
(0.0517)	

1.7225	
(0.7149)	

	 2.6414	
(0.7560)	

42.0891	
(13.3625)	

-0.3416	
(0.1019)	

0.928	

DBP 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
M0 9.9934	

(2.2948)	
0.8599	
(0.0328)	

	 	 	 	 	 0.774	

M1 9.5481	
(2.2447)	

0.8533	
(0.0322)	

	 	 2.5939	
(0.7909)	

	 	 0.784	

M2 1.7953	
(3.4439)	

0.8715	
(0.0322)	

	 0.1103	
(0.0377)	

2.3853	
(0.7794)	

	 	 0.792	

M3 9.0022	
(2.3709)	

0.8574	
(0.0327)	

0.5535	
(0.7657)	

	 2.5648	
(0.7929)	

	 	 0.784	

M4 24.7565	
(6.9968)	

0.6858	
(0.0854)	

	 	 2.0468	
(0.7116)	

34.3555	
(11.9499)	

-0.5539	
(0.1657)	

0.832	

M6 18.5474	
(7.4068)	

0.7044	
(0.0847)	

	 0.0804	
(0.0343)	

1.9014	
(0.7062)	

34.7248	
(11.8148)	

-0.5550	
(0.1638)	

0.835	
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*Multiple linear regression models were established following: 

Model 0 (M0): Only include BP value by RZS;  

Model 1 (M1): M0 plus adjustment for gender;  

Model 2 (M2): M1 plus adjustment for age; 

Model 3 (M3): M1 plus adjustment for device order of BP measurement in procedures (first by Omron Single Mode or by RZS). 

Model 4 (M4): M1 plus adjustment for BP range and its interaction terms with RZS values. 

Model 5 (M5): M4 plus adjustment for device order (only for SBP). 

Model 6 (M6): M4 plus adjustment for age (only for DBP). 

**1=Male, 0=Female. 

*** BP range is based on the tertiles of BP levels:  

   For SBP, 1
st 

tertile: 81-115 mm Hg, 2
nd

 tertile: 116-133 mm Hg, 3
rd

 tertile: 134-183 mm Hg. 

   For DBP, 1
st 

tertile: 38-63 mm Hg, 2
nd

 tertile: 64-74 mm Hg, 3
rd

 tertile: 75-101 mm Hg. 

  The group of 3
rd

 tertile is the reference group, the coefficients here (for both main effects and interaction terms) are the estimates for the group of 2
nd

 tertile. 

 

BP: Blood pressure; RZS: random zero sphygmomanometer; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure.
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4.4 The ICP Study 

4.4.1 Descriptive statistics 

Summary statistics of Shanxi site show that HTN prevalence was 57% in summer 

(Table 4.15) and 69% in winter visits (Table 4.16). Seasonal variability of BP was 

observed, for e.g., mean SBP was 12.1 mm Hg higher in the winter compared to 

summer data (P<0.0001), and the control rate for HTN was approximate 50% lower 

in winter compared to summer (35% versus 61%). 13% and 41% of all participants 

were classified as obese and overweight according to the WHO standard, the 

prevalence of obesity was much higher if the China standard was used. About half of 

male participants were current smokers, and more than 40% of them were ex-

smokers. About 11% of participants reported that they had been diagnosed with 

coronary heart disease or stroke in hospitals before. Diabetes and dyslipidaemia 

(diagnosed using fasting whole blood samples) affected more than 20% of 
participants each. 

Regarding the Beijing site, HTN prevalence was 70% in this winter visit, whereas the 

control rate of HTN was only 27% (Table 4.17). About 17% and 40% of participants 

were classified as obese and overweight according to the WHO standard 

respectively. Similar to Shanxi site, about half of male participants were current 

smokers. Self-reported prevalence of coronary heart disease and stroke was 7% and 

9% respectively in this population sample. Diabetes and dyslipidaemia affected 25% 
of participants. 

Table 4.18 showed the baseline BP and HTN rate between followed up participants 

in the ICP Study and participants lost to follow up (excluding deceased participants; 

50 at Shanxi site and 46 at Beijing site). 18 men and 18 women did not participate in 

the ICP Study at Shanxi site, their mean BP/HTN was 121.0 mm Hg and 128.8 mm 

Hg (men and women) for SBP, 70.8 mm Hg and 73.0 mm Hg for DBP, 16.7% and 

33.3% for HTN prevalence. Those 99 men and 104 women who took part in the ICP 
Study had a similar BP/HTN compared to those lost to the follow-up, 

For Beijing site, 17 men and 32 women did not take part in the winter visit and their 

mean BP/HTN was 120.3 mm Hg and 119.0 mm Hg (men and women) for SBP, 76.0 

mm Hg and 74.5 mm Hg for DBP, 23.5% and 12.5% for HTN prevalence. 85 men 
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and 92 women who took part in the ICP study had a mean BP of 121.1 mm Hg and 

122.9 mm Hg (men and women) for SBP, 77.6 mm Hg and 75.9 mm Hg for DBP, 
20.0% and 22.8% for HTN prevalence.  

Statistical tests only showed that the difference of weight was statistically significant 

(P=0.02) between followed up participants in the ICP Study and participants lost to 
follow up (Table 4.18). 

 

4.4.2 Dietary change 

Comparing the food/food group intakes of participants at Shanxi site between the 

baseline (mean of 4 dietary recalls recorded 3-6 weeks apart in 1996) in Table 4.19 

and the follow-up (mean of 2 dietary recalls from summer and 2 dietary recalls from 

winter in 2015) in Table 4.20, several trends can be identified. The mean cereals 

intake reduced considerably in both men and women, which was attributable to the 

reduced consumption of wheat and other cereals. Total meat intake had reduced 

due to the decreased consumptions of offal/guts, whereas the pork consumption had 

increased. Consumption of milk and milk products had increased markedly, from 0.8 

grams/day at baseline to 22.5 grams/day. Vegetable intake increased from 298.6 

grams/day to 359.5 gram/day, whereas the fruit intake had reduced from 150.1 

grams/day to 74.1 grams/day. Salt intake (estimated from the dietary recalls, not 

from the 24-hour urine samples) was reduced from 8.9 grams/day to 7.4 grams/day, 

and this reduction may be attributable to the decreased intake of high salt products 

(from 4.5 grams/day to 1.0 grams/day), even though the soy sauce consumption 

increased. Liquor intake dropped from 16.1 grams/day to 7.3 grams/day, while beer 
consumption rose from 2.4 grams/day to 8.3 grams/day.  

When data from Shanxi participants who only attended winter visits were used, 

similar trends were found for most food/food groups, including significant reduction of 

consumption of cereals, fruit, high salt products, and liquor, and marked increase of 

dairy products (Table 4.21). However, for vegetables intake, compared with the 
baseline, it decreased slightly, from 298.6 grams/day to 287.2 grams/day.  

Absolute amounts of all nutrients, and total energy consumption were reduced 

compared with the level of intake at the baseline (Table 4.22-4.23). The total CHO 
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intake decreased the most substantially in nutrients intake, from 342.3 g/day to 270.0 

g/day. The total energy consumption also dropped markedly, from 1950.8 kcal/day to 
1622.7 kcal/day. The trends of dietary change were similar in men and women.   

When nutrient density of diets was compared, we found that total protein and fat 

intake increased over 18 years in men and women, whereas total CHO intake 
decreased with age as well as dietary Na (Table 4.22-4.23). 

Sensitivity analysis was done restricted to participants who only attended the winter 

visit (Table 4.24), and the results were similar to the pooled analysis of both seasons 
described above. 

1427 (5.3%) out of 26,890 lines of food records (recalled by all 380 participants in 

current study) were prepared in the restaurants, and 559 (2.1%) lines of food records 

were bought from the markets, rather than prepared at home. As for the 

questionnaire data, if we set a frequency of “no less than once a week” as a criteria, 

we found that 56 (14.7%) out of 380 participants eat deep fried foods, 72 (19.0%) eat 

snacks, 175 (46.2%) eat pickled vegetables, 131 (34.6%) eat processed foods, 17 

(4.5%) drink sugar sweetened beverages, and 30 (7.9%) eat outside at least once a 
week. 

4.4.3 Change of blood pressure 

(a) Descriptive statistics 

The descriptive statistics of BP change by gender and population sample are 

presented in Table 4.25. For all available 380 participants from both Shanxi and 

Beijing, the mean SBP (SD) level without calibration increased 13.6 mm Hg (SD� 

18.3 mm Hg) over the past nearly 20 years, and this number was 11.9 mm Hg (17.2 

mm Hg) if baseline SBP value was calibrated to OS equivalent (Table 4.25). The 

DBP (SD) level without calibration decreased 0.6 mm Hg (11.3 mm Hg), but it would 

increase 0.8 mm Hg (10.8 mm Hg) if baseline DBP value was calibrated to OS 

method. If anti-hypertensive medication use was taken into account and 15 mm Hg 

for SBP and 10 mm Hg for DBP are added to the BP level for participants who were 

taking anti-hypertensive medication290 at the baseline or follow-up, the increase of 

BP would be larger, 16.0 mm Hg (18.1 mm Hg) for mean change SBP and 1.6 mm 
Hg (10.8 mm Hg) for mean change DBP respectively.   
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The BP changes varied markedly between population samples and genders. The BP 

increases were much greater at Beijing site, in which the mean SBP rose 16.9 mm 

Hg and DBP rose 3.3 mm Hg, whereas at Shanxi site the SBP only rose 7.5 mm Hg 

and DBP dropped 1.4 mm Hg (with calibration of baseline BP values to OS 

equivalent). The mean increase of BP level was 3.6 mm Hg and 1.4 mm Hg greater 
for SBP and DBP respectively in females compared with males.  

Body weight and BMI were also increased 3.6 kg and 1.9 kg/m2 on average in two 
study populations. 

As the change of BP might be influenced by anti-hypertensive medication use, same 

analyses were repeated in 201 participants who were not on any anti-hypertensive 

medication at the baseline and follow-up surveys (Table 4.26). The trends for change 

of BP were similar, but the increase of BP was larger (with smaller SD) than the 

results in all participants: using calibrated BP values, the average SBP (SD) level 

increased 12.3 mm Hg (15.7 mm Hg) and the average DBP (SD) level increased 2.2 

mm Hg (9.8 mm Hg). 

Sensitivity analyses were performed in 156 participants who attended the winter visit 

at Shanxi site (Table 4.27), as it is the same season (November-December) for 

surveys at the baseline. The SBP (SD) level without calibration increased 16.5 mm 

Hg (18.3 mm Hg) on average in past 20 years, and this number was slightly smaller, 

at 14.8 mm Hg (17.6 mm Hg) if baseline SBP value was calibrated. The DBP (SD) 

level without calibration increased 0.2 mm Hg (11.7 mm Hg), and this number was 

larger, at 1.5 mm Hg (11.1 mm Hg) if baseline DBP value was calibrated If anti-

hypertensive medication use was taken into account and 15 mm Hg for SBP and 10 

mm Hg for DBP are added to the BP level for participants who were taking anti-

hypertensive medication at the baseline or follow-up, the increase of BP would be 

larger, 21.7 mm Hg (19.7 mm Hg) for mean change SBP and 6.1 mm Hg (12.0 mm 
Hg) for mean change DBP respectively. 

(b) Correlation table  

Partial correlations (r, adjusted for gender, age, and population sample) for change 

of BP, BP at the baseline and follow-up, demographic, anthropometric, lifestyle, and 

dietary variables at baseline are presented in Table 4.28. Change of BP (with 
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baseline BP values calibrated) was positively correlated with change of weight (r 

=0.22 for SBP and r =0.34 for DBP) and BMI (r =0.21 for SBP and r =0.31 for DBP), 

and it was inversely correlated with baseline BP (r =-0.47 for SBP and r =-0.51 for 

DBP), years of education (r =-0.15 for SBP and r =-0.13 for DBP) and any vitamin 

supplement (r =-0.16 for SBP and r =-0.17 for DBP) at baseline. Change of SBP was 

directly correlated with any special diet consumption at baseline (r =0.06). The 

variables of “not low CVD risk at baseline” and “on any anti-hypertensive treatment 

at baseline” had significantly inverse correlations with mean change of BP (both r =-

0.15 for SBP, and r =-0.20 and r =-0.18 for DBP), and they are highly positively 

correlated with baseline BP (r =0.50 and r =0.32 for SBP, and r =0.51 and r =0.28 for 
DBP).      

Regarding the relationship between baseline nutrients intake and change of BP, only 

a few nutrients were moderately correlated with change of BP (Table 4.28). Dietary 

total protein (r =-0.07 for SBP and r =-0.08 for DBP), vegetable protein (r =-0.06 for 

SBP and r =-0.04 for DBP), and glutamic acid (r =-0.10 for SBP and r =-0.09 for DBP) 

were inversely correlated with change of BP. As for baseline urinary biomarkers, 

significantly inverse correlations were found between change of SBP and urinary Na, 

urinary Na/K ratio, and urinary Ca (r =-0.12, -0.14, and -0.12 respectively), no such 
relations were identified for change of DBP.               

(c) Associations between BP change and variables of interest 

The final model identified by stepwise method and its included covariates is 

presented in Table 4.29. Participants who were from Beijing site, who had larger 

weight gain, and who were on special diet at baseline, had larger increase of SBP 

and DBP in the follow-up, whereas participants who had higher BP level at baseline, 

who had more years of education, and who were on vitamin supplements at the 
baseline, had smaller increase of SBP and DBP during the past nearly 20 years.  

When one dietary variable at a time was further included in the regression model, the 

associations between dietary variables and BP change are presented in Table 4.30. 

Dietary total protein (kcal%) and dietary glutamic acid (kcal%) tended to be inversely 

associated with change of SBP (P=0.14 and 0.06), and they were significantly 

inversely associated with change of DBP (P=0.02 and 0.02). 24-hour urinary Na and 

K, as a measure of dietary Na and K intake, were positively associated with change 
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of DBP (P=0.04 and 0.01 respectively), and urinary K tended to be positively 

associated with change of SBP (P=0.09). Urinary Na/K ratio tended to be inversely 

associated with change of SBP at a borderline level of significance (P=0.05); no such 

relationship was found for DBP change. 

(d) Associations between variables and risk of incident HTN 

Of the 308 out of 380 participants who were free of HTN at the baseline, 172 (55.8%) 

were identified as hypertensive patients (SBP>=140 or DBP>=90 or on 

antihypertensive treatment) in the ICP Study. Logistic regression models showed 

that (Table 4.31) participants who were from Beijing site, whose gender were female, 

who had larger weight gain, who had higher level of SBP at the baseline, had 

significantly higher risk of incident HTN. And participants who had family history of 
HTN tended to have higher risk of incident HTN at later life. 

And when nutrient variables of baseline diet were adjusted in the models (for each 

dietary variable one at a time), higher dietary vegetable protein intake (kcal%) was 

associated with lower risk of incident HTN at a borderline level of significance 

(OR=0.80, P=0.06), and higher dietary glutamic acid (kcal%) also tended to be 

associated with lower risk of incident HTN (OR=0.60, P=0.15) (Table 4.32). Higher 

dietary starch intake (kcal %) was significantly associated with slightly lower risk of 

incident HTN (OR=0.98, P=0.04), and its highly correlated variable-higher dietary GL 

(g/1000 kcal) tended to be associated with slightly lower risk of incident HTN 

(OR=0.99, P=0.12). Both higher estimated total sugar intake (kcal %), and 7-day 

alcohol consumption (g/day) tended to be associated with higher risk of incident HTN 

(OR=1.06, P=0.10; OR=1.02, P=0.12), whereas higher baseline urinary Na/K ratio 

tended to be associated with lower risk of incident HTN (OR=0.91, P=0.10).    

  

4.4.4 CVD low risk participants versus not low risk participants 

The comparisons of baseline characteristics and dietary exposure between group 

with low CVD risk and group not with low CVD risk in Shanxi and Beijing populations 

are presented in Table 4.33. In the ICP Study, 380 alive participants at the Shanxi 

and Beijing site were followed up, in which 101 participants can be classified into the 

LR group (56 in Shanxi and 45 in Beijing), and 279 participants were in the not LR 
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group (147 in Shanxi and 132 in Beijing) according to the exposure classification at 

baseline. The classification standard of low risk versus not low risk group takes 

account of the significant difference of mean SBP, DBP, weight, and BMIs between 

the two groups. The mean age in the LR group was slightly lower than the not LR 

group (47.4 years vs. 48.6 years, P=0.08). The percentage of participants who were 

on special diet was much higher (8.6% vs. 1.0%) in the not LR group than the LR 
group.  

When the dietary exposure at the baseline was compared between the two groups, 

most of the intakes of dietary variables were not significantly different, except that 

total available CHO intake (%kcal) (P=0.001), starch (%kcal) (P=0.009), and dietary 

GL (g/1000kcal) (P=0.01) were greater in the LR group (Table 4.33). The dietary 
vegetable intake tended to be higher in the LR group, with a P-value of 0.10.  

Mean SBP (128.3 mm Hg for LR vs. 139.4 mm Hg for not LR), DBP (71.1 mm Hg for 

LR vs. 76.2 mm Hg for not LR), weight (60.7 kg for LR vs. 67.7 kg for not LR), BMI 

(23.9 kg/m2 for LR vs. 26.6 kg/m2 for not LR), waist circumference (86.3 cm for LR vs. 

92.4 cm for not LR), and waist/hip (0.880 for LR vs. 0.896 for not LR) were 

significantly lower in the LR group at the follow-up compared with not the LR group 

(Table 4.34). Mean change of SBP and DBP were greater in the LR group, which 

was attributable to the much lower BP level at the baseline. Mean grip strength was 

slightly greater in the LR group, and pulse wave velocity was lower in the LR group, 

but did not achieve the significance level (0.05). Regarding the biomarkers of lipid 

profile and fasting blood glucose, level of TG and blood glucose were significantly 

lower in the LR group (P=0.04 and 0.0007 respectively), and TC level was slightly 
lower in the LR group. 

Mortality information was collected and the difference of risk of CVD death in the LR 

group and not the LR group was investigated (Table 4.35). 561 individuals (N=289 at 

Shanxi and N=272 at Beijing) participated in the baseline study, of whom 153 

individuals were in the LR group. 34 CVD death cases were identified in the ICP 

Study, with 3 cases in the LR group and 31 cases in not the LR group, thus overall 

the incidence of CVD death was 1.96% in the LR group and 7.60% in not the LR 

group. The calculated RR is 3.88 (95% CI: 1.20-12.49), with a Chi-square of 6.21 

(P=0.01).  
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Baseline characteristics of three groups, including the group of participants who 

attended ICP Study, group of participants who were lost to follow up, and group of 

participants who were confirmed dead in ICP Study, with CVD risks at baseline are 

presented in Table 4.36. Deceased participants were older and had the highest SBP, 

highest urinary Na/K ratio, and lowest urinary K in three groups at baseline. The 

percentage of self-reported medication for HTN, CVD, dyslipidaemia or diabetes was 
lowest in the group of followed up participants.  
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Table 4.15 Descriptive statistics for participants (N=192) enrolled in the 
INTERMAP China Prospective (ICP) Study at Shanxi site: summer visit 

Variable Men Women All men and women 

N 92	 100	 192	
Age (y) 65.9	(5.8)	 66.4	(5.4)	 66.2	(5.6)	
Mean SBP (mm Hg) 123.8	(14.8)	 130.5	(17.4)	 127.3	(16.5)	
Mean DBP  (mm Hg) 68.8	(9.3)	 70.3	(9.7)	 69.6	(9.5)	
Height (m) 1.7	(0.1)	 1.5	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	
Weight (kg) 68	(12.3)	 62.4	(10.2)	 65.1	(11.6)	

BMI (kg/m2) 24.6	(3.7)	 26.4	(3.7)	 25.5	(3.8)	
Waist circumference (cm) 87.6	(11.4)	 89.3	(9.2)	 88.5	(10.3)	
Hip circumference (cm) 98.4	(7.2)	 99.6	(8.6)	 99.1	(8)	
Waist/Hip ratio 0.89	(0.07)	 0.90	(0.10)	 0.89	(0.08)	
Grip strength (kg) 33.2	(9)	 19.4	(5.7)	 26	(10.2)	
Pulse wave velocity (m/s) 17.0	(6.4)	 19.4	(7.8)	 18.2	(7.2)	
Adverse Blood Pressure 

	 	 	Prevalence of HTN(%) 41	(44.6)	 68	(68.0)	 109	(56.8)	
Awareness of HTN(%) 38	(92.7)	 65	(95.6)	 103	(94.5)	
Treatment of HTN(%) 37	(90.2)	 63	(92.7)	 100	(91.7)	

Control of HTN(%) 27	(65.9)	 39	(57.4)	 66	(60.6)	
Prevalence of pre-HTN(%) 24	(26.1)	 21	(21.0)	 45	(23.4)	

Adiposity 
	 	 	WHO: Obesity (BMI>=30)(%) 9	(9.8)	 15	(15.0)	 24	(12.5)	

Overweight (BMI 25-30)(%) 28	(30.4)	 51	(51.0)	 79	(41.2)	
China: Obesity (BMI>=28)(%) 20	(21.7)	 35	(35.0)	 55	(28.7)	

Overweight (BMI 24-28)(%) 29	(31.5)	 39	(39.0)	 68	(35.4)	

Abdominal Obesity (WC male >=90 
cm; female >=80 cm)(%) 36	(39.1)	 87	(87.0)	 123	(64.1)	

Smoking 
	 	 	Current smokers(%) 45	(48.9)	 6	(6.0)	 51	(26.6)	

Ex-smokers(%) 41	(44.6)	 5	(5.0)	 46	(24)	
Non-smokers(%) 6	(6.5)	 89	(89.0)	 95	(49.5)	

Self-reported CHD(%) 6	(6.5)	 15	(15.0)	 21	(10.9)	
Self-reported Stroke(%) 13	(14.1)	 10	(10.0)	 23	(12)	
Self-reported Diabetes(%) 10	(10.9)	 30	(30.0)	 40	(20.8)	
Self-reported COPD(%) 2	(2.2)	 3	(3.0)	 5	(2.6)	
Self-reported on special diet(%) 9	(9.8)	 34	(34.0)	 43	(22.4)	

1 Presented as mean (SD) or N (%). SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HTN: 
hypertension; BMI: body mass index; WC: waist circumference; CHD: coronary heart disease; COPD: chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. 
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Table 4.16 Descriptive statistics for participants (N=156) enrolled in the 
INTERMAP China Prospective (ICP) Study at Shanxi site: winter visit 

Variable Men Women All men and women  

N 76	 80	 156	
Age (y) 65.9	(5.7)	 65.8	(5.4)	 65.8	(5.5)	
Mean SBP (mm Hg) 136.7	(17.1)	 141.9	(19.6)	 139.4	(18.5)	
Mean DBP  (mm Hg) 75.6	(10.5)	 73.3	(10.3)	 74.4	(10.4)	
Height (m) 1.7	(0.1)	 1.5	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	
Weight (kg) 69	(11.5)	 63.7	(9.5)	 66.3	(10.8)	
BMI (kg/m2) 25.4	(5.6)	 27.1	(3.4)	 26.3	(4.7)	

Waist circumference (cm) 94.1	(9.4)	 94.2	(9.2)	 94.2	(9.3)	
Hip circumference (cm) 106	(8.3)	 104.7	(8.0)	 105.4	(8.2)	
Waist/Hip ratio 0.89	(0.07)	 0.90	(0.06)	 0.89	(0.06)	
Grip strength (kg) 33.8	(8.4)	 18.8	(5.7)	 26.1	(10.4)	
Pulse wave velocity (m/s) 17.4	(5.2)	 19.1	(6.6)	 18.3	(6)	
Adverse Blood Pressure 

	 	 	Prevalence of HTN(%) 46	(60.5)	 61	(76.3)	 107	(68.6)	
Awareness of HTN(%) 35	(76.1)	 54	(88.5)	 89	(83.2)	
Treatment of HTN(%) 32	(69.6)	 53	(86.9)	 85	(79.4)	

Control of HTN(%) 14	(30.4)	 23	(37.7)	 37	(34.6)	
Prevalence of pre-HTN(%) 19	(25)	 14	(17.5)	 33	(21.2)	

Adiposity 
	 	 	WHO: Obesity (BMI>=30)(%) 9	(11.8)	 17	(21.3)	 26	(16.7)	

Overweight (BMI 25-30)(%) 25	(32.9)	 38	(47.5)	 63	(40.4)	
Dyslipidaemia 

	 	 	TC (>=6.19 mmol/L) (%) 2	(2.7)	 4	(5.0)	 6	(3.9)	
LDLC(>=4.14 mmol/L) (%) 2	(2.7)	 3	(3.8)	 5	(3.3)	

TG(>=2.27 mmol/L) (%) 6	(8.1)	 21	(26.3)	 27	(17.5)	
Overall (%) 7	(9.5)	 24	(30)	 31	(20.1)	

Diabetes 
	 	 	Fasting GLU>=7.0 mmol/L or on 

diabetes treatment (%) 14	(18.9)	 30	(37.5)	 44	(28.6)	
Smoking 

	 	 	Current smokers(%) 40	(52.6)	 6	(7.5)	 46	(29.5)	
Ex-smokers(%) 33	(43.4)	 5	(6.3)	 38	(24.4)	

Non-smokers(%) 3	(4)	 69	(86.3)	 72	(46.2)	
Self-reported CHD(%) 6	(7.9)	 11	(13.8)	 17	(10.9)	
Self-reported Stroke(%) 10	(13.2)	 7	(8.8)	 17	(10.9)	
Self-reported Diabetes(%) 9	(11.8)	 25	(31.3)	 34	(21.8)	
Self-reported on special diet(%) 6	(7.9)	 23	(28.8)	 29	(18.6)	

1 Presented as mean (SD) or N (%).SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HTN: 
hypertension; BMI: body mass index; TC: total cholesterol; LDLC: low density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG: 
triglycerides; GLU: glucose; CHD: coronary heart disease. 
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Table 4.17 Descriptive statistics for participants (N=177) enrolled in the 
INTERMAP China Prospective (ICP) Study at Beijing site: winter visit 

Variable Men Women All men and women  

N 85	 92	 177	
Age (y) 67	(5.7)	 66.4	(5.4)	 66.7	(5.6)	
Mean SBP (mm Hg) 141.2	(16.6)	 140.3	(15.4)	 140.7	(15.9)	
Mean DBP  (mm Hg) 80.3	(10.1)	 76.7	(10)	 78.4	(10.2)	
Height (m) 1.7	(0.1)	 1.5	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	
Weight (kg) 69.5	(9.6)	 62.8	(10.5)	 66	(10.6)	
BMI (kg/m2) 25.2	(2.8)	 26.6	(3.9)	 26	(3.5)	
Waist circumference (cm) 90.3	(8)	 91.0	(9.5)	 90.7	(8.8)	
Hip circumference (cm) 101.1	(6.8)	 103.4	(7.7)	 102.3	(7.4)	
Waist/Hip ratio 0.89	(0.06)	 0.88	(0.05)	 0.89	(0.05)	
Grip strength (kg) 35.8	(9.7)	 23.5	(5.4)	 29.4	(9.9)	
Pulse wave velocity (m/s) 19.1	(7.1)	 20.0	(7.8)	 19.6	(7.4)	
Adverse Blood Pressure 

	 	 	Prevalence of HTN(%) 55	(64.7)	 69	(75.0)	 124	(70.1)	
Awareness of HTN(%) 41	(74.6)	 58	(84.1)	 99	(79.8)	
Treatment of HTN(%) 32	(58.2)	 56	(81.2)	 88	(71)	

Control of HTN(%) 11	(20)	 23	(33.3)	 34	(27.4)	
Prevalence of pre-HTN(%) 24	(28.2)	 17	(18.5)	 41	(23.2)	

Adiposity 
	 	 	WHO: Obesity (BMI>=30)(%) 9	(11.8)	 17	(21.3)	 26	(16.7)	

Overweight (BMI 25-30)(%) 25	(32.9)	 38	(47.5)	 63	(40.4)	
China: Obesity (BMI>=28)(%) 14	(16.5)	 27	(29.4)	 41	(23.2)	

Overweight (BMI 24-28)(%) 39	(45.9)	 43	(46.7)	 82	(46.3)	
Abdominal Obesity (WC male >=90 

cm; female >=80 cm)(%) 45	(52.9)	 81	(88)	 126	(71.2)	
Dyslipidaemia 

	 	 	TC (>=6.19 mmol/L) (%) 8	(11.6)	 13	(14.8)	 21	(13.4)	
LDLC(>=4.14 mmol/L) (%) 8	(11.6)	 9	(10.2)	 17	(10.8)	

TG(>=2.27 mmol/L) (%) 7	(10.1)	 17	(19.3)	 24	(15.3)	
Overall (%) 14	(20.3)	 26	(29.6)	 40	(25.5)	

Diabetes 
	 	 	Fasting GLU>=7.0 mmol/L or on 

diabetes treatment (%) 17	(24.6)	 22	(25.0)	 39	(24.8)	
Smoking 

	 	 	Current smokers(%) 43	(50.6)	 0	(0)	 43	(24.3)	
Ex-smokers(%) 30	(35.3)	 0	(0)	 30	(17)	

Non-smokers(%) 12	(14.1)	 92	(100.0)	 104	(58.8)	
Self-reported CHD(%) 3	(3.5)	 9	(9.8)	 12	(6.8)	
Self-reported Stroke(%) 9	(10.6)	 7	(7.6)	 16	(9)	
Self-reported Diabetes(%) 12	(14.1)	 13	(14.1)	 25	(14.1)	
Self-reported COPD(%) 1	(1.2)	 7	(7.6)	 8	(4.5)	
Self-reported on special diet(%) 18	(21.7)	 24	(26.1)	 42	(24)	
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1 Presented as mean (SD) or N (%). SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HTN: 
hypertension; BMI: body mass index; WC: waist circumference TC: total cholesterol; LDLC: low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol; TG: triglycerides; GLU: glucose; CHD: coronary heart disease; COPD: chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease.
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Presented as mean (SD) or N (%).   * P<0.05 for followed up participants versus participants lost to follow up (t test or chi-square test). 

ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; BMI: body mass index; HTN: hypertension; CVD: 
cardiovascular disease. 

Table 4.18 Comparisons of characteristics at baseline between participants who participated in the  INTERMAP China 
Prospective (ICP) Study and participants who did not participate (lost to follow up)  

			 Followed up participants in the ICP Study Participants who did not participate in the ICP Study   

	
Shanxi Beijing Total Shanxi Beijing Total P value 

Variable Men Women Men Women 

All men 
and 

women  Men Women Men Women 

All men 
and 

women  
Followed-up vs. 
lost followed-up 

N 99	 104	 85	 92	 380	 18	 18	 17	 32	 85	 465	

Age (y) 48.1	(5.8)	 48.3	(5.4)	 48.6	(5.5)	 48.1	(5.4)	 48.3	(5.5)	 46.7	(6.3)	 49.5	(6.9)	 48.4	(7.2)	 49.7	(6.1)	 48.7	(6.5)	 0.54	

Mean SBP (mm Hg) 
121.6	
(16.1)	

125.4	
(18.2)	

121.1	
(17.0)	

122.9	
(16.2)	

122.9	
(16.9)	

121.0	
(15.1)	

128.8	
(27.3)	

120.3	
(20.7)	

119.0	
(16.7)	

121.8	
(19.9)	 0.64	

Mean DBP  (mm Hg) 
74.7	
(10.7)	

74.1	
(10.3)	

77.6	
(10.0)	

75.9		
(9.5)	

75.4	
(10.2)	

70.8	
(10.1)	

73.0	
(13.2)	

76.0	
(11.1)	

74.5		
(8.8)	

73.7	
(10.5)	 0.15	

Height (m) 1.7	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.7	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.7	(0.0)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.7	(0)	 1.5	(0)	 1.6	(0.1)	 0.24	

Weight (kg) 
64.4	
(10.1)	

60.6	
(10.3)	

64.8		
(8.6)	

59.3		
(9.5)	

62.2		
(9.9)	

59.3		
(5.4)	

54.9	
(10.0)	

61.6		
(8.2)	

61.0		
(9.5)	

59.5		
(8.9)	 0.02*	

BMI (kg/m2) 22.9	(3.2)	 25.1	(3.6)	 23.2	(2.5)	 24.6	(3.6)	 24	(3.4)	 21.4	(2.2)	 22.6	(3)	 22	(2.7)	 25.4	(3.8)	 23.3	(3.5)	 0.10	

Education	(y)	 6.1	(2.3)	 4.3	(2.3)	 6.9	(2.5)	 3.9	(3.5)	 5.3	(2.9)	 6.5	(2.0)	 5	(2.9)	 7.8	(2.4)	 5.2	(3.3)	 5.9	(3.0)	 0.06	
Mod/heavy	physical	activity	
(h/d)	 4.3	(3.4)	 4.6	(2.5)	 5.7	(4)	 4.5	(4.1)	 4.8	(3.6)	 5.3	(3.1)	 5.6	(3.4)	 6.8	(3.6)	 3	(3.7)	 4.8	(3.7)	 0.95	

Prevalence	of	HTN(%)	 13	(13.1)	 25	(24.0)	 17	(20.0)	 21	(22.8)	 76	(20.0)	 3	(16.7)	 6	(33.3)	 4	(23.5)	 4	(12.5)	 17	(20.0)	 1.00	
Self-reported CVD 
diagnosis (%) 2	(2.0)	 9	(8.7)	 4	(4.7)	 8	(8.7)	 23	(6.1)	 1	(5.6)	 2	(11.1)	 2	(11.8)	 3	(9.4)	 8	(9.4)	 0.26	
Self-reported diabetes 
diagnosis (%) 3	(3.0)	 4	(3.9)	 0	(0.0)	 1	(1.1)	 8	(2.1)	 0	(0.0)	 0	(0.0)	 0	(0.0)	 2	(6.3)	 2	(2.4)	 0.89	
Self-reported on special 
diet(%) 5	(5.1)	 11	(10.6)	 3	(3.5)	 6	(6.5)	 25	(6.6)	 2	(11.1)	 2	(11.1)	 0	(0.0)	 6	(18.8)	 10	(11.8)	 0.10	
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Table 4.19 Mean food/food group intake per day (grams) and percentage of 
people consuming each type of food/food group for men and women at Shanxi 
site (N=289) in 1997 (at baseline of the INTERMAP Study) 

Food Categories 
Male(n=143)   Female(n=146)   Total(n=289) 

Mean intake           
(grams) P,%*   Mean intake           

(grams) P,%   Mean intake           
(grams) P,% 

Cereals 517.2 100.0  403.4 100.0  459.7 100.0 
Rice 32.2 55.9  40.1 68.5  36.2 62.3 
Wheat 307.1 100.0  200.2 100.0  253.0 100.0 
Other cereals 120.7 92.3  96.4 96.6  108.4 94.5 
Instant noodles 19.7 48.3  16.8 54.1  18.3 51.2 
Tubers 37.3 53.1  49.9 61.0  43.7 57.1 
Legumes 25.1 83.9  21.7 80.1  23.4 82.0 
Dried legumes 8.8 53.1  8.3 56.8  8.5 55.0 
Legume products 16.1 64.3  13.3 63.0  14.6 63.7 
Soybean milk 0.2 0.7  0.2 0.7  0.2 0.7 
Meat 45.5 72.7  13.0 56.8  29.1 64.7 
pork 18.4 67.8  7.0 51.4  12.6 59.5 
Other animal meat 4.7 11.2  2.0 7.5  3.3 9.3 
Poultry 3.0 15.4  1.0 7.5  2.0 11.4 
Guts 17.7 14.7  2.8 5.5  10.1 10.0 
Meat products 1.7 13.3  0.3 2.7  1.0 8.0 
Fish and shellfish 2.8 14.0  0.9 5.5  1.8 9.7 
Fish 2.7 14.0  0.9 4.8  1.7 9.3 
Others 0.1 1.4  0.0 0.7  0.1 1.0 
Eggs 33.7 69.2  22.4 57.5  28.0 63.3 
Milk and milk 
products 1.0 9.1  0.6 4.1  0.8 6.6 

Milk 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 
Milk powder 1.0 9.1  0.6 4.1  0.8 6.6 
Fats and oils 18.0 100.0  13.9 100.0  16.0 100.0 
Vegetable oil 16.4 100.0  12.8 99.3  14.4 99.7 
Animal fat 1.6 39.2  1.4 32.9  1.5 36.0 
Vegetables 323.8 100.0  274.4 100.0  298.6 100.0 
Green vegetable 6.0 41.3  4.1 38.4  5.1 39.8 
Light coloured 
vegetables 110.3 100.0  88.4 100.0  99.2 100.0 

Cucurbitaceous 27.7 42.7  27.8 45.9  27.7 44.3 
Solanaceous 22.8 90.9  21.2 91.1  22.0 91.0 
Raphanus 19.5 66.4  13.1 67.1  16.3 66.8 
Potatoes 130.3 97.9  113.9 97.9  122.1 97.9 
Others 7.2 98.6  5.5 94.5  6.4 96.5 
 

    

Continued	on	next	page	
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Table 4.19 continued, page 2        
Chinese sauerkraut 41.9 70.6  40.8 81.5  41.4 76.1 
Fruit 128.3 81.8  171.4 91.1  150.1 86.5 
Fresh fruit 127.0 75.5  169.1 90.4  148.2 83.0 
Dried fruit 1.3 11.9  2.3 21.9  1.8 17.0 
Nuts 7.3 42.0  3.6 34.9  5.4 38.4 
Salt 9.9 100.0  8.0 100.0  8.9 100.0 
Soy sauce 1.8 52.4  0.9 31.5  1.4 41.9 
High salt products 5.6 100.0  3.3 100.0  4.5 100.0 
Pickles 2.5 15.4  1.4 16.4  1.9 15.9 
High salt condiments 0.9 94.4  0.7 95.2  0.7 94.8 
Other sauce 2.2 95.8  1.3 93.8  1.7 94.8 
Fungus 0.2 10.5  0.0 3.4  0.1 6.9 
Sugars 2.2 41.3  3.4 41.1  2.8 41.2 
Cake 2.5 11.2  3.6 13.7  3.0 12.5 
Liquor 32.3 49.7  0.3 4.8  16.1 27.0 
Beer 4.8 4.2  0.0 0.0  2.4 2.1 
Beverages 11.7 16.1  7.3 10.3  9.5 13.1 
Other foods 16.3 100.0  10.7 100.0  13.5 100.0 

*P,% stands for the percentage of people who consumed this type of food/food group in their 
dietary recalls.  
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Table 4.20 Mean food/food group intake per day (grams) and percentage of 
people consuming each type of food/food group for men and women at Shanxi 
site (N=203) in 2015 (at follow-up of the INTERMAP Chinese participants-the 
ICP Study) 

Food Categories 
Male(n=99)   Female(n=104)   Total(n=203) 

Mean intake           
(grams) P,%*   Mean intake           

(grams) P,%   Mean intake           
(grams) P,% 

Cereals 395.0 100.0  334.5 100.0  363.7 100.0 
Rice 34.4 60.6  39.4 73.1  37.0 67.0 
Wheat 247.9 100.0  168.9 100.0  207.0 100.0 
Other cereals 86.6 84.3  96.6 94.2  91.8 89.7 
Instant noodles 15.3 44.4  16.0 46.2  15.7 45.3 
Tubers 10.7 22.2  13.6 29.8  12.2 26.1 
Legumes 28.7 79.8  26.7 85.6  27.7 82.8 
Dried legumes 10.5 52.5  14.0 63.5  12.3 58.1 
Legume products 16.3 60.6  9.2 54.8  12.6 57.6 
Soybean milk 1.9 2.0  3.6 4.8  2.8 3.4 
Meat 33.0 76.8  15.5 55.8  23.9 66.0 
pork 23.3 73.7  11.0 54.8  17.0 64.0 
Other animal meat 1.4 10.1  0.4 3.8  0.9 6.9 
Poultry 3.2 17.2  1.3 7.7  2.2 12.3 
Guts 3.6 16.2  2.2 9.6  2.9 12.8 
Meat products 1.4 12.1  0.5 5.8  0.9 8.9 
Fish and shellfish 2.8 18.2  1.0 6.7  1.9 12.3 
Fish 2.0 17.2  0.6 5.8  1.2 11.3 
Others 0.9 6.1  0.4 4.8  0.6 5.4 
Eggs 25.2 60.6  18.4 54.8  21.7 57.6 
Milk and milk 
products 21.8 22.2  23.2 20.2  22.5 21.2 

Milk 21.5 19.2  22.7 18.3  22.1 18.7 
Milk powder 0.3 4.0  0.5 2.9  0.4 3.4 
Fats and oils 19.3 100.0  13.1 99.0  16.1 99.5 
Vegetable oil 19.3 100.0  13.0 99.0  16.1 99.5 
Animal fat 0.0 2.0  0.0 1.9  0.0 2.0 
Vegetables 379.5 100.0  340.9 100.0  359.5 100.0 
Green vegetable 7.2 40.4  7.2 43.3  7.2 41.9 
Light coloured 
vegetables 61.4 99.0  49.6 97.1  55.3 98.0 

Cucurbitaceous 58.9 73.7  61.4 77.9  60.2 75.9 
Solanaceous 108.3 97.0  107.0 97.1  107.6 97.0 
Raphanus 14.7 58.6  12.3 55.8  13.4 57.1 
Potatoes 118.8 93.9  97.1 93.3  107.6 93.6 
Others 10.2 96.0  6.2 94.2  8.1 95.1 
 

    Continued	on	next	page	
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Table 4.20 continued, page 2        
Chinese sauerkraut 10.0 39.4  12.5 53.8  11.3 46.8 
Fruit 68.1 55.6  79.7 67.3  74.1 61.6 
Fresh fruit 65.1 51.5  78.9 62.5  72.3 57.1 
Dried fruit 3.1 17.2  0.8 15.4  1.9 16.3 
Nuts 6.7 36.4  2.9 24.0  4.7 30.0 
Salt 8.1 100.0  6.8 100.0  7.4 100.0 
Soy sauce 4.7 96.0  3.3 95.2  4.0 95.6 
High salt products 1.1 76.8  0.9 84.6  1.0 80.8 
Pickles 0.2 2.0  0.0 1.0  0.1 1.5 
High salt condiments 0.8 74.7  0.7 82.7  0.7 78.8 
Other sauce 0.1 7.1  0.2 8.7  0.2 7.9 
Fungus 1.4 22.2  1.1 16.3  1.2 19.2 
Sugars 1.1 30.3  0.9 15.4  1.0 22.7 
Cake 5.9 23.2  6.1 26.0  6.0 24.6 
Liquor 14.9 24.2  0.2 1.0  7.3 12.3 
Beer 17.2 7.1  0.0 0.0  8.3 3.4 
Beverages 10.5 17.2  6.5 10.6  8.5 13.8 
Other foods 10.7 98.0  7.5 98.1  9.0 98.0 

ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study. 

*P,% stands for the percentage of people who consumed this type of food/food group in their 
dietary recalls. 
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Table 4.21 Mean food/food group intake per day (grams) at winter visit for men 
and women at Shanxi site (N=156) in 2015*  

Food Categories 
Male(n=76)  Female(n=80)  Total(n=156) 

Mean intake, 
(grams) 

Mean intake, 
(grams) 

Mean intake, 
(grams) 

Cereals 360.4    299.0    328.9  
Rice 26.1   31.7   29.0  
Wheat 214.1   165.6   189.2  
Other cereals 80.6   63.8   71.9  
Instant noodles 17.8   13.0   15.4  
Tubers 21.8   24.9   23.4  

Legumes 30.1    27.6    28.8  
Dried legumes 7.1   10.6   8.9  
Legume products 19.0   9.0   13.9  
Soybean milk 4.0   8.1   6.1  

Meat 32.1    20.3    26.0  
Pig 24.2   14.9   19.4  
Other animal meat 1.6   1.0   1.3  
Poultry 2.3   1.3   1.8  
Guts 3.7   3.0   3.3  
Meat products 0.4   0.1   0.2  

Fish and shellfish 2.0    0.8    1.4  
Fish 1.3   0.4   0.8  
Others 0.7   0.4   0.5  

Eggs 16.1    17.8    17.0  
Milk and milk products 16.8    19.8    18.3  

Milk 16.7   19.3   18.0  
Milk powder 0.1   0.5   0.3  

Fats and oils 15.8    13.5    14.6  
Vegetable oil 15.8   13.5   14.6  
Animal fat 0.0   0.0   0.0  

Vegetables 303.0    272.0    287.2  
Green vegetable 1.8   4.3   3.1  
Light colored vegetables 87.8   69.1   78.2  
Cucurbitaceous 36.9   38.2   37.5  
Solanaceous 19.8   25.1   22.5  
Raphanus 24.1   24.0   24.0  
Potatoe 120.6   106.4   113.3  
Others 12.1   5.0   

8.4  
 

 
  

Continued	on	next	page	
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Table 4.21 continued, page 2     
Chinese sauerkraut 14.5    15.9    15.2  
Fruit 78.8    88.2    83.6  

Fresh fruit 76.7   87.4   82.2  
Dried fruit 2.1   0.8   1.5  

Nuts 5.1    4.4    4.7  
Salt 7.6    6.2    6.9  
Soy sauce 4.3    3.3    3.8  
High salt products 1.1    0.8    0.9  

Pickles 0.0   0.0   0.0  
High salt condiments 1.0   0.6   0.8  
Other sauce 0.1   0.2   0.1  

Fungus 1.5    1.9    1.7  
Sugars 0.8    1.4    1.1  
Cake 6.4    9.5    8.0  
Liquor 15.0    0.0    7.3  
Beer 0.0    0.0    0.0  
Beverages 4.4    0.8    2.5  
Other foods 10.6    7.0    8.7  

*Follow-up of INTERMAP Chinese participants at Shanxi site in winter season, and time window for 

the winter survey (November-December) was the same as the baseline survey in 1997 (October-

December).
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Table 4.22 Three macronutrients, sodium and energy intake (both absolute and 
nutrient density intake for nutrients) for men and women at Shanxi site (N=289) 
in 1997 (at baseline of INTERMAP Study) 

Nutrients and energy intake 
Male(n=143)  Female(n=146)  Total(n=289) 

Mean intake (SD)   Mean intake (SD)   Mean intake (SD) 
Absolute nutrients and energy 
intake 	 	
Total Protein,g/day () (  

	
) (  

	
) )  

Total Fat,g/day )  (  

Total Carbohydrate,g/day ) )(   

Dietary Sodium,mg/day ))   ()  

Total Energy,kcal/day ) )  (  (  

  	 	 	

Nutrient density intake 	 	
Total Protein,%kcal  

	
 

	
)  

Total Fat, %kcal ( (  ) ) )  

Total Carbohydrate, %kcal ( (  ) (  ) ( ( 

Dietary Sodium,mg/kcal ) 	 ) 	 ) 

SD: standard deviation. Presented as mean (SD). 

 

 

Table 4.23  Three macronutrients, sodium and energy intake (both absolute and 
nutrient density intake for nutrients) for men and women at Shanxi site (N=203) 
in 2015 (at follow-up of INTERMAP Chinese participants) 

Nutrients and energy intake 
Male(n=99)  Female(n=104)  Total(n=203) 

Mean intake (SD)   Mean intake (SD)   Mean intake (SD) 
Absolute nutrients and energy 
intake 	 	
Total Protein,g/day ( )  

	
 

	
( 

Total Fat,g/day  )  ( )  

Total Carbohydrate,g/day )(  ( ( ) )(  

Dietary Sodium,mg/day )  ) ) ( )  

Total Energy,kcal/day ) )  ) ( ( ( ) (  

  	 	 	

Nutrient density intake 	 	
Total Protein,%kcal  

	
( 

	
 

Total Fat, %kcal (   (  

Total Carbohydrate, %kcal (  ( ) ( () )  

Dietary Sodium,mg/kcal ( 	  	  

SD: standard deviation. Presented as mean (SD). 
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Table 4.24 Three macronutrients, sodium and energy intake (both absolute and 
nutrient density intake for nutrients) for men and women at Shanxi site (N=156) 
in 2015 (at follow-up of INTERMAP Chinese participants), winter visit only (as 
sensitivity analysis) 

Nutrients and energy intake 
 

Male(n=76)  Female(n=80)  Total(n=156) 
Mean intake (SD)   Mean intake (SD)   Mean intake (SD) 

Absolute nutrients and energy 
intake 	 	
Total Protein,g/day  

	
 

	
 

Total Fat,g/day ) ) ( ( ) 

Total Carbohydrate,g/day ) ( (  ) ) ) 

Dietary Sodium,mg/day  ) )  ( )  

Total Energy,kcal/day (   (  

  	 	 	

Nutrient density intake 	 	
Total Protein,%kcal  

	
 

	
 

Total Fat, %kcal ( )  (  

Total Carbohydrate, %kcal (  ( ( () ) ) 

Dietary Sodium,mg/kcal ) 	  	 ) 

SD: standard deviation. Presented as mean (SD).
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Table 4.25 Descriptive statistics of mean blood pressure (BP) change between baseline and follow-up (with and without 
BP calibration, and medication use effect), mean BP at the follow-up and mean change of body weight and BMIs for 
INTERMAP Shanxi and Beijing populations enrolled in the ICP Study (N=380) 

		 		 Shanxi	 Beijing	 Shanxi	and	Beijing	

		 		 Male	 Female	 Total	 Male	 Female	 Total	 Male	 Female	 Total	
All	participants	(Numbers)	 99	 104	 203	 85	 92	 177	 184	 196	 380	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	
without	calibration	

8.2	(16.2)	 10	(17.6)	 9.1	(16.9)	 20	(20.2)	 17.4	(16.9)	 18.7	(18.5)	 13.7	(19.1)	 13.4	(17.6)	 13.6	(18.3)	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	
with	calibration	

4.6	(15)	 10.3	(16.3)	 7.5	(15.9)	 16.4	(18.8)	 17.3	(15.7)	 16.9	(17.2)	 10	(17.8)	 13.6	(16.3)	 11.9	(17.2)	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	
with	calibration	and	adding	
estimated	medication	use	
effect	

7.7	(15.7)	 14.9	(17.9)	 11.4	(17.2)	 19.7	(18.9)	 22.9	(16.4)	 21.4	(17.7)	 13.2	(18.2)	 18.7	(17.6)	 16.0	(18.1)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	follow-up	(mm	
Hg)	 129.8	(14.7)	 135.4	(16.7)	 132.7	(15.9)	 141.2	(16.6)	 140.3	(15.4)	 140.7	(15.9)	 135.1	(16.5)	 137.7	(16.2)	 136.4	(16.4)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	
Hg),	without	calibration	

121.6	(16.1)	 125.4	(18.2)	 123.5	(17.2)	 121.1	(17.0)	 122.9	(16.2)	 122.1	(16.6)	 121.4	(16.5)	 124.2	(17.3)	 122.9	(16.9)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	
Hg),	with	calibration	

125.2	(13.8)	 125.1	(15.6)	 125.2	(14.7)	 124.8	(14.6)	 123.0	(14.0)	 123.9	(14.3)	 125	(14.1)	 124.1	(14.9)	 124.6	(14.5)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	
without	calibration	

-2.7	(11.1)	 -2.6	(11.2)	 -2.7	(11.1)	 2.7	(11.2)	 0.8	(10.9)	 1.7	(11.1)	 -0.2	(11.4)	 -1	(11.2)	 -0.6	(11.3)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	
with	calibration	

-2.6	(10.4)	 -0.3	(10.5)	 -1.4	(10.5)	 3.2	(10.7)	 3.5	(10.5)	 3.3	(10.6)	 0.1	(10.9)	 1.5	(10.6)	 0.8	(10.8)	

	

	
	
	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 																					Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.25	continued,	page	2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	
with	calibration	and	adding	
medication	use	effect	

-2.5	(10.2)	 0.8	(10.8)	 -0.8	(10.6)	 3.5	(10.3)	 5.0	(10.3)	 4.3	(10.3)	 0.3	(10.7)	 2.8	(10.7)	 1.6	(10.8)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	follow-up	(mm	
Hg)	 72.0	(9.2)	 71.4	(9.2)	 71.7	(9.2)	 80.3	(10.1)	 76.7	(10)	 78.4	(10.2)	 75.8	(10.4)	 73.9	(9.9)	 74.8	(10.2)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	the	baseline	
(mm	Hg),	without	calibration	

74.7	(10.7)	 74.1	(10.3)	 74.4	(10.5)	 77.6	(10)	 75.9	(9.5)	 76.7	(9.8)	 76	(10.4)	 74.9	(10)	 75.4	(10.2)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	the	baseline	
(mm	Hg),	with	calibration	

74.6	(9.4)	 71.7	(9.1)	 73.1	(9.3)	 77.1	(8.8)	 73.2	(8.3)	 75.1	(8.7)	 75.7	(9.2)	 72.4	(8.7)	 74	(9.1)	

	
Mean	change	of	weight	(kg)	 4.2	(7.5)	 2.4	(7.5)	 3.3	(7.5)	 4.7	(5.6)	 3.5	(6.4)	 4.1	(6)	 4.4	(6.7)	 2.9	(7)	 3.6	(6.9)	

		 Mean	change	of	BMI	(kg/m2)	 2.1	(3.3)	 1.6	(3.4)	 1.8	(3.3)	 2.1	(2)	 2.1	(2.6)	 2.1	(2.3)	 2.1	(2.8)	 1.8	(3)	 1.9	(2.9)	
Presented as mean (SD). BP: Blood pressure; ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective Study; SD: standard deviation; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: 

diastolic blood pressure; BMI: body mass index.
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Table 4.26 Mean blood pressure (BP) change between baseline and follow-up (with and without BP calibration), mean BP 
at the follow-up and mean change of body weight and BMIs for INTERMAP Shanxi and Beijing populations-sub-cohort of 
participants who were not on any anti-hypertensive medication at the baseline and follow-up (N=201) 

		 		 Shanxi	 Beijing	 Shanxi	and	Beijing	

		 	 Male	 Female	 Total	 Male	 Female	 Total	 Male	 Female	 Total	
Only	participants	who	were	not	
on	anti-hypertensive	medication	
at	the	baseline	and	follow-up	

(Numbers)	

66	 46	 112	 53	 36	 89	 119	 82	 201	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	
without	calibration	

9.6	(12.2)	 11.5	(14.2)	 10.4	(13)	 22.5	(20.6)	 19.3	(15.1)	 21.2	(18.6)	 15.3	(17.6)	 14.9	(15)	 15.2	(16.6)	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	
with	calibration	

5.3	(11.8)	 10.9	(13.3)	 7.6	(12.7)	 18.2	(19.3)	 18.2	(14)	 18.2	(17.2)	 11.1	(16.8)	 14.1	(14)	 12.3	(15.7)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	follow-up	(mm	
Hg)	 126.6	(14.6)	 130.2	(14.3)	 128.1	(14.5)	 139.2	(16.9)	 134.3	(12.8)	 137.2	(15.5)	 132.2	(16.8)	 132	(13.7)	 132.1	(15.6)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	
Hg),	without	calibration	

117	(12.3)	 118.6	(14.2)	 117.7	(13.1)	 116.8	(17.1)	 115	(14.4)	 116.1	(16)	 116.9	(14.5)	 117.1	(14.3)	 117	(14.4)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	
Hg),	with	calibration	

121.3	(10.5)	 119.2	(12.1)	 120.4	(11.2)	 121	(14.7)	 116.2	(12.4)	 119.1	(13.9)	 121.2	(12.5)	 117.9	(12.3)	 119.8	(12.5)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	
without	calibration	

-1.1	(9.5)	 -1.3	(10)	 -1.2	(9.7)	 5	(10.3)	 4.5	(9.2)	 4.8	(9.8)	 1.6	(10.3)	 1.2	(10)	 1.5	(10.1)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	
with	calibration	

-1.4	(9.1)	 0.5	(9.5)	 -0.6	(9.3)	 5.1	(9.9)	 6.5	(8.5)	 5.7	(9.3)	 1.5	(10)	 3.2	(9.5)	 2.2	(9.8)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	follow-up	(mm	
Hg)	 70.3	(8.7)	 68.9	(7.8)	 69.7	(8.3)	 80	(9.5)	 75.8	(7.3)	 78.3	(8.9)	 74.6	(10.2)	 71.9	(8.3)	 73.5	(9.6)	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.26	continued,	page	2	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	

Mean	DBP	at	the	baseline	
(mm	Hg),	without	calibration	

71.4	(9.2)	 70.3	(8.3)	 70.9	(8.8)	 75	(9.3)	 71.3	(9.3)	 73.5	(9.4)	 73	(9.4)	 70.7	(8.7)	 72.1	(9.2)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	the	baseline	
(mm	Hg),	with	calibration	

71.7	(8.2)	 68.4	(7.4)	 70.3	(8)	 74.9	(8.2)	 69.3	(8.1)	 72.6	(8.6)	 73.1	(8.3)	 68.8	(7.7)	 71.3	(8.3)	

	
Mean	change	of	weight	(kg)	 4.4	(7.4)	 0.9	(7)	 3	(7.4)	 4.7	(6)	 2.9	(5.2)	 4	(5.7)	 4.6	(6.8)	 1.8	(6.3)	 3.4	(6.7)	

		 Mean	change	of	BMI	(kg/m2)	 2	(2.6)	 0.9	(3.2)	 1.6	(2.9)	 2.2	(2)	 1.7	(2)	 2	(2)	 2.1	(2.4)	 1.3	(2.8)	 1.7	(2.6)	
Presented as mean (SD). BP: blood pressure; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; BMI: body mass index; SD: standard deviation.
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Table 4.27 Mean blood pressure (BP) change between baseline and follow-up 

(with and without BP calibration, and medication use effect), mean BP at the 

follow-up and mean change of body weight and BMIs for INTERMAP Shanxi 

populations in winter visit*  

		 		 Shanxi	

		 		 Male	 Female	 Total	

Only	participants	for	winter	visit	at	

Shanxi	site	(comparable	with	the	time	

window	for	survey	at	the	baseline)	

76	 80	 156	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	
15.3	(18.4)	 17.7	(18.4)	 16.5	(18.3)	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	
11.7	(17.3)	 17.8	(17.4)	 14.8	(17.6)	

	

Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	and	adding	estimated	

medication	use	effect	

17	(18.7)	 26.2	(19.7)	 21.7	(19.7)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	follow-up	(mm	Hg)	 136.7	(17.1)	 141.9	(19.6)	 139.4	(18.5)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	
121.4	(16.3)	 124.3	(18.4)	 122.9	(17.4)	

	

Mean	SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	Hg),	

with	calibration	
125.1	(14.0)	 124.1	(15.8)	 124.6	(14.9)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	
0.8	(12.3)	 -0.4	(11)	 0.2	(11.7)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	
0.9	(11.7)	 2	(10.5)	 1.5	(11.1)	

	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	and	adding	estimated	

medication	use	effect	

4.5	(12.3)	 7.6	(11.6)	 6.1	(12.0)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	follow-up	(mm	Hg)	 75.6	(10.5)	 73.3	(10.3)	 74.4	(10.4)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	
74.8	(11)	 73.7	(10.9)	 74.3	(10.9)	

	

Mean	DBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	Hg),	

with	calibration	
74.7	(9.6)	 71.3	(9.7)	 72.9	(9.8)	

	

Mean	change	of	weight	(kg)	 4.5	(7.3)	 2.9	(7.4)	 3.7	(7.4)	

		 Mean	change	of	BMI	(kg/m
2
)	 2.1	(3.4)	 1.8	(3.2)	 2.0	(3.3)	

Presented as mean (SD). SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; BMI: body 

mass index. 

*The time window for the winter survey (November-December) was the same as the baseline survey 

in 1997 (October-December).
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Table 4.28 Correlation matrix between change of blood pressure (BP) (with and without calibration, and medication use 

effect) and variables of interest (including anthropometric, lifestyle, and dietary variables) for 2 INTERMAP Chinese 

populations enrolled in ICP Study at Shanxi and Beijing sites (N=380) 

  CHANGE	

of	SBP	

(no	cali)	

CHANGE	

of	SBP	

(with	

cali)	

CHANGE	of	

SBP	(with	

cali	and	

adding	med	

effect)	

SBP	at	

follow-

up			

Baseline	

SBP					

without	

cali	

CHANGE	

of	DBP				

without	

cali	

CHANGE	

of	DBP				

with	cali	

CHANGE	of	

DBP	(with	

cali	and	

adding	med	

effect)	

DBP	at	

follow-

up				

Baseline	

DBP				

without	

cali	

CHANGE	

of	

weight		

CHANGE	

of	BMI		

Change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	

1.00	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 				

Change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	

0.99	 1.00	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	and	adding	

medication	use	effect	

0.90	 0.91	 1.00	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

SBP	at	follow-up	(mm	Hg)	 0.52	 0.62	 0.62	 1.00	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

SBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	

-0.57	 -0.47	 -0.37	 0.40	 1.00	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	

0.73	 0.71	 0.61	 0.30	 -0.50	 1.00	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	

0.72	 0.72	 0.62	 0.36	 -0.43	 0.99	 1.00	 	 	 	 	 	

Change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg),	with	

calibration	and	adding	

medication	use	effect	

0.67	 0.67	 0.77	 0.41	 -0.33	 0.88	 0.89	 1.00	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.28	continued,	page	2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

DBP	at	follow-up	(mm	Hg)	 0.33	 0.40	 0.40	 0.69	 0.31	 0.50	 0.59	 0.58	 1.00	 	 	 	

DBP	at	the	baseline	(mm	Hg),	

without	calibration	

-0.47	 -0.39	 -0.28	 0.33	 0.82	 -0.59	 -0.51	 -0.39	 0.40	 1.00	 	 	

Change	of	weight	(kg)	 0.22	 0.22	 0.25	 0.11	 -0.13	 0.33	 0.34	 0.38	 0.25	 -0.11	 1.00	 	

Change	of	BMI	(kg/m
2
)	 0.21	 0.21	 0.25	 0.11	 -0.12	 0.31	 0.31	 0.35	 0.21	 -0.13	 0.91	 1.00	

Weight	at	baseline	(kg)	 -0.14	 -0.11	 -0.07	 0.12	 0.26	 -0.18	 -0.15	 -0.11	 0.12	 0.30	 -0.25	 -0.28	

BMI	at	baseline	(kg/m
2
)	 -0.17	 -0.15	 -0.11	 0.09	 0.27	 -0.23	 -0.20	 -0.16	 0.09	 0.32	 -0.29	 -0.32	

Weight	at	follow-up	(kg)	 0.01	 0.04	 0.09	 0.18	 0.16	 0.05	 0.08	 0.14	 0.28	 0.21	 0.42	 0.33	

BMI	at	follow-up	(kg/m
2
)	 0.01	 0.03	 0.10	 0.17	 0.15	 0.04	 0.07	 0.14	 0.25	 0.19	 0.47	 0.51	

Years	of	education	 -0.14	 -0.15	 -0.16	 -0.16	 0.00	 -0.12	 -0.13	 -0.15	 -0.15	 -0.02	 -0.09	 -0.10	

Mod/heavy	physical	activity	

(hours/day)	(baseline)	

0.06	 0.07	 0.06	 0.12	 0.05	 0.11	 0.12	 0.10	 0.16	 0.04	 0.05	 0.05	

On	any	special	diet	during	the	

study	(baseline)	

0.05	 0.06	 0.01	 0.09	 0.03	 0.03	 0.03	 -0.02	 0.03	 -0.01	 -0.12	 -0.13	

On	vitamin	supplement	at	the	

baseline	

-0.17	 -0.16	 -0.21	 -0.05	 0.14	 -0.18	 -0.17	 -0.23	 -0.08	 0.11	 -0.06	 -0.05	

Not	low	CVD	risk	at	baseline	 -0.21	 -0.15	 -0.07	 0.29	 0.50	 -0.25	 -0.20	 -0.12	 0.26	 0.51	 -0.11	 -0.13	

On	anti-hypertensive	treatment	

at	baseline	

-0.18	 -0.15	 -0.27	 0.13	 0.32	 -0.20	 -0.18	 -0.32	 0.07	 0.28	 -0.13	 -0.12	

On	anti-hypertensive	treatment	

at	follow-up	

-0.07	 -0.03	 0.32	 0.25	 0.32	 -0.18	 -0.15	 0.25	 0.15	 0.33	 0.07	 0.09	

Dietary	Total	Protein	(kcal%)		 -0.06	 -0.07	 -0.07	 -0.08	 -0.01	 -0.07	 -0.08	 -0.08	 -0.13	 -0.05	 0.01	 -0.02	

Dietary	Animal	Protein	(kcal%)	 -0.01	 -0.01	 0.00	 -0.05	 -0.04	 -0.03	 -0.03	 -0.02	 -0.06	 -0.03	 0.03	 0.00	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.28	continued,	page	3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Dietary	Vegetable	Protein	

(kcal%)	

-0.06	 -0.06	 -0.07	 -0.03	 0.03	 -0.04	 -0.04	 -0.06	 -0.06	 -0.01	 -0.03	 -0.03	

Dietary	Glutamic	Acid	(kcal%)	 -0.09	 -0.10	 -0.09	 -0.09	 0.02	 -0.09	 -0.10	 -0.10	 -0.12	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.02	

Dietary	Total	Fat	(%kcal)	 0.03	 0.03	 0.01	 0.01	 -0.03	 0.02	 0.02	 -0.01	 0.02	 0.00	 0.03	 0.02	

Dietary	Total	SFA	(%kcal)	 0.02	 0.01	 0.01	 -0.05	 -0.08	 -0.02	 -0.02	 -0.03	 -0.02	 0.01	 0.02	 0.01	

Dietary	Total	PFA	(%kcal)	 0.01	 0.01	 -0.01	 0.05	 0.04	 0.05	 0.06	 0.03	 0.10	 0.04	 0.01	 -0.01	

Dietary	Cholesterol	

(mg/1000kcal)	

0.00	 -0.01	 0.01	 -0.05	 -0.04	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.01	 -0.10	 -0.08	 0.05	 0.03	

Dietary	Total	Carbohydrate	

(%kcal)	

-0.03	 -0.03	 -0.02	 -0.02	 0.01	 0.02	 0.02	 0.02	 -0.01	 -0.03	 -0.03	 -0.01	

Dietary	Starch	(%kcal)	 -0.04	 -0.05	 -0.06	 -0.03	 0.02	 0.02	 0.02	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.04	 -0.04	 -0.02	

Mean	Estimated	Total	Sugar	

(%kcal)	

0.04	 0.04	 0.08	 0.03	 -0.01	 0.00	 0.00	 0.05	 0.02	 0.02	 0.04	 0.01	

Dietary	Total	Fibre	(g/1000kcal)	 0.04	 0.04	 0.05	 0.03	 -0.02	 0.01	 0.01	 0.02	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.03	 -0.04	

Dietary	GI	 -0.04	 -0.03	 -0.03	 0.02	 0.06	 0.04	 0.04	 0.03	 0.03	 -0.02	 0.00	 0.01	

Dietary	GL	(g/1000kcal)	 -0.05	 -0.04	 -0.04	 -0.01	 0.04	 0.02	 0.02	 0.02	 0.00	 -0.02	 -0.03	 -0.01	

Dietary	Phosphorus	

(mg/1000kcal)	

0.02	 0.02	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.05	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.04	 -0.08	 -0.06	 0.03	 -0.01	

Dietary	Magnesium	

(mg/1000kcal)	

0.07	 0.07	 0.04	 0.04	 -0.03	 0.04	 0.04	 0.01	 -0.01	 -0.05	 -0.05	 -0.09	

Dietary	Calcium	(mg/1000kcal)	 0.02	 0.02	 0.01	 0.01	 -0.01	 -0.01	 -0.01	 -0.02	 -0.03	 -0.02	 0.02	 -0.01	

Dietary	Iron	(mg/1000kcal)	 0.04	 0.03	 0.00	 0.00	 -0.04	 -0.02	 -0.03	 -0.06	 -0.05	 -0.02	 0.01	 -0.01	

7-Day	Alcohol	(g/day)	 0.03	 0.03	 0.05	 0.05	 0.02	 -0.04	 -0.03	 0.00	 0.02	 0.06	 0.06	 0.04	

Urinary	Na	(mmol/24hr)	 -0.13	 -0.12	 -0.09	 0.01	 0.15	 0.01	 0.02	 0.04	 0.14	 0.12	 0.02	 0.02	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.28	continued,	page	4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Urinary	K	(mmol/24hr)	 0.04	 0.05	 0.06	 0.06	 0.01	 0.06	 0.07	 0.08	 0.11	 0.04	 -0.01	 -0.02	

Ratio,	Urinary	Na	to	Urinary	K	 -0.15	 -0.14	 -0.13	 -0.02	 0.15	 -0.03	 -0.03	 -0.02	 0.05	 0.08	 0.04	 0.05	

Mean	Urinary	Ca	(mmol/day)	 -0.13	 -0.12	 -0.10	 0.00	 0.14	 -0.04	 -0.03	 -0.02	 0.01	 0.05	 -0.08	 -0.07	

Mean	Urinary	Mg	(mmol/day)	 0.04	 0.05	 0.06	 0.08	 0.04	 0.08	 0.09	 0.09	 0.09	 -0.01	 0.06	 0.04	

 

Note: “cali” stands for calibration. BP: blood pressure; ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic 
blood pressure; BMI: body mass index; HTN: hypertension; CVD: cardiovascular disease; SFA, saturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated 
fatty acids; GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; Na: sodium; K: potassium; Ca: calcium; Mg: magnesium. 
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Table 4.29 Determinants of mean change of blood pressure (BP) using linear 
regression models*, for 2 INTERMAP Shanxi and Beijing populations enrolled 
in the ICP Study (N=380) 

	 Mean change of SBP Mean change of DBP 

	
Parameter 
estimate Z score P value Parameter 

estimate Z score P value 

Centre (Beijing) 8.4431	 5.85	 <.0001	 5.4622	 6.52	 <.0001	
Age (years) 0.0039	 0.03	 0.98	 -0.4797	 -6.08	 <.0001	
Gender (Male) -2.879	 -1.80	 0.07	 -0.2483	 -0.27	 0.79	
Mean weight 
change 
(kilograms) 

0.37	 3.40	 0.0008	 0.4162	 6.64	 <.0001	

Baseline SBP (or 
DBP) (mm Hg) -0.4383	 -9.81	 <.0001	 -0.4577	 -11.06	 <.0001	
Years of 
education 
(years) 

-0.9083	 -3.30	 0.001	 -0.4526	 -2.85	 0.005	

On special diet 
(yes) 7.7599	 2.62	 0.009	 3.7288	 2.18	 0.03	
Vitamin 
supplement use 
(yes) 

-10.0157	 -2.66	 0.008	 -6.4535	 -2.98	 0.003	

 

BP: blood pressure; ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; SBP: systolic blood pressure; 

DBP: diastolic blood pressure 

*Using stepwise method, all variables presented here were included in the final models. 

** Z-score=regression coefficient/standard error.  
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Table 4.30 Relationships of dietary variables to mean change of blood 
pressure (BP) using linear regression models*, for 2 INTERMAP Shanxi and 
Beijing populations enrolled in the ICP Study (N=380) 

		 Mean change of SBP Mean change of DBP 

		
Parameter 
estimate 

Z 
score

** 
P value Parameter 

estimate 
Z 

score P value 

Macronutrients-Protein	
     

  
Dietary	Total	Protein	(kcal%)		 -0.8083	 -1.46	 0.14	 -0.7147	 -2.25	 0.02	
Dietary	Animal	Protein	(kcal%)	 -0.2596	 -0.56	 0.58	 -0.2929	 -1.09	 0.27	
Dietary	Vegetable	Protein	
(kcal%)	 -0.5624	 -0.90	 0.37	 -0.3784	 -1.05	 0.29	
Dietary	Glutamic	Acid	(kcal%)	 -3.4659	 -1.86	 0.06	 -2.5627	 -2.40	 0.02	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	Macronutrients-Fat	
	 	 	 	 	 	Dietary	Total	Fat	(%kcal)	 0.0986	 0.77	 0.44	 0.0523	 0.71	 0.48	

Dietary	Total	SFA	(%kcal)	 -0.0048	 -0.01	 0.99	 -0.0433	 -0.19	 0.85	
Dietary	Total	PFA	(%kcal)	 0.3003	 0.79	 0.43	 0.4441	 2.03	 0.04	
Dietary	Cholesterol	
(mg/1000kcal)	 -0.0037	 -0.50	 0.62	 -0.0062	 -1.46	 0.15	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	Macronutrients-Carbohydrate	
	 	 	 	 	 	Dietary	Total	Carbohydrate	

(%kcal)	 -0.0478	 -0.52	 0.60	 0.0102	 0.19	 0.85	
Dietary	Starch	(%kcal)	 -0.0707	 -0.84	 0.40	 0.0076	 0.16	 0.88	
Mean	Estimated	Total	Sugar	
(%kcal)	 0.1331	 0.76	 0.45	 0.0045	 0.04	 0.96	
Dietary	Total	Fibre	(g/1000kcal)	 0.2267	 1.02	 0.31	 0.0372	 0.29	 0.77	
Dietary	GI	 -0.0564	 -0.37	 0.71	 0.0484	 0.55	 0.58	
Dietary	GL	(g/1000kcal)	 -0.0254	 -0.68	 0.50	 0.0072	 0.34	 0.74	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	Micronutrients	
	 	 	 	 	 	Dietary	Phosphorus	

(mg/1000kcal)	 -0.0005	 -0.04	 0.97	 -0.0079	 -1.26	 0.21	
Dietary	Magnesium	
(mg/1000kcal)	 0.0335	 1.39	 0.17	 0.0089	 0.64	 0.52	
Dietary	Calcium	(mg/1000kcal)	 0.01	 0.54	 0.59	 -0.0044	 -0.41	 0.68	
Dietary	Iron	(mg/1000kcal)	 0.3779	 0.72	 0.47	 -0.1913	 -0.63	 0.53	
7-Day	Alcohol	(g/day)	 0.0178	 0.39	 0.70	 -0.02	 -0.76	 0.45	
Urinary	Na	(mmol/24hr)	 -0.0074	 -0.85	 0.40	 0.0105	 2.11	 0.04	
Urinary	K	(mmol/24hr)	 0.1017	 1.68	 0.09	 0.0884	 2.54	 0.01	
Ratio,	Urinary	Na	to	Urinary	K	 -0.6023	 -1.96	 0.05	 -0.0152	 -0.09	 0.93	
Mean	Urinary	Ca	(mmol/day)	 -0.1994	 -0.59	 0.55	 0.1284	 0.67	 0.50	
Mean	Urinary	Mg	(mmol/day)	 0.7625	 1.32	 0.19	 0.5776	 1.75	 0.08	
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BP: blood pressure; ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; SBP: systolic blood pressure; 

DBP: diastolic blood pressure; SFA, saturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; 

GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; Na: sodium; K: potassium; Ca: calcium; Mg: 

magnesium. 

* Those dietary variables were entered into the basic model one at a time; the basic model 

was presented in Table 4.29, including study center (Beijing or Shanxi), age (years), gender 

(male or female), mean weight change (kilograms), baseline SBP (or DBP, mmHg), years of 

education (years), adherence to a special diet (yes or no), vitamin supplement use (yes or 

no).   

** Z-score=regression coefficient/standard error.  
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Table 4.31 Risk factors of incident hypertension using logistic regression 
models* for hypertension-free participants at baseline enrolled in the ICP 
Study (N=308) 

		 Odds ratio 95% CI Wald Chi-Square P Value 
Centre (=Beijing) 2.615	 (1.515	,	4.513)	 11.91	 0.0006	
Age (years) 0.978	 (0.93	,	1.028)	 0.75	 0.39	
Gender (=Male) 0.425	 (0.248	,	0.727)	 9.75	 0.002	
Mean weight change 
(kilograms) 1.082	 (1.038	,	1.129)	 13.52	 0.0002	
Baseline SBP (mmHg) 1.112	 (1.079	,	1.147)	 47.04	 <.0001	
Had family history of 
HTN (=yes) 1.644	 (0.950	,	2.844)	 3.16	 0.08	

 

ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; CI: confidence interval; SBP: systolic blood 

pressure; HTN: hypertension. 

*Using stepwise method, all variables presented here were included in the final models. 
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Table 4.32 Relationships of dietary exposure at baseline to risk of incident 
hypertension in the follow-up using logistic regression models* for 
hypertension-free participants at baseline enrolled in the ICP Study (N=308) 

		 Odds ratio 95% CI 
Wald Chi-

Square P Value 
Macronutrients-Protein	

	 	 	 	Dietary	Total	Protein	(kcal%)		 0.925	 (0.761	,	1.124)	 0.6152	 0.43	

Dietary	Animal	Protein	(kcal%)	 1.060	 (0.891	,	1.261)	 0.4351	 0.51	

Dietary	Vegetable	Protein	(kcal%)	 0.796	 (0.626	,	1.012)	 3.4805	 0.06	

Dietary	Glutamic	Acid	(kcal%)	 0.596	 (0.293	,	1.213)	 2.0355	 0.15	

	 	 	 	
	

Macronutrients-Fat	
	 	 	

	

Dietary	Total	Fat	(%kcal)	 1.016	 (0.970	,	1.064)	 0.4601	 0.50	

Dietary	Total	SFA	(%kcal)	 1.074	 (0.928	,	1.243)	 0.9260	 0.34	

Dietary	Total	PFA	(%kcal)	 1.005	 (0.879	,	1.150)	 0.0062	 0.94	
Dietary	Cholesterol	(mg/1000kcal)	 1.002	 (0.999	,	1.005)	 1.4639	 0.23	

	 	 	 	
	

Macronutrients-Carbohydrate	
	 	 	

	

Dietary	Total	Carbohydrate	(%kcal)	 0.975	 (0.942	,	1.010)	 1.9371	 0.16	

Dietary	Starch	(%kcal)	 0.965	 (0.934	,	0.998)	 4.3324	 0.04	

Mean	Estimated	Total	Sugar	(%kcal)	 1.059	 (0.988	,	1.133)	 2.6515	 0.10	

Dietary	Total	Fibre	(g/1000kcal)	 1.036	 (0.954	,	1.125)	 0.7032	 0.4	

Dietary	GI	 0.972	 (0.921	,	1.025)	 1.0945	 0.3	
Dietary	GL	(g/1000kcal)	 0.989	 (0.975	,	1.003)	 2.3621	 0.12	

	 	 	 	
	

Micronutrients	
	 	 	

	

Dietary	Phosphorus	(mg/1000kcal)	 0.999	 (0.995	,	1.003)	 0.1437	 0.7	

Dietary	Magnesium	(mg/1000kcal)	 1.002	 (0.993	,	1.011)	 0.2680	 0.6	

Dietary	Calcium	(mg/1000kcal)	 1.002	 (0.996	,	1.009)	 0.4692	 0.49	

Dietary	Iron	(mg/1000kcal)	 0.986	 (0.818	,	1.189)	 0.0220	 0.88	

7-Day	Alcohol	(g/day)	 1.016	 (0.996	,	1.038)	 2.4031	 0.12	

Urinary	Na	(mmol/24hr)	 0.999	 (0.996	,	1.003)	 0.1677	 0.68	

Urinary	K	(mmol/24hr)	 1.011	 (0.989	,	1.034)	 0.9448	 0.33	

Ratio,	Urinary	Na	to	Urinary	K	 0.906	 (0.805	,	1.019)	 2.7120	 0.10	

Mean	Urinary	Ca	(mmol/day)	 1.005	 (0.890	,	1.135)	 0.0060	 0.94	

Mean	Urinary	Mg	(mmol/day)	 0.999	 (0.813	,	1.229)	 0.0000	 1.0	
CI: confidence interval; SFA, saturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; GI: 

glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; Na: sodium; K: potassium; Ca: calcium; Mg: 

magnesium. ;. 

* Those	dietary variables were entered into the basic model one at a time; the basic model 

was presented in Table 4.31, including study center (Beijing or Shanxi), age (years), gender 

(male or female), mean weight change (kilograms), baseline SBP (mmHg), and had family 

history of hypertension (yes or no).    
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Table 4.33 Comparisons of characteristics and dietary variables at baseline between groups at low cardiovascular disease 
(CVD) risk versus not low CVD risk at the baseline for 2 INTERMAP Shanxi and Beijing populations enrolled in the ICP 
Study (N=380) 

Variables	

Shanxi	 Beijing	 Shanxi	and	Beijing	

Low	CVD	risk	
at	baseline	

Not	low	CVD	
risk	at	baseline	

Low	CVD	risk	
at	baseline	

Not	low	CVD	
risk	at	
baseline	

Low	CVD	
risk	at	
baseline	

Not	low	CVD	
risk	at	
baseline	

P	value	

Number	 56	 147	 45	 132	 101	 279	
	Age	(y)	 47.1	(5.8)	 48.6	(5.4)	 47.9	(5.2)	 48.5	(5.5)	 47.4	(5.5)	 48.6	(5.5)	 0.08	

Mean	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 108.7	(6.3)	 129.2	(16.7)	 108.5	(6.8)	 126.7	(16.4)	 108.6	(6.5)	 128	(16.6)	 <.0001	
Mean	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 65	(6.1)	 77.9	(9.5)	 69.2	(5.6)	 79.2	(9.6)	 66.9	(6.2)	 78.5	(9.6)	 <.0001	

Height	(m)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 1.6	(0.1)	 0.78	
Weight	(kg)	 55.4	(7.4)	 65.1	(10.1)	 55.6	(7.3)	 64.1	(9.2)	 55.5	(7.4)	 64.7	(9.6)	 <.0001	

BMI	(kg/m2)	 21.3	(1.8)	 25.1	(3.6)	 21.3	(1.8)	 24.8	(3.1)	 21.3	(1.8)	 24.9	(3.3)	 <.0001	

Education	(y)	 5.2	(2.4)	 5.2	(2.5)	 6.1	(3.4)	 5.1	(3.4)	 5.6	(2.9)	 5.2	(2.9)	 0.24	
Mod/heavy	physical	activity	(h/d)	 4.5	(3.2)	 4.4	(2.9)	 5.7	(4.3)	 4.9	(4)	 5.1	(3.7)	 4.6	(3.5)	 0.31	

Self-reported	on	special	diet	(%)	 1	(2.2)	 9	(8.2)	 1	(0.99)	 24	(8.6)	 1	(0.99)	 24	(8.6)	 0.008	

Energy	(kcal/d)	
2008.3	
(515.6)	

2015.4		
(532.1)	

2164.7	
(723.2)	

2209.8		
(596.1)	

2078		
(618.4)	

2107.4	
(570.6)	 0.67	

Total	protein	(%kcal)	 11.7	(1.2)	 11.4	(1.4)	 12	(1.1)	 12	(1.3)	 11.8	(1.2)	 11.7	(1.4)	 0.42	

Animal	protein	(%kcal)	 1.3	(1.3)	 1.3	(1.6)	 1.5	(1.3)	 1.8	(1.8)	 1.4	(1.3)	 1.5	(1.7)	 0.52	
Vegetable	protein	(%kcal)	 10.4	(0.9)	 10.1	(1.1)	 10.4	(1.2)	 10.2	(1.3)	 10.4	(1)	 10.2	(1.2)	 0.10	

Dietary	Glutamic	Acid	(kcal%)	 3.1	(0.4)	 3	(0.4)	 3.3	(0.4)	 3.2	(0.4)	 3.2	(0.4)	 3.1	(0.4)	 0.15	
Total	fat	(%kcal)	 16.5	(5)	 17.8	(5.4)	 19.3	(5.7)	 20.1	(6.4)	 17.8	(5.5)	 18.9	(6)	 0.09	

SFA	(%kcal)	 4	(1.7)	 4.3	(1.8)	 4.7	(2.1)	 4.7	(1.9)	 4.3	(1.9)	 4.5	(1.8)	 0.35	
PFA	(%kcal)	 4.6	(1.5)	 4.7	(1.4)	 6.5	(2.1)	 6.9	(2.5)	 5.4	(2)	 5.8	(2.2)	 0.19	

	 	 	 	 	
Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.33	continued,	page	2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Cholesterol	(mg/1000	kcal)	 92.9	(117.9)	 77.6	(102.3)	 93.4	(81)	 93.7	(90.0)	 93.1	(102.6)	 85.2	(96.8)	 0.49	
Total	available	carbohydrate	
(%kcal)	 70.9	(6)	 68.7	(8.7)	 68.2	(5.9)	 65.1	(9.5)	 69.7	(6.1)	 67	(9.3)	 0.001	
Starch	(%kcal)	 62.4	(7.4)	 60	(8.9)	 59	(7.2)	 56.6	(9.7)	 60.9	(7.5)	 58.4	(9.4)	 0.009	

Estimated	total	sugar	(%kcal)	 8.5	(4.4)	 8.6	(4.3)	 9.3	(3.8)	 8.5	(4.4)	 8.8	(4.1)	 8.6	(4.4)	 0.59	
Total	dietary	fibre	(g/1000	kcal)	 15.1	(2.9)	 15.2	(4)	 13.9	(2.2)	 13.7	(3.3)	 14.6	(2.7)	 14.5	(3.7)	 0.79	

Dietary	GI	 75.7	(4.1)	 75.1	(4.3)	 77.5	(6.2)	 78.3	(5)	 76.5	(5.2)	 76.6	(4.9)	 0.82	
Dietary	GL	(g/1000kcal)	 132.8	(15.5)	 127.5	(19.3)	 129	(17.2)	 124	(23.1)	 131.1	(16.3)	 125.9	(21.2)	 0.01	

Phosphorus	(mg/1000	kcal)	 421.8	(60.7)	 403.6	(72.6)	 347.3	(54.9)	 347.4	(64.2)	 388.6	(68.8)	 377	(74.2)	 0.17	
Magnesium	(mg/1000	kcal)	 161.1	(34.8)	 154.2	(36.8)	 105.1	(16.5)	 108.6	(21.8)	 136.1	(39.6)	 132.6	(38.1)	 0.43	

Calcium	(mg/1000	kcal)	 120.2	(36.5)	 121.9	(38.8)	 143.8	(34.5)	 150.4	(44.4)	 130.8	(37.4)	 135.4	(43.9)	 0.35	
Iron	(mg/1000	kcal)	 7.7	(0.9)	 7.8	(1.3)	 7.8	(1.8)	 7.6	(1.6)	 7.8	(1.3)	 7.8	(1.4)	 0.98	

Urinary	sodium	(mmol/24h)	 256.9	(75.5)	 275.7	(86.2)	 277.6	(95.7)	 282.7	(91.1)	 266.1	(85.3)	 279	(88.5)	 0.21	
Urinary	potassium	(mmol/24h)	 36	(11)	 38.7	(12.1)	 39.5	(15.3)	 37.1	(10.6)	 37.5	(13.2)	 37.9	(11.4)	 0.77	

Ratio,	urinary	Na/K	(mmol/mmol)	 7.6	(2.2)	 7.6	(2.4)	 7.6	(2.5)	 8.1	(2.5)	 7.6	(2.3)	 7.8	(2.4)	 0.39	
Mean	Urinary	Ca	(mmol/day)	 4.7	(2.4)	 5.3	(2.3)	 4.6	(1.9)	 4.9	(2)	 4.7	(2.2)	 5.1	(2.2)	 0.10	

Mean	Urinary	Mg	(mmol/day)	 4.5	(1.3)	 4.5	(1.3)	 4.4	(1.5)	 4.3	(1.2)	 4.4	(1.4)	 4.4	(1.3)	 1.0	

Definition	for	low	CVD	risk:	

1.	SBP/DBP=<120/80	mm	Hg,	and	no	treatment	for	HBP	or	CVD;	
2.	No	current	smoking;	

3.	BMI=<24	kg/m2;	

4.	No	heavy	alcohol	consumption:	<26	g/day	for	men;	<13	g/day	for	women.	
5.	No	history	of	DM,	CHD	or	stroke.	
CVD: cardiovascular disease; ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; 
BMI: body mass index; SFA, saturated fatty acids; PFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; GI: glycaemic index; GL: glycaemic load; Na: 
sodium; K: potassium; Ca: calcium; Mg: magnesium; HBP: high blood pressure. 
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Table 4.34 Comparisons of characteristics and outcomes of interest at follow-up in the ICP Study between groups at low 
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk versus not low CVD risk at the baseline for 2 INTERMAP Shanxi and Beijing 
populations enrolled in the ICP Study (N=380) 

Variables	

Shanxi	 Beijing	 Shanxi	and	Beijing	

Low	CVD	risk	
at	baseline	

Not	low	CVD	
risk	at	baseline	

Low	CVD	risk	
at	baseline	

Not	low	CVD	
risk	at	
baseline	

Low	CVD	
risk	at	
baseline	

Not	low	CVD	
risk	at	
baseline	

P	value	

Number	 56	 147	 45	 132	 101	 279	
	Age	(y)	 65.3	(5.8)	 66.5	(5.5)	 66.5	(5.5)	 66.7	(5.6)	 65.9	(5.7)	 66.6	(5.5)	 0.23	

Mean	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 123.5	(14.7)	 136.2	(15)	 134.3	(12.1)	 142.9	(16.5)	 128.3	(14.6)	 139.4	(16.1)	 <.0001	
Mean	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 67.2	(7.9)	 73.4	(9.1)	 75.9	(7.8)	 79.3	(10.8)	 71.1	(8.9)	 76.2	(10.3)	 <.0001	

Height	(m)	 159.1	(9.3)	 159.6	(9.1)	 159.6	(8.9)	 159.3	(8.4)	 159.3	(9.1)	 159.4	(8.7)	 0.89	
Weight	(kg)	 60.1	(11)	 67.9	(10.7)	 61.4	(8.9)	 67.6	(10.7)	 60.7	(10.1)	 67.7	(10.7)	 <.0001	

BMI	(kg/m2)	 23.8	(4)	 26.7	(3.6)	 24.1	(2.5)	 26.6	(3.5)	 23.9	(3.4)	 26.6	(3.6)	 <.0001	
Waist	circumference	(cm)	 85.8	(8.6)	 92.8	(9.3)	 87	(7.7)	 91.9	(8.8)	 86.3	(8.2)	 92.4	(9.1)	 <.0001	

Hip	circumference	(cm)	 97.9	(7)	 102.9	(8.1)	 98.3	(5.9)	 103.6	(7.3)	 98.1	(6.5)	 103.2	(7.7)	 <.0001	

Waist/Hip	ratio	 0.876	(0.051)	 0.904	(0.082)	
0.884	

(0.055)	 0.887	(0.054)	 0.88	(0.053)	 0.896	(0.07)	 0.02	
Grip	strength	(kg)	 28.3	(10)	 25.1	(10)	 29	(10.8)	 29.6	(9.6)	 28.6	(10.3)	 27.2	(10)	 0.23	

Pulse	wave	velocity	(m/s)	 16.8	(6.4)	 18.8	(6.6)	 19.7	(9.2)	 19.5	(6.8)	 18.1	(7.8)	 19.1	(6.7)	 0.56	
Mean	change	of	SBP	(mm	Hg)	 11	(13.4)	 6.6	(16.6)	 22.2	(11.4)	 15.5	(18.5)	 16	(13.7)	 10.8	(18)	 0.003	

Mean	change	of	DBP	(mm	Hg)	 0.8	(8.3)	 -3.8	(10.7)	 5.9	(7.9)	 0.9	(10.8)	 3.1	(8.5)	 -1.6	(10.9)	 <.0001	
Total	cholesterol	(mmol/L)	 4.2	(1.3)	 4.5	(1.1)	 5	(1.4)	 4.9	(1.1)	 4.6	(1.4)	 4.7	(1.1)	 0.38	

LDLC	(mmol/L)	 2.5	(0.7)	 2.6	(0.8)	 3.2	(1)	 3	(0.8)	 2.8	(0.9)	 2.8	(0.8)	 0.86	
TG	(mmol/L)	 1.5	(1.1)	 1.7	(1.1)	 1.3	(0.6)	 1.6	(1.3)	 1.4	(0.9)	 1.6	(1.2)	 0.04	

Blood	Glucose	(mmol/L)	 5.8	(1.7)	 6.2	(2.2)	 5.8	(0.6)	 6.7	(1.8)	 5.8	(1.3)	 6.5	(2.0)	 0.0007	

Definition	for	low	CVD	risk:	

1.	SBP/DBP=<120/80	mm	Hg,	and	no	treatment	for	HBP	or	CVD;	
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2.	No	current	smoking;	

3.	BMI=<24	kg/m2;	

4.	No	heavy	alcohol	consumption:	<26	g/day	for	men;	<13	g/day	for	women.	
5.	No	history	of	DM,	CHD	or	stroke.	
CVD: cardiovascular disease; ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; 
BMI: body mass index; TC: total cholesterol; LDLC: low density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG: triglycerides; HBP: high blood pressure. 
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Table 4.35 Relative risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) related death 

(outcome) in the follow-up between low and not low CVD risk groups at 

baseline (exposure) in 2 INTERMAP Chinese populations (Beijing and Shanxi, 

N=561)  

		 CVD	Death	
Total	

	CVD	risk	group	 0	(=No)	 1	(Yes)	

Low	CVD	risk	at	baseline	 150	 3	 153	

Not	low	CVD	risk	at	baseline	 377	 31	 408	

Total	
527	 34	 561	

RR=(31/408)/(3/153)=3.875, 95% CI: 1.202-12.491;  

Chi-Square=6.211, P value=0.0127. 
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Table 4.36 Comparisons of characteristics of three groups of participants in 2 INTERMAP Chinese populations 

(Beijing and Shanxi sites, N=561) with classification of cardiovascular disease (CVD) risks at baseline: who 

attended in the ICP Study, who did not participate in the ICP Study (lost to follow up), and who were confirmed 

dead��

�

� �
Participants who attended the ICP 

Study 
Participants who did not participate 

in the ICP Study 
Participants who were confirmed 

dead P value2 

Variable LR  not LR  Total LR  not LR  Total LR  not LR  Total 
 N 101	 279	 380	 29	 56	 85	 23	 73	 96	
	

Age (y) 47.4(5.5)	 48.6(5.5)	 48.3	(5.5)	 46.8(6.4)	 49.8	(6.4)	 48.7	(6.5)	 49.1(6.6)	 52.2(5.5)	 51.4	(5.9)	 <0.0001	

Male (%) 55(54.5)	 129(46.2)	 184(48.4)	 10(34.5)	 25	(44.6)	 35	(41.1)	 15(65.2)	 42(57.5)	 57	(59.4)	 0.04	

Mean SBP (mm 
Hg) 108.6(6.5)	 128.0(16.6)	 122.9(16.9)	 108.1(8.1)	 128.9(20.5)	 121.8	(19.9)	 107.6(6.7)	 135.4(20.3)	 128.7	(21.6)	 0.01	

Mean DBP (mm 
Hg) 66.9(6.2)	 78.5(9.6)	 75.4(10.2)	 67.4(6.6)	 76.9	(10.8)	 73.7	(10.5)	 66.6(7.3)	 80.5(10)	 77.2	(11.1)	 0.08	

BMI (kg/m2) 21.3(1.8)	 24.9(3.3)	 24.0(3.4)	 20.8(1.6)	 24.6	(3.6)	 23.3	(3.5)	 20.8(1.8)	 24.2(3.9)	 23.4	(3.8)	 0.15	

Education (y) 5.6(2.9)	 5.2(2.9)	 5.3(2.9)	 5.1(3.5)	 6.3	(2.6)	 5.9	(3.0)	 5.3(2.9)	 5.0(3.0)	 5.1(3.0)	 0.12	

Self-reported on 
special diet(%) 1.0(1.0)	 24(8.6)	 25(6.6)	 3(10.3)	 7	(12.5)	 10	(11.8)	 0(0.0)	 7(9.6)	 7(7.3)	 0.26	
Self-reported on 
HTN, CVD, Lipid 
or diabetes 
medication(%) 0	(0.0)	 40(14.3)	 40(10.5)	 1(3.5)	 16(28.6)	 17	(20.0)	 1(4.4)	 19(26.0)	 20(20.8)	 0.01	

 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

																			Continued	on	next	page	
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Table	4.36	continued,	page	2	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Urinary sodium 
(mmol/24-h) 266.1(85.3)	 279.0(88.5)	 275.6(87.7)	 235.7(82.1)	 269.4(79.5)	 257.9	(81.5)	 290.6(72.8)	 259(95.1)	 266.6(90.9)	 0.20	

Urinary potassium 
(mmol/24-h) 37.5(13.2)	 37.9(11.4)	 37.8(11.9)	 36.8	(11.6)	 38.1	(11.1)	 37.6	(11.2)	 37.1(8.8)	 32.6(9.6)	 33.7(9.6)	 0.006	
Urinary 
sodium/potassium 
ratio 7.6(2.3)	 7.8(2.4)	 7.8(2.4)	 6.9(2.1)	 7.6(2.2)	 7.3	(2.2)	 8.1(1.9)	 8.4(2.8)	 8.3(2.6)	 0.02	
1 Presented as mean (SD) or N (%). ICP: INTERMAP China Prospective study; LR: low risk; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: 
diastolic blood pressure; HTN: hypertension; CVD: cardiovascular disease. BMI: body mass index. 

2 P values were calculated from statistical tests (ANOVA) by comparing three groups. 
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5 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
	

5.1 Main findings 

Dietary GI and GL were not directly associated with BP in Chinese and Japanese 

populations in cross-sectional analyses. 

BP values measured by RZS and Omron HEM-907 were systematically different, 

and linear regression equations were generated to calibrate BP values and assure 
the comparability of BP values between the two devices. 

The INTERMAP participants from China experienced dietary change in the past 18 

years, and absolute intakes of most foods and three macronutrients decreased, 

while the nutrient density of total protein and fat slightly increased, and nutrient 

density of CHO decreased. 

BP change varied by gender and population samples in the ICP Study, and weight 

change, on special diet, were positively associated with BP changes, while years of 
education, on vitamin supplement intake were inversely associated with BP changes. 

Among 308 participants who were free of HTN at the baseline, 55.6% developed 

HTN in the follow-up, and female participants from Beijing site who had higher mean 
weight gain, were associated with higher risk HTN. 

Higher intake of dietary total protein and glutamic acid tended to be associated with 

smaller BP increase with age; and higher intake of dietary vegetable protein and 
glutamic acid tended to be associated with lower risk of incident HTN. 

The participants who were in the LR group for CVD at the baseline tended to 

maintain better cardiovascular health in the follow-up, and had significantly lower risk 
from CVD death.    

 

5.2 Comments to the results 

5.2.1 Cross-sectional analyses of relationships between dietary GI/GL and BP 
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The analyses conducted in the first part of this thesis did not find a direct association 

between dietary GI/GL and BP level in the INTERMAP China and Japan populations, 

instead an inverse relationship was identified between dietary GL and BP in several 

models in Japanese populations. 

Evidence on dietary GI/GL in relation to BP is scarce. Only a few observational 

studies were conducted to investigate the association between dietary GI, GL and 

BP, and inconsistent results were reported previously187, 188, 193, with some findings 

significantly positive among school girls193, significantly inverse in White 

postmenopausal women188, or no association in UK National Nutrition Survey187. 

Short term intervention feeding trials also showed inconsistent results: some feeding 

trials showed a low GI diet can reduce the BP level significantly189-192, whereas some 
other similar trials only showed non-significant results194, 292.  

Regarding those observational studies, the inconsistencies may be attributable to 

differences in methods of dietary assessment and estimate of dietary GI/GL values 

or populations. A few studies estimated dietary GI/GL values based on food 

frequency questionnaires (FFQs)188, 193, while some others’ estimates were based on 

the dietary recalls or diet diaries187. The FFQs may reflect summary of dietary intake 

of limited number of food items for an extended time (i.e., the past year), whereas 

the recalls measured dietary intake on a day-to-day basis but could provide more 

precise estimate of food intake on specific time points with nearly universal 

applicability. The INTERMAP Study included 4 direct measures of dietary intake from 

24-hour dietary recalls and multi-pass recalls and use of mean food and nutrient 

intake can more precisely assess subjects’ dietary exposure, taking account for intra-

individuals’ day-to-day variability of dietary intake293. The correlations between 

dietary variables (i.e., dietary Na, K) and urinary measures (i.e., 24-hour urinary Na 

and K) have demonstrated that estimates of dietary variables were fairly accurate in 

INTERMAP Study244. Results from the Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition 

(OPEN) Study294 have shown that the FFQs cannot be recommended as an 

instrument for evaluating relations between absolute energy consumption or protein 

intake and disease because of severe attenuation (attenuation factor for a single 

FFQ=0.04-0.16, repeated FFQs lead to little improvement: 0.08-0.19), while four 

repeats of 24-hour recalls performed better (attenuation factor for 4-repeats of 24-

hour recalls: 0.20-0.37) although attenuation still existed. Multiple 24-hour recalls 
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may perform better as well compared with FFQs when evaluating associations 

between intakes of other nutrients and disease. Regarding the relations of dietary 

GI/GL to BP here, two observational studies using FFQs found inconsistent but 

significant associations (one positive relation, and one inverse relation), while UK 

NDNS and the current study using repeated 24-hour recalls did not identify any 

associations after adjustment of multiple confounders. It may imply that the null 

association would be true and those significant associations (by FFQs) might be 

false positive (or negative) due to random errors or bias of dietary exposure 
assessment by FFQs.   

Even though four 24-hour recalls were taken in this INTERMAP cohort to account for 

regression dilution bias, OPEN Study have shown that this attenuation still exists. 

This attenuation may lead to the null findings in our study. The univariate estimates 

of reliability for dietary GI and GL in China is 77.3% and 91.0%, which can be 

recognised as an approximation of the likely attenuation of association, and it implies 

that the true associations with the outcome variable (i.e., BP) may be larger than 

observed associations. Moreover, the power analyses pointed out that if the 

observed correlation is less than 0.10 (i.e., true correlation is 0.125 and it is 

attenuated by 20%), we may not have adequate power to detect the effects of 
dietary GI and GL in INTERMAP China cohort.    

The differences in reported GI/GL values may also play a role in the inconsistent 

results among studies. In the current analysis, an algorithm was developed to assign 

GI values to all INTERMAP food codes using up-to-date available national and 

international published GI databases, and the food codes assigned with a GI 

value >0 contributed more than 90% of CHO intake, and less than 5% (4% for China 

and 1% for Japan) of food codes were arbitrarily assigned 50 in two countries. 

However, due to limited availability of GI values of foods in the Chinese or Japanese 

Food Composition Tables, some GI values were extracted from the International 

Tables257, which may not well represent the GI values of local foods consumed by 
INTERMAP participants. 

In addition, the populations were very different between studies. Currently results 

were published in middle-aged postmenopausal women188, in school girls193, in UK 

national representative populations187, but to the best of our knowledge, none of 
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observational studies investigated the associations between dietary GI/GL and BP in 
Asian populations, whose CHO consumption are higher than Western populations.      

As for those feeding trials, inconsistencies may be attributable to absence of caloric 

restriction and comparable total caloric intake between groups, duration of the trial, 

and participants’ adherence to the assigned dietary interventions. In the randomised 

feeding trial of the OmniCarb Study194, the researchers found that low GI diet did not 

improve CVD risk factors (BP included) and may reduce insulin sensitivity in contrast. 

Some previous studies reported that fasting blood glucose was higher on low-GI diet 

than high-GI diet295-297. A possible reason is that the low-GI diet induced more 

morning insulin resistance to maintain an adequate blood glucose level194. Some 

studies suggested that insulin resistance was associated with increased risk of 

HTN298, 299. The low-GI diet may influence BP level through impacting morning insulin 

secretion and leading to insulin resistance. This inverse association between dietary 

GL and BP was suggested in current analyses of several models especially in 

Japanese populations. However, we also found that a low-GI diet did not affect 

insulin sensitivity in other studies in which body weight of participants either 

remained constant during the trial or changed by a similar amount between two arms 

of studies (low-GI diet vs high-GI diet)300-303. Therefore, it suggests that body weight 

might be a key influential factor when investigating the relationships of dietary GI/GL 

to insulin sensitivity and BP. It has been well known that body weight is a strong 

determinant to BP levels75, 304, and several previous studies also suggested the 

positive associations between high-GI/GL dietary intake and weight gain185, 305. In 

light of this, body weight could be a confounder, or may act as an intermediate factor 

through which dietary GI/GL influences insulin sensitivity and BP levels. If body 

weight is an intermediate factor, in those trials in which body weight of participant 

remained constant, as the intermediate variable-body weight was under controlled, it 

is reasonable that there is no difference of insulin sensitivity and BP between two 

arms. In this study, the association was also towards the direction of null findings 

when body weight was adjusted in the models. Due to unavailability of markers of 

insulin sensitivity in INTERMAP Study, the exact relationships between dietary GI/GL, 
body weight, insulin sensitivity and BP warrant more research in the future.  

Another possible mechanism of dietary GI/GL influencing BP levels is through 

inducing systematic low-grade inflammations in body. HTN is associated with 
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inflammation306, 307, while whether inflammation is a cause or subsequent effect of 

HTN is still controversial. Recent evidence suggested that they may interact with 

each other in a bidirectional manner308, 309. Meanwhile, several studies296, 310-312 have 

found that low-GI diets reduced high-sensitivity C-reactive protein levels compared 

with high-GI diets, although another small feeding trial in a group of obese men 

reported inconsistent result302. With regard to other biomarkers of inflammation, a 

study suggested that increased high-GI diet and lower consumption of whole grains 

during puberty are associated with higher IL-6 concentrations in younger 

adulthood313. Possible mechanisms might be related to increases of postprandial 

glucose levels with high-GI diets, as glucose could stimulate the expression of 

inflammatory genes by epigenetic mechanisms314, 315. If high dietary GI/GL intake 

could lead to low-grade inflammation in blood vessels, it might affect BP levels as 

well. This hypothesis still remains unexplored and more research is warranted in the 
future. 

Extensive data were available in addition to dietary data in this study, which allowed 

for control of many potential confounders. In the current analyses, those potential 

confounders were adjusted sequentially in models, and we did not identify any 

relationships after further adjustments for other dietary variables between baseline 

dietary GI and GL exposure and BP with cross-sectional data from the INTERMAP 

Chinese and Japanese populations and in longitudinal analyses in 2 Chinese 

populations. However, we cannot rule out residual confounding completely.  

The high correlations between dietary GI/GL and vegetable protein and fibre 

consumptions were documented from baseline data in INTERMAP Chinese and 

Japanese populations here (i.e., r=0.54 and 0.33 between dietary GL and vegetable 

protein intake in Chinese and Japanese populations). Previous studies have already 

suggested beneficial effects of increased vegetable protein and fibre intake on BP 

levels115, 127, 130, 316, 317. Given the positive correlations and the coincident sources 

(i.e., grains, potatoes, nuts, etc.), therefore, dietary GI/GL might act as a proxy of 

vegetable protein and fibre intake here: those participants with high dietary GL 

intakes also consumed more vegetable protein and fibre, which might at least partly 

explain the inverse association between dietary GL and BP in model 1-3 and its 

attenuation to non-significance after further adjustment of vegetable protein or fibre 

intake in model 4. The markedly high correlations between dietary GI/GL and starch 
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intake were noticed (i.e., r=0.87 and 0.90 between dietary GL and starch for 

INTERMAP Chinese and Japanese populations), the association between dietary 

GI/GL and BP is similar to starch in INTERMAP populations. The relation of dietary 

starch intake to BP is inconsistent to date: MRFIT data presented a direct 

relationship among 11,342 American men with elevated CVD risk, while findings 
from INTERMAP and Honolulu Heart Program suggested an inverse association.   

Another issue we would like to take into account is the possibility of reverse causality. 

Participants may have changed their diet intentionally once they had been diagnosed 

of HTN, CVDs or diabetes based on medical advice, and this may attenuate the 

actual associations. Further adjustment of those indicator variables (i.e, medical 

history, adherence to special diet etc.) were done in our sequential models. In 

addition, we performed sensitivity analyses excluding those “intervened participants” 

(i.e., CVD or diabetes patients, participants on medications or on special diet etc.), 
which did not change our findings.  

The current analyses included Chinese and Japanese populations, and the 

directions of associations between dietary GI/GL and BP tended to be opposite in 

those two Asian populations: in Chinese populations, both dietary GI/GL tended to 

positively associated with BP; in Japanese populations on contrary, dietary GI was 

not associated with BP, and dietary GL was inversely associated with BP, even 

though the association became non-significant after further adjustment for urinary Na, 

K and alcohol consumption. The inconsistent association may be attributable to the 

differences in quantity and type of CHO intake in populations of two countries. Both 

dietary GI and GL values on average were much greater in Chinese populations than 

in Japanese populations (dietary GI: 76.8 versus 65.9; dietary GL: 122.4 versus 81.8 

g/1000 kcal), which implies that the quality of CHO intake differs in two countries as 

well as the amount of CHO intake. For an example, starch intake was much higher 

intake in Chinese populations than Japanese populations (54.3 vs 35.5 %kcal), while 

the total sugar consumption was lower (7.1 vs 15.8 %kcal). In several154, 318, 319, but 

not all studies320, suggested the direct associations between added sugar 

consumption and BP, it might be possible that added sugar consumption could affect 

the relations of dietary GI/GL to BP. Further supplementary analyses were done and 

found that the associations did not change when we separate sugars from total 

CHOs in two countries. Another possibility is that the relationships of dietary GI and 
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GL to BP may be U-shape or L-shape which had a threshold for predictors rather 

than a simple linear relation. However, the effects of adding a quadratic term was 

assessed in regression analyses and it did not indicate any non-linear relationships 

in this study. This hypothesis warrants more research once more data are available 

for other two countries in INTERMAP Study. Moreover, it is possible that various 

dietary patterns and food combinations of those two populations play a role in this 

inconsistent association. We have noticed different correlations between dietary 

GI/GL and other nutrients in two countries, and dietary GI/GL may act as proxies of 

different dietary combinations in 2 countries and produce various effects on BP 

levels. For an example, the dietary GI was inversely associated with iron intake in 

Chinese populations (r=-0.45), while in Japanese populations, this association is 

much lower (r=-0.10). Iron is associated with meat intake, therefore dietary GI might 

be differently associated with meat consumption in two countries. Previous studies 

have suggested the positive relationship of red meat consumption to BP135, thus the 

inconsistent association in the current study might be due to dietary GI/GL acting as 

different proxies (i.e., proxy for iron in China) in two countries. 

Another cause leading to non-significant or inconsistent results is probably the 

concept of GI itself and the way to assess its values. The definition of GI stated 

clearly that it is a property of a food and demonstrated the blood glucose-raising 

capability of this food, therefore different healthy individuals (without diabetes) 

should have the same or at least the similar blood glucose response curve when 

they consume the same food. GI value of a food is usually measured from 

experiments in more than 10 subjects in laboratories and the mean value is used. 

However, this concept was challenged in a recent study321, which pointed out that 

real-life meals with much more complexity (i.e.: arbitrary food combinations, and 

individual food interactions may influence glucose response) limited general 

applicability of GI concept in assessing the real postprandial glycaemic responses 

(PPGR), and the high inter-individual variability of PPGR after consumption of even 

the same foods should be taken into consideration as well. The researchers 

developed a machine-learning algorithm that integrates blood parameters, dietary 

habits, anthropometrics, PA, and gut microbiota and found that it can accurately 

predict personalized PPGR to real-life meals in a validation cohort321. Even though 

we calculated the dietary GI/GL values based on food consumption of participants, 
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our simplified calculations of dietary GI/GL in current study may not reflect the 

complex variability of PPGR among participants in real world and result in 

considerable misclassifications of hyperglycaemia exposure for participants. The 

information bias (i.e., misclassifications) therefore may attenuate the relationship of 

dietary GI/GL to BP into non-significance here as well. If we can combine this 

personalized nutrition approach with cohort epidemiologic studies and take personal 

variability into account, we probably could assess the relations of dietary GI/GL to 

BP more precisely among a cluster of participants with similar PPGR, or calculate 

dietary GI/GL values based on foods consumed and other personal parameters (i.e., 

PA, blood biomarkers, gut microbiota etc.) together, to minimise the effects from 

inter-individual variability of PPGR. Hence, additional research taking account of 

personal variability of PPGR may help clarify this issue.  

5.2.2 BP calibration study 

In order to make BP values measured by different devices comparable, a BP 

calibration study was conducted, and the BP values from RZS, OS and OM were 

compared and equations for calibration were generated. We found that the 

difference of BP values between the two devices depended on age, gender, and BP 
level. 

The mean BP value by RZS was lower than Omron AOD in this study, which is 

consistent with previous studies260, 261. The Hawksley RZS has been known to 

underestimate SBP and DBP compared with standard HgS322-325. Mackie et al.’s 

pooling analyses of 9 studies that compared RZS and HgS consistently showed that 

RZS underestimates SBP by 1.4 mm Hg and DBP by 2.0 mm Hg when compared 

with the standard HgS325. The ESH did not recommend using RZS in clinical or 

epidemiologic research anymore because it failed the quality standards of the AAMI 

and the BHS326. The Omron HEM-907 has been validated previously according to 

the ESH, BHS and AAMI standards327-329, and is an appropriate device for clinical or 

epidemiological studies. 

The difference of RZS, and OS is less than 1.0 mm Hg on average. If the protocol 

was not followed rigorously the observer bias may lead to such a result, rather than 

the systematic bias between those two devices. However, the carefully designed 

protocol and complete training procedures minimized the possibility of such 
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systematic bias from observers. Each observer attended a training session (run by 

the present author), passed examinations to get certification for using both devices, 

and made adequate practice of BP measurements with feedbacks from investigators 

before the calibration study. During the BP measurement, two devices were 

positioned separately as two observers took the measurement independently without 

any communications, so that each observer could not know (‘blinding to’) the BP 

readings by the other observer. Besides, during the data collection of the BP 

calibration study, a senior investigator would monitor the procedures of the 

observers to assure the quality of data. Two observers were involved in data 

collection for current BP calibration study, and they took turns to measure BP in RZS 

or Omron device. To test the potential influence on BP values by different observers, 

an indicator variable of observers was entered into the regression models as an 

extra sensitivity analysis. The non-significance of parameter estimate of this indicator 

variable implies that potential variations between observers did not affect the BP 
differences in this study.    

A German cohort study compared RZS with an Omron AOD (Omron HEM-705CP) in 

2,365 participants who were randomized into groups by device order260. It 

documented a mean difference (AOD-RZS) between the devices of 3.9 mm Hg for 

SBP and 2.6 mm Hg for DBP. We did not observe such a big difference between two 

devices in our current study: only 0.6 mm Hg for SBP and 0.4 mm Hg for DBP on 

average. The differences in study design and protocol, and different Omron device 

may account for the different results here. The German cohort study also 

randomized participants by device orders, but there was a long time gap (22 minutes 

on average) between BP measurements by Omron or RZS, and there was no 

measurement by Omron and RZS simultaneously. In the current BP calibration study, 

3 minutes rest was requested between measurements by devices, as BP level is 

highly variable with time, a longer time gap between measurements may cause 

increased difference of BP values by devices. Different Omron machines (Omron 

HEM-907 versus HEM-705CP) may also play a role in the differences of the two 

studies.  

The change trends of BP differences with BP level demonstrated by the Bland and 

Altman plots were inconsistent with the German cohort study, in which the BP 

difference between the Omron and RZS increased with BP level across the whole 
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BP range; the higher the level, the larger the difference between AOD and RZS 260. 

In the present study, the BP differences between the two devices depended on BP 

level, and the differences were greater in both lower and higher range of BP levels. It 

implies that differences of BP measurements by devices may be larger and have 

higher variability when the BP values are relatively low or high. The relationship 

between AOD and RZS might be probably more complex than we expected, as each 

AOD has its own calibrated equation to generate a BP value using oscillometric 

method. 

The BP differences between the two devices of the present study were greater 

among men than women, and BP values by AOD were slightly lower than RZS in 

women whereas BP values by AOD were higher in men. This result is consistent 

with another BP calibration study which enrolled 1,729 participants in the northern 

Sweden MONICA (Multinational MONItoring of trends and determinants in 

CArdiovascular disease, MONICA) population survey comparing RZS with Omron 

M7 AOD261. We also found that DBP difference increased with age independent of 

gender in our study. The differences of BP values by gender and age here might be 

due to the difference in white coat effects330-333, as some previous literature reported 

that men and women with varied age had different BP responses to white coat330, 333. 

Current study documented a mean SBP difference between OS and RZS of 2.5 mm 

Hg for men and -0.4 mm Hg for women. Previous studies have shown that women 

had larger white-coat effects than men330-332. And interestingly, it has been shown 

that the use of AOD reduces the white-coat effect compared with manual BP 

measurements by HgS or RZS334. In this case, a much larger BP increase due to 

white-coat effects measured manually by RZS in women than in men and then 

measured by automated Omron, Therefore, a smaller value in BP difference 

between OS and RZS would be expected in women as the RZS value increased 
more, which was also documented in current study,            

The high agreement between OM and RZS has been noted in the current study, 

compared with the agreement between OS and RZS. SDs of the BP difference by 

two devices (RZS and OM) is very small, which is consistent with the BP calibration 

study in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in young Adults (CARDIA) Study. 

The CARDIA Study also did a similar BP calibration study which compared the 

Omron HEM-907 and RZS335, but it only included simultaneous measurements by 
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RZS and OM and generated an equation to calibrate BP values. As showed by the 

results from the current study, there might be systematic bias between OS and OM 

as well. If the calibration study used the manual mode, while the data collection for 

the prospective study used the single mode, the results of BP change could still be 

biased. The current study design enabled all of the comparisons between RZS, OS 

and OM, and can be used to reduce systematic biases of BP recordings by 
devices/modes in population based studies. 

The observation of difference between the RZS and the Omron machine implies that 

misclassification of hypertensive patients and normotensive subjects and values of 

BP changes might be biased if different devices were used. We checked the 

agreement on classification of subjects in categories of BP levels between OS and 

RZS, and between OS and calibrated RZS BP values (Table 5.1). The percentages 

of the same classifications were high across all BP categories, though we found that 

the agreement rate (79.0% for raw RZS measurement and 84.0% for calibrated RZS 

measurement) was relatively lowest in the group of pre-hypertension. The overall 

agreement rate was 89.1% (179/201), which is the same for raw RZS measurement 

and calibrated RZS measurement. When RZS measurement was calibrated, the 

agreement rate increased for the category of pre-hypertension, while at the same 

time the agreement rate decreased for the categories of normal and HTN. It implies 

that BP range might influence the validity of equation for calibration. Development of 

calibrated equations for each BP category might be considered.   
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Table 5.1 The classifications of subjects in categories of blood pressure levels in terms 
of using different devices or calibrated blood pressure values by random zero 
sphygmomanometer 
    Classification by Omron Single-Mode measurement 
    Normal Pre-hypertension Hypertension Total 
Classification by RZS measurement 

   Normal 
 

76 (96.2%) 7 (8.6%) 0 (0%) 83 (41.3%) 
Pre-hypertension 

 
3 (3.8%) 64 (79.0%) 2 (4.9%) 69 (34.3%) 

Hypertension 
 

0 (0%) 10 (12.4%) 39 (95.1%) 49 (24.4%) 
Total 

 
79 (100%) 81 (100%) 41 (100%) 201(100%) 

      Classification by calibrated RZS measurement 
  Normal 

 
75 (94.9%) 7 (8.6%) 0 (0%) 82 (40.8%) 

Pre-hypertension 
 

4 (5.1%) 68 (84.0%) 5 (12.2%) 77 (38.3%) 
Hypertension 

 
0 (0%) 6 (7.4%) 36 (87.8%) 42 (20.9%) 

Total   79 (100%) 81 (100%) 41 (100%) 201(100%) 
Presented as Number (% for the column)	

	 	RZS:  random zero sphygmomanometer 
	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 

Moreover, an order effect on SBP has been documented in our study as well, similar 

to previous studies260, 261. One potential explanation is observer bias. Once the 

observer of RZS measurement knew BP level obtained from the Omron device, he 

or she may be able to more accurately detect phase I (SBP) and phase V (DBP) of 

the Korotkoff sounds260. However, as measurements of Omron and RZS in the 

current study were obtained by two independent observers in separate seats without 

any communication during whole procedures (‘blinding to BP readings measured by 

each other’), and random change in the zero level of RZS was applied, this 

explanation is not very convincing. Another explanation is that the first reading is 

typically the highest when a series of BP readings is taken262. For this reason, we 

disregarded the first reading by each device like other studies did. However, this 

order effect may still remain a confounding factor when two BP devices are 

compared. In light of this, through the randomization procedure in the study design 

and regression analyses of the complete data set (including both procedures), the 
influence of device order should be minimised. 

Our model obtained for calibration is simple, as the variables of age and gender are 

easily obtained. Even though no previous study compared RZS with Omron HEM 
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907 (Single Mode) in different ethnic groups, the parameter estimates of equation in 

the BP calibration study of CARDIA were very close to the parameter estimates in 

the current study comparing RZS with Omron HEM-907 (Manual Mode). Therefore, it 

can be speculated that this equation comparing RZS with Single Mode could be 

applicable to other populations. As prospective study of INTERMAP is being planned 

in Japan, UK and UK, sub-samples of populations could be enrolled to ensure the 

applicability of this equation in other populations. BP values can then be adjusted in 

prospective studies using different devices at baseline and follow-ups.  

5.2.3 INTERMAP China Prospective Study 

(a) Prevalence of hypertension in the INTERMAP Chinese populations 

In the current ICP Study, we found that the prevalence of HTN increased markedly 

from 22.5% (at baseline in 1996) to 68.6% (at follow-up in 2015) in Shanxi, and for 

Beijing population from 21.0% (at baseline in 1996) to 70.1% (at follow-up in 2015). 

The numbers reported here are similar to the most recent national survey in 2010, in 

which the HTN affected more than 65% of the population aged >=60 years (65% for 

men and 69% for women)33, 336. Comparisons of prevalence, awareness, treatment, 

and control of HTN between follow-up and baseline survey in the following table. As 

mentioned earlier in the results section, seasonal variability of BP level has been 

noted in Shanxi population: significantly higher BP and prevalence of HTN, and 

much lower rate of control of HTN. It is consistent with published results from 

Kadoorie Biobank in China337-339, which found that risk of CVD death was 41% 

higher in winter compared with summer in individuals with a medical history of 

CVD339. Our study also implies that seasonal variation in BP should be considered in 

the routine management of HTN and more careful monitoring and more intensive BP 

lowering treatment should be used for subjects with high CVD risks in cold months. 

As the survey time window for the first follow-up of participants at Beijing site was not 

exactly comparable with the baseline survey, the numbers need to be updated after 

the data collection of summer/autumn visit at Beijing site this year.  
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Table 5.2 Comparisons of prevalence, awareness, treatment, and control of 

hypertension between baseline and follow-up in Shanxi and Beijing 

populations 

		 Shanxi	site	 Beijing	site	

		
Summer	
follow-up	

Winter	
follow-up	

Baseline	
(winter)	

Winter	
follow-up	

Baseline	
(autumn)	

Prevalence	of	
HTN(%)	 56.8	 68.6	 22.5	 70.1	 21.0	

Awareness	of	
HTN(%)	 94.5	 83.2	 63.1	 79.8	 63.2	

Treatment	of	
HTN(%)	 91.7	 79.4	 44.6	 71.0	 49.1	

Control	of	HTN(%)	 60.6	 34.6	 18.5	 27.4	 24.6	
Prevalence	of	pre-
HTN(%)	 23.4	 21.2	 36.0	 23.2	 33.1	

HTN: hypertension; pre-HTN: pre-hypertension. 

As introduced in the Background Section, BP level increases with age. Data from 

INTERSALT Study have shown that SBP slope with age of a population in Beijing 

(aged 20-59 years) was 0.663 (mm Hg per year)340, thus it can be estimated that the 

increase of SBP with age during 18 years is about 12 mm Hg for our INTERMAP 

populations. In the current study, we documented a mean increase of 16.9 mm Hg 

on SBP (18.7 mm Hg if without BP calibration) in addition to 122.1 mm Hg of mean 

baseline SBP in INTERMAP Beijing population. Therefore, the BP increase might be 

largely attributable to aging (i.e., 12 mm Hg out of 16.9 mm Hg), and the aging of the 

population may contribute most to the increased burden of HTN here. However, 

lifestyle and dietary changes may also play an important role in explaining remaining 

part of BP increase with age.  

It has been noted that the rate of awareness, treatment and control of HTN had 

increased in both sites, which might be attributable to national training programme 

using updated guidelines of management of HTN to local clinical doctors and general 

practitioners and increased screening and management of HTN in villages (rural 

areas) and communities (urban areas) in China. Because of insufficient medical 

training and limited resources to primary healthcare providers and other historical 
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reasons, HTN management was not included in responsibilities of primary healthcare 

providers (i.e., general practitioners) several decades ago in China36, 203, 341. Instead, 

HTN management was mainly carried out by specialists in large hospitals similar to 

other developing countries. Therefore, limited access to routine care for majority of 

hypertensive patients resulted in low rate of awareness, treatment and control of 

HTN for a long time30. To address this problem, primary healthcare providers started 

to take the role in HTN management in communities342, and Primary Healthcare 

Practice Guidelines for Hypertension Prevention and Control343 was developed to 

equip them. Previous study demonstrated that the proper use of these guidelines 

effectively raised the control rate of HTN by more than 50% in urban primary care 

settings and more than 200% in rural primary care settings of China341. Being more 

accessible to less expensive anti-hypertensive medications for hypertensive patients 

with universal health coverage might play a role since China launched its major 

reform of health system in 2009. For an example, a study using data from a national 

survey in populations aged 45 years or older found that almost all individuals (more 

than 90%) who were aware their hypertensive status had access to appropriate 

treatment344, even though more than 40% were still unaware of their condition, which 

is consistent with the current study, and it found that reduction in the costs of 

outpatient care to patients would probably improve the management of hypertension 

in China.  And this result is consistent with the trends reported in other national 

surveys that awareness and treatment of HTN have improved over time in national 

representative population samples33, 336. However, control rate of HTN did not 

change as much as the rate of awareness and treatment in past 18 years, although 

the control rate here is higher than some reported control rates in other studies in 

national surveys (which was only 3.9% in 2010, and was 11.2% in a systematic 

pooled analysis of national wide data between 2003-2012)33, 336, 345, but it is still at a 

low level and much improvement is obviously needed. As controlling of the BP to an 

optimal level is one of the major planks to overcome the threat of CVDs, a 

comprehensive approach to BP screening and management at national and local 
levels would be required.  

 

(b) Dietary change 
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In both baseline and follow-up study, multiple 24-hour dietary recalls were used to 

collect dietary data. The same dietary assessment method enabled comparisons of 

dietary intakes over time. In the current study, changes in food/food group intake and 

three macronutrients, total energy and dietary sodium intake in the INTERMAP 
Shanxi population were reported over 18 years.  

It has been found that absolute amounts of all four nutrients and total energy intake 

were reduced during this period. This reduction of total energy consumption could be 

attributable to under-reporting which usually happens in dietary assessment, 

however, considering consistence of standardised procedures between baseline and 

follow-up and the trend of going down for all other nutrients intake, including 

nutrients (i.e., dietary sodium) which do not contribute to total energy intake, this 

decrease in energy intake should be real. Some previous longitudinal studies based 

on cohorts in other countries have shown that absolute amount of energy 

consumption and macro- and micro-nutrient intake would decrease markedly when 

participants became older346-348. Thus, it would be a challenge in longitudinal studies 

to separate changes associated with aging from changes that reflect dietary 

transition. Nonetheless, this transition could be detected by comparing nutrient and 

food consumption as well as composition and quality of diets overtime in the same 
cohort after adjustment of total energy intake (i.e., nutrient density).  

When nutrient density of diets was considered, total protein and fat intake increased 

over 18 years in men and women, whereas total CHO intake decreased with age as 

well as dietary Na. The CHNS is the only currently available large scale population 

based study which investigated the dietary transition in an open cohort of Chinese 

populations from 9 repeated measures between 1989 and 2011211. The CHNS data 

from two time points (years of 1997 and 2011) were selected to compare with our 

study212, 213. It reported that the percentages of three macronutrients as proportion of 

total energy intake were 11.9%, 25.8% and 61.9% for protein, fat, and CHO intake 

respectively in 1997212, and were 13.3%, 32.0%, and 54.3% in 2011213. Hence, the 

change trends of nutrients density of three macronutrients shown in our study are 

consistent with the CHNS, although the changes were more substantial in the CHNS. 

The populations in the current study had higher intakes of energy adjusted CHO, 

whereas lower intakes of energy adjusted protein and fat at both baseline and follow-

up compared with the populations in CHNS. These differences may be attributable to 
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the different compositions of study populations in the two studies. The INTERMAP 

Study in China only enrolled population samples aged 40-59 years in rural areas129, 

while the CHNS included both urban and rural populations with different levels of 

urbanization across almost all age groups (aged 2 and older). Those different 

characteristics (i.e., SES, locations, age composition) of populations can result in 

varied dietary patterns. However, the data from the CHNS have already 

demonstrated that older people who were living in lower urbanised areas consume 

more energy from CHO and less energy from fat in China212, 213, which is consistent 

with the current study in rural areas. Based on these, we can conclude that though 

CHO still contributes most to total energy intake, reduction of its proportion and 

increase of proportion contributed by protein and fat is an important characteristic of 

dietary transition in rural areas of China.      

The reduction of Na consumption was noted in these 2 INTERMAP Chinese 

populations (from 4.5 g to 3.6 g), and this reduction should be mainly attributable to 

the decreased intake of high salt products (Na contribution from 1.8 grams/day to 0.4 

grams/day; salty vegetables, pickles etc.). Again, this trend is consistent with the 

CHNS, which reported that dietary Na intake decreased from 6.6 g/day in 1991 to 

4.7 g/day in 2009217. However, a systematic analysis found that the Na intake 

increased statistically non-significant (borderline significance actually) from 4.42 

g/day (95% UI: 4.24-4.63) in 1990 to 4.83 g/day (95% UI: 4.62-5.05) in 2010 based 

on 41 surveys in China during this period349. This meta-analysis estimated Na intake 

from 24-hour urinary Na or urine equivalents converted from dietary estimates based 

on 79 pairs of dual measurements, and these Na intakes were age-standardised, 

while the CHNS and the current study used dietary estimates and did not take age 

structure into account. It has been noted that dietary methods usually underestimate 

the salt consumption compared with the estimate from 24-hour urinary Na350-353.24-

hour urinary Na is recognised as a gold standard for Na intake measurement which 

accounts for more than 90% of dietary Na intake350, 354, 355. For example, the mean 

dietary Na intake was 4.5 g in Shanxi participants based on dietary recalls in the 

INTERMAP baseline study, while mean urinary Na estimated from 2 timed 24-hour 

urine specimens was 6.2 g. Thus, the data from this meta-analysis seem more 

convincing and the salt intakes probably increase over time in general populations of 

China, however, interpretations of trend over time still have to be cautious, since the 
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increase was still statistically non-significant (more data points needed), and the 

direction of changes over time tended to reverse when diet-based data were 

evaluated, for example, the salt intake (energy-adjusted) of these 2 INTERMAP 

Chinese populations decreased as well as in the CHNS. However, no matter which 

method was used for assessing Na intake or what interpretations for secular change 

of Na intake, the Na consumption is still extremely high and almost double the 

recommended levels for populations, as WHO recommends less than 2 g/day356. 

Considering the consistent evidence on significantly positive association between Na 

intake and BP97, 101, 103, 357, active public health policies should be made to reduce 
national Na consumption in China.  

When dietary changes of foods/food groups were examined, besides the marked 

decline of cereals intake, reduction of vegetable and fruit consumption should be 

noted. This trend has been documented in the CHNS as well358. It has been reported 

in a number of observational epidemiological studies and randomized feeding trials 

that increased consumption of fruits and vegetables can reduce BP level and risk of 

HTN238, 359-362, as well as risk of CVDs363-367. China Kadoorie Biobank Study in more 

than 0.5 million Chinese recently found that those participants who consumed fresh 

fruit daily had significantly lower SBP by 4.0 mm Hg and 40% lower risk from CVD 

death368, in comparison with participants who never or rarely consumed fresh fruit. 

These analyses were stratified according to age, gender, and region and adjusted for 

SES variables (educational level, income), behaviour variables (alcohol consumption, 

smoking status, PA), and some dietary variables (consumption of dairy products, 

meat, and preserved vegetables). This observational study cannot demonstrate 

causality, as confounding factors might still influence the relations, for example, 

participants who had higher consumption of fruits might have better health 

consciousness, adopt healthier behaviours and do more regular health examinations, 

and real relations between fruit consumption and CVDs could not be shown without 

full adjustment for those variables. Interestingly, fruit consumption in this study was 

closely correlated with SES. Although several variables related to SES were 

adjusted, residual confounding by SES is still possible. However, this observed 

association could be causal as high levels of K, fibre, antioxidants and other various 

phytochemicals consumed from fruits could protect human from HTN and CVDs369. If 

this causal relation exists, the older populations in our study who already have higher 
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risk of CVDs than younger generations, could be benefited by improving fruit 

consumption.  Increased fruit intake can help them control BP and prevent CVDs in 
long term.   

Eating behaviours also changed considerably. More than 5% of participants’ meals 

were obtained from outside restaurants in our rural village populations, and this 

result is similar to the CHNS, which reported that 6.5% of foods consumed were 

restaurant made in low urbanization areas, whereas this number became 12.7% in 

high urbanization areas213. The detailed data of eating outside is not available for the 

baseline of INTERMAP study, however, with referring to data of frequency of eating 

outside from CHNS213, we could expect that almost all meals were prepared at home 

for  participants in rural China in 1996/97. As for data of other dietary behaviours 

collected from food frequency questions (i.e., eating frequency of deep fried foods, 

snacks, sugar sweetened beverages etc.), we did not collect these information at the 

baseline as well, but with data from other studies (i.e.: CHNS)213, 222-224, we should 

detect a rising trend of consumption of deep fried foods, snacks and processed 

foods, and sugar sweetened drinks. Nearly 50% participants still consumed pickled 

vegetables, a common food with high salt content, no less than once a week in our 

populations; this may explain the current high Na consumption in our populations to 

some extent. Currently as the dietary data processing is still ongoing, not too much 

data could be analysed with reference to the dietary behaviour change now, but 

more detailed data (cooking methods, processed foods etc.) will be presented and 
explored in following studies.  

(c) BP change, incident hypertension, and the determinants 

BP change has been shown to be related to several dietary variables in previous 

studies. The Chicago Western Electric (WE) Study found that dietary cholesterol was 

positively associated with SBP change, and vegetable protein was inversely 

associated with SBP and DBP change during 8 years for middle-aged men370. In 

current analyses, we did not find similar results as the WE Study, however, we found 

a borderline significantly inverse association between dietary glutamic acid at the 

baseline and SBP change, and significant inverse associations between dietary total 

protein and glutamic acid and DBP change in the 2 INTERMAP Chinese populations 

during 18 years for middle-age men and women. The reasons for these differences 
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in results may be attributable to differences in methods for dietary and BP 

assessment and study populations. The WE Study assessed dietary intake based on 

dietary history in the previous 28 days through in-depth interviews and 

questionnaires at the first and second annual examinations. Annual BP values for 8 

years were recorded, and average annual change in BP was calculated. While in the 

ICP Study, dietary exposure was assessed through four 24-hour dietary recalls in 4 

visits within 3-5 months at baseline and 8 measures of BP were recorded in 4 visits 

at both baseline and follow-up, but there was no annual follow-up of participants, and 

the BP change was over nearly 20 years rather than 8 years. With regard to 

populations, the WE Study enrolled 1,714 male employees, aged 40 to 55 years, 

working for �2 years at the Hawthorne Works of the WE Company in Chicago; the 

ICP Study enrolled both male and female participants living in rural areas of China, 

aged 40-59 years at baseline, and the population sample size was smaller than the 

WE Study. Those various characteristics between two studies could lead to different 
results.,  

Findings from the cross-sectional INTERMAP Study of 17 diverse populations in 4 

countries (including the 2 study populations in this study) indicated a consistent 

inverse relation of vegetable protein and glutamic acid intake to BP130, 137in 

sequential regression models with control for multiple confounders. Dietary glutamic 

acid is the most common dietary amino acid especially in vegetable protein. For 

example in the INTERMAP Study, glutamic acid contributed to 23% of total protein 

intake for predominantly vegetable protein consumers, and 18% for predominantly 

animal protein consumers137. It has been noticed that the inverse relation of glutamic 

acid intake to BP prevailed for men and women; for 40-49 years group and 50-59 

years group; across 4 countries; for non-hypertensive populations; with control for 

time of dietary survey and for socio-demographic characteristics; with control for 

intake of each of the 4 other amino acids that are more common in vegetable than 

animal protein137. Hence, in the longitudinal analyses, inverse relations of dietary 

glutamic acid intake to BP change with control for potential confounders are 

consistent with the results in the cross-sectional INTERMAP study, indicating that 

dietary glutamic acid may have an etiologically favourable effect on BP in long-term. 

However, residual confounding and multicollinearity might still be an issue, as 

glutamic acid intake still closely correlates with intakes of vegetable protein, dietary 
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fibre, minerals (i.e.: K, Mg). This finding needs further replication in other populations 
and in feeding trials.  

Baseline urinary Na/K ratio tended to be inversely associated with SBP change. This 

result seems to be against the evidence of positive association between Na and BP 

and inverse association between K and BP. One possible reason might be the 

outcome itself- BP change, which was calculated as BP at follow-up minus BP at 

baseline (BP change=BPfollow-BPbase). For a variable measured at baseline (i.e., 

urinary Na/K) to have a positive relationship with BP change, it requires that that 

variable has a stronger relationship with BP at follow-up than it does with BP at 

baseline due to the minus before BPbase in formulation of BP change. This is not 

likely for variables having positive correlations with baseline BP and having a low 

level of measurement errors at baseline (i.e.: urinary Na and K measured in central 

laboratory with higher precision compared with dietary variables, both Pearson 

correlations between urinary Na and Na/K ratio and SBP at baseline were 0.15). 

Another reason might be unequal distributions of exposure in group of followed up 

participants and group of participants who were dead or lost to follow up. Table 4.37 

has shown that urinary Na/K ratio at baseline survey was the highest in the group of 

deceased participants. Hence, the trend of inverse association between baseline 

Na/K ratio and BP change might not reflect the true relationships of Na to BP, as this 

relationship reported in current study was only explored in follow-up survivors, rather 

than the whole group of people at baseline. The group of people with highest Na 

consumption at baseline might actually had the highest BP change, but a larger 

proportion of people in this group deceased (probably due to larger BP increase and 

related CVDs) and could not be followed, then their data of BP change were not 

available at follow-up. In this case, exploring relationships of BP change to those 

variables (i.e., urinary Na and K) in survivors may represent bias and could even 

lead to opposite results. Similarly, bias may explain the positive associations 
between baseline urinary K and BP changes.      

Also, these data provided further evidence that gain in weight relates to increase in 

BP68, 72, 75, 76, 304, and years of education, which is a marker of SES, is inversely 

related to SBP and DBP change54, 57, 61. As the dietary exposure variables were only 

obtained from 4 measurements among 4 days at the baseline and may not represent 
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the usual dietary exposure in a longer period of time, the findings on specific 
nutrients and BP change need further research to evaluate. 

The relations of exposures at baseline to the risk of incident HTN at the follow-up 

were assessed in the HTN free populations at the baseline. Again, gain in weight 

could predict the occurrence of incident HTN, which is consistent with previous 

studies. For dietary variables investigated, increased vegetable protein intake tended 

to be inversely associated with lower risk of incident HTN in the follow-up, it is 

consistent with the inverse relation of dietary vegetable intake to BP from cross-

sectional analyses at the baseline of INTERMAP Study and the Chicago WE 

Study130, 370. However, this finding needs replication, as studies for long-term effects 

of vegetable protein intake is scarce and short-term trials generated inconsistent 

results127, 145, 371, though a meta-analysis supported a beneficial effect of vegetable 

protein119. Moreover, foods supplying vegetable protein also are important sources of 

K, fibre, or polyphenols, and previous studies indicate that these variables are also 

inversely associated with BP109, 317, 372. Therefore, vegetable protein in current study 

is possibly a proxy for K, fibre or polyphenols and might not be associated with BP 

change independently. This relation needs further research assessment. Increased 

dietary starch intake was also significantly associated with slightly lower risk of 

incident HTN, and this result is consistent with cross-sectional analyses of the 

INTERMAP Study and of the Honolulu Heart Program in which starch intake was 

inversely associated with BP level124, 133, but MRFIT data reported a direct 

relationship between starch intake and BP among 11342 middle-aged American men 

with elevated CVD risk123. Dietary starch is highly correlated with dietary GL as the 

current study reported. The lower risk of incident HTN associated with increased 

dietary starch at baseline in longitudinal analyses here might help explain the inverse 

relation between dietary GL and BP in cross-sectional analyses, though it was 

attenuated to non-significance after adjustment for urinary Na and K. Dietary GL is 

possibly a marker for starch consumption here and more research is needed on 

relation of dietary starch and GL to BP. The results with borderline significance may 

be attributable to limited sample size with inadequate statistical power, and can be 

explored later with the additional data from the follow-up of participants at Guangxi 
site of the INTERMAP Study. 

(d) Low CVD risk at baseline and its predictability of outcomes 
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The concept of low risk-factor profile for CVDs was first proposed by Dr. Jeremiah 

Stamler, and he reported that individuals with favourable levels of cholesterol (less 

than 5.17 mmol/L[<200 mg/dL]) and BP (=<120/80 mm Hg) who do not smoke and 

do not have diabetes, MI, or ECG abnormalities, had much lower CVD mortality and 

all-cause mortality, and much greater longevity based on 5 very large cohorts (in two 

prospective studies, MRFIT and the Chicago Heart Association Detection Project in 

Industry)373. Here, because serum cholesterol at the baseline was not available as 

the INTERMAP Study did not collect fasting blood samples, we followed a modified 

LR concept developed by our INTERMAP colleagues374. We found that, LR 

participants comprised only 26.6% (101 out of 380 participants) of the cohorts at 

Beijing and Shanxi at the baseline, and this proportion is higher than 4.8% to 9.9% of 

the American cohorts reported by Dr Stamler using the classification introduced 

above. The main reasons for the difference might be the different study populations, 

for example, MRFIT participants were selected on the basis of higher CVD risk, and 

different definitions for LR, as the level of serum cholesterol was not available for 

INTERMAP.    

In the follow-up study, the prevalence of CVD risk factors was also consistently 

different between the two groups. As we collected fasting blood samples in the ICP 

Study, interestingly we found that the TC, TG, and blood glucose was lower in the 

LR group, and the differences reached significance level (0.05) for TG and blood 

glucose. Previous studies have confirmed the continuous and positive associations 

between fasting blood glucose and the risk of CVDs375-377 down to at least 4.9 

mmol/L in Asia Pacific cohorts376. Accumulated studies have supported the pivotal 

role of TG in lipid metabolism and reaffirmed that TG represents an important 

biomarker of CVD risk even though it does not appear to be directly atherogenic378-

380. In our study, we did not classify the LR group using any information of blood lipid 

profile as other studies, but it turned out that the significantly different level of blood 

lipids (TG) were found between the LR and not the LR groups in the follow-up, which 

implied that the indicators we chose as classifications for LR did differentiate the LR 

and not the LR for CVDs among groups, and could be expected to predict CVD risks 

of our study populations in the long-term. However, we found the significant 

difference on TG rather than TC between the two groups, which meant that the 
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indicators we selected for classification might better differentiate TG level rather than 
TC level between groups.  

Also, we found that the risk of CVD death was significantly lower in the LR group in 

prospective analyses, which was consistent with results from big cohorts in the US373, 

381, and some cohorts from China as well382-384. Hence, from our results and those of 

others, it would seem important to maintain a LR profile in general populations, 

including achieving favourable levels of BP level and weight and adopting healthier 
lifestyles (no smoking and no excess drinking), to reduce CVD mortality in long term. 

   

5.3 Strengths and limitations 

The INTERMAP Study was designed aiming to clarify the role of macro- and micro-

nutrients intake in the aetiology of adverse BP. Highly standardised data collection 

and measurement of multiple 24-hour dietary recalls, urinary excretion of metabolites 

and biomarkers, BP and anthropometric data, and a wide range of known 

confounders, enabled its unique characteristics to test its hypothesis. Moreover, 

extensive procedures and measures for quality control were applied to increase the 

precision and consistency of the data collection process throughout the fieldwork. All 

staffs involved in the INTERMAP Study underwent rigorous training and a dry-run to 

practice their skills in real settings, with immediate feedback from the international 

research team. In order to improve precision and reduce bias, data from participants 

who may have been under-reporting dietary energy intake and who did not provide 

complete urine specimens were excluded from the final analyses. Sequential 

regression models were established to adjust for dietary and non-dietary variables 

extensively and explore possible effects of potential risk factors (dietary and non-

dietary) on adverse BP levels. With all those measures, as shown above, 

correlations between urinary and dietary variables were as high as or higher than 

those reported from previous studies385-389 and these r values indicated the relative 

validity of the dietary data in the INTERMAP Study. 

In analyses of relationships between dietary GI/GL to BP in Chinese and Japanese 

populations, in order to assign GI values to food codes in China and Japan, a 

comprehensive algorithm was developed to make use of published GI values of 
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foods nationally and internationally and create matches to our best knowledge. 

Foods assigned GI values >0 contributed more than 90% of CHO intake in two 

countries. Multiple sensitivity analyses with sequential regression models were done, 

including stratification of gender, exclusion of participants taking medications, 

participants on a special diet, participants who were diagnosed with CVD or DM, and 

participants with high variability of daily nutrient intake, and the relationships 
persisted in sensitivity analyses.  

In the BP calibration study, the participants were screened to assure adequate 

numbers of data points for a stable calibrated equation across all BP ranges, and the 

participants were randomised to groups by devices and order to evaluate the 

influence of measurement order by different devices on BP levels. The study design 

also enabled comparisons of BP values between Omron Single Mode, Omron 

Manual Mode and the RZS and generation of equations to convert BP values 
between devices/modes.  

ICP Study is a prospective study in 3 Chinese populations, which can document the 

relationships of multiple nutrients intake to BP over the long term. It followed most of 

protocols developed in INTERMAP Study, especially for dietary data collection, with 

using up-to-date food codes and food composition table. In regression models, the 

outcome of BP change used three different approaches: BP values without any 

calibration, BP values with RZS-Omron calibration, BP values with RZS-Omron 

calibration and adding effects of anti-hypertensive medication. Analyses were done 

in all participants or in a subset of the study populations excluding individuals who 

were on anti-hypertensive medication to take account for the effects of anti-

hypertensive medications on BP change. The results were not substantially affected 
in all analyses. 

Although our study has strengths, there are also several limitations for this study. 

Firstly, regarding the exposure assessment, there are problems from the nature of 

method for dietary data collection. We have to admit that there is no ideal dietary 

assessment method currently, and 24-hour dietary recall used in INTERMAP and 

ICP Study is subject to random errors and systematic bias. Random errors may be 

attributable to the expected day to day variation in consumption of foods by 

individuals, measurement errors in estimating portion size, and the differences of 
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nutrients between the real food of consumption (due to different growing conditions, 

cooking methods etc.) and the standard food in food composition tables. Random 

errors of independent variables (i.e.: dietary intake) can attenuate the relations in 

linear regression models. This effect is known as regression-dilution bias, which 

could result in the regression slope coefficient being biased downwards towards the 

null390-393. Possible sources of systematic bias included recall bias (i.e.: under-

reporting) as its reliance on participant’s memory and subjective estimation by 

participant of quantities or portion size of food consumed, or possible reluctance of 

participant to report type or amount of certain foods or drinks (e.g., alcohol 

consumption) or distortion of the report to impress the interviewer; observer bias (i.e.: 

leading questions), and bias in food composition tables (i.e.: secular change trend of 

ingredients in foods over time). Systematic bias leads to consistent under-estimation 

or over-estimation of dietary intakes. We attempted to minimize those possible 

random errors and systematic biases in our study by repeated measurements of four 

visits, highly standardised protocol and methods, extensive trainings for all staffs, 

internationally cooperative efforts to update food composition tables, and regular 

quality controls throughout the study244, 247, 248. Regarding the dietary intake, an 

additional limitation is that dietary data collected over four days in INTERMAP study 

may not represent the habitual dietary patterns in the long-term, and especially may 

not account for seasonal and festival (i.e.: spring festival) variability of dietary intake. 

Thus, dietary GI and GL and other dietary variables assessed in 4 visits by 24-hour 

dietary recall at the baseline may not reflect the real exposure status and lead to 

misclassifications. In regression analyses, it should be noted that multicollinearity of 

predictors may introduce errors and correlations between exploratory variables 

(especially dietary variables) that can result in attenuation or inflation of the 

regression coefficients. Hence we made correlation tables of study variables and 

remove highly correlated variables from the regression models, and established 

sequential models to explore relationships. Furthermore, residual confounding 

factors may also bias the results, for example, dietary GI/GL was positively 

correlated with vegetable protein and fibre intake, therefore dietary GI/GL in the 

current study is possibly a marker for vegetable protein or fibre and is not related to 

BP independently. Even though we adjusted those variables in sequential models, 

residual confounding may still exist due to measurement errors of those variables. 

What is more, unknown or unmeasured variables which could influence the relations 
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of dietary GI/GL to BP can lead to residual confounding as well. Therefore, findings 

in observational studies should be confirmed where possible by randomized 
controlled trials. 

The outcome assessment in the study, BP measurements, might also be a source of 

limitations, despite extensive measures being applied throughout the training and 

field data collection. The key limitations include observer bias in second BP 

measurement, potential increased anxiety of the participant with the discomfort of 

cuff placement or white coat effect. Although study staffs for BP measurement were 

certified to use both BP devices (RZS, Omron) and regular monitoring was carried 

out, the observer might still influence the results. The significant effect of device 
order in the BP calibration study might be partially explained by observer bias.     

In the ICP Study, one concern is still the dietary exposure assessment. As 18 years 

is a long gap and there were no interim examinations during the baseline and follow-

up, the exposure status might have changed during the follow-up. Reverse causality 

which usually presents in observational studies may also lead to biased results here, 

as participants may have altered their dietary intake toward a healthier diet following 

diagnosis with HTN or CVDs, and it might explain the inverse relationship between 

the variable on special diet at baseline and BP change in the follow-up. Another 

concern is that the study power might not be adequate to examine associations 

between nutrients and BP, as only 2 relatively small study populations were included 

in our analyses. Further research is planned to follow up all population samples in 
the INTERMAP Study.  

5.4 Future plan 

With current analyses shown in the thesis, more efforts will be extended to explore 

the wide range of data generated in the ICP Study. Firstly, the data collection for the 

Guangxi site needs to be completed for the ICP Study by the end of 2016, to 

improve the study power, and to enable the comparisons between north and south 

China. Moreover, the prospective study will be initiated in other 3 countries to follow 
up other 14 population samples in the INTERMAP Study. 
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Based on current data collection, dietary data and up to date food composition table 

needs to be finalised, and more aspects of dietary change will be explored, 
especially the dietary behaviours.   

Moreover, the laboratory analyses will start soon, to explore the changes of urinary 

metabolites (i.e.: urinary Na, K, Ca, Mg, alanine and hippurate etc.) over the 18 

years, and establish the relationships between urinary biomarkers and BP and CVD 

risk in long term, and also explore the differences of metabolomics between north 
and south China populations between baseline and follow-up.  

 

5.5 Conclusions   

In summary, dietary GI and GL were not directly associated with BP in Chinese and 

Japanese populations in the INTERMAP Study; equations were generated to convert 

BP values by RZS to Omron AOD; participants of INTERMAP Chinese populations 

experienced dietary change in the past 18 years, and most of foods and absolute 

intakes of three macronutrients, total energy and dietary Na decreased, whereas the 

nutrient density of dietary fat and protein increased; higher intake of dietary total 

protein and glutamic acid at baseline tended to be associated with smaller BP 

increase; and higher intake of dietary vegetable protein and glutamic acid at baseline 

tended to be associated with lower risk of incident HTN; the participants who were in 

the LR group for CVD at the baseline maintained better cardiovascular health in the 

follow-up, and had significantly lower risk from CVD death. These results underscore 

the importance of effects of dietary exposure on BP and suggested that the protein 

intake especially the glutamic acid intake, may be associated with less BP increase 

with age and risk of HTN in long term. This may have implications for nutritional 

approaches to control high BP levels and slow down BP increase with age in general 

populations. Larger randomized controlled trials in long-term will be needed to 
confirm the findings in our studies.    
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Appendix A: Protocol for BP Calibration Study 
 

1. Background 

During baseline examinations of INTERMAP, blood pressure (BP) was measured by 

using the Hawksley random zero sphygmomanometer (RZS). Due to the risks of 

mercury toxicity and potential threat to environment and human health, Hawksley 

RZS could not be used any more in INTERMAP prospective study. Thereby, a new 

automated oscillometric device (AOD)-the Omron HEM-907 Professional Blood 

Pressure Monitor will be used for the follow-up examination after discussion with 

experts on BP measurement instrument. The model of HEM-907 is designed for 

clinical use in professional settings and is clinically proven to produce fast and 

reliable results of BP measurement. It has been sold in worldwide market for nearly 

10 years and has been validated by BSH/ESH/AAMI standards. Moreover, that 

model is light and built as a mobile unit which suits the condition where the fieldwork 
will be conducted. 

Blood pressure change over 19 years post-baseline is a key and primary outcome 

for INTERMAP Follow-up Study. However, comparison of blood pressure levels 

within populations over time (blood pressure change) would be impossible if different 

blood pressure instruments have been used, since systematic measurement 

differences exist between blood pressure instruments. In order to achieve 

comparability of blood pressure values between baseline and prospective study, an 
equation for converting RZS to AOD blood pressure values will be needed. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1 Samples and Participants  

A population sample, including both men and women aged 40-79 years, will be 

recruited in communities similar to INTERAMP Study baseline Chinese populations. 

Subject requirements include: (1) numbers: 200 subjects (please refer to the last part 

of this protocol for the calculation of the sample size of this calibration study); (2) 

gender: at least 60 male and 60 female; (3) age range: all subjects should be aged 
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40-79 years; (4) heart rhythm: sinus rhythm; (5) blood pressure range: more than 30 
subjects in each of the three SBP recruitment ranges (see following ranges). 

SBP (mmHg) low range: <120; medium range: 120-159; high range: >160. 

People with an arm circumference exceeding 42 centimetres and requiring the use of 

a thigh cuff (which is not available now) are ineligible to participate in this calibration 

study. 

Potential eligible participants will be invited to visit our local clinical site and be 

screened for this BP calibration study. A staff at the registration desk will be 

responsible to enrol eligible participants (subject requirements) and monitor the 

recruitment process to ensure the number of subjects in each recruitment range 
must be more than 30 subjects at least.  

2.2 Procedures 

Every participant for screening will complete a form and have a BP measurement 

(using Omron, Single Mode, P-set AUTO) after at least 10 minutes rest. This 

measurement and the form will be used to determine the eligibility of each participant 
to enter the BP calibration study.  

Each eligible participant will then be randomly assigned (stratified by screening SBP 

of each participant) to Procedure A or Procedure B for BP measurements. In 

procedure A, participants will take three times of BP measurement by Omron HEM-

907 (Single mode) firstly, and by RZS and Omron (Manual mode) simultaneously 

after 3 minutes rest. In procedure B, participants will take three times of BP 

measurement by RZS and Omron HEM-907 simultaneously firstly, and by Omron 
singly after 3 minutes rest. 

The procedures are showed in the flow chart in the section of Methods 3.3.2. 

2.2.1 Preparation 

2.2.1.1 Equipment: Get measurement equipment ready, which include RZS, double 

Y-stethoscope with bell, Omron HEM-907, Omron cuffs in three sizes, extra tubes, 

SECA measuring tapes, and Y-connector. Y-connector will be used to connect the 
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RZS, the Omron and the Omron cuff to measure BP simultaneously with the two 
devices.  

2.2.1.2 Staffs: Two trained observers (Observer No.1-O1; Observer No.2-O2) are to 

take BP measurements with two devices (each staff will be in charge of one device, 

Omron or RZS) and record BP readings on forms. 3 Omron HEM-907 BP 

measurements (Single Mode), 3 RZS BP measurements, and 3 Omron HEM-907 BP 

measurements (Manual Mode) will be made on each participant. The observers will 

alternate measurements using the RZS and Omron. For an instance, O1 will 

measure a participant’s BP three times with the RZS, and O2 will measure a 

participant’s BP six times with the Omron. And the next participant would have O2 
measure BP three times with the RZS, and O1 measure BP six times with the Omron.  

The Omron device display and RZS gauge will be positioned in such a way that each 

observer could only see their respective displays and they will be responsible for 
recording readings by RZS or Omron HEM-907.   

2.2.1.3 Before measuring BP  

2.2.1.3.1 Provide a quiet location for measurement of BP. Ask the participant to 

remove outer garments, jackets, etc. Sleeve of shirts, blouses, etc., is to be rolled up 

so that the upper right arm is bare for the BP cuff. The participant is to be seated. 

When seated, the participant’s right arm is to rest, palm up, with elbow on the desk 

so that the antecubital fossa is level with the heart. The participant’s legs are not to 

be crossed.  

2.2.1.3.2 Cuff size determination: 

Correct size of cuff is essential for accurate BP measurement. If an arm cuff not 

suitable for the size of the arm is used for the study, BP may not be measured 
correctly. Cuff size will be indicated by measured arm circumference: 

Arm Circumference (cm) Selected Cuff Size (Omron HEM-907) 
17 to 22 S 
22 to 32 M (Standard) 
32 to 42  L 
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Measurement of arm circumference: have the participant stand, with the right arm 

hanging and bending the elbow so that the forearm is horizontal to the floor; put a 

mark of the midpoint between the acromion (bony protuberance at the shoulder) and 

the olecranon (tip of the elbow); have the participant relax arm alongside of the body; 

using the measuring tape record the circumference of the arm at the midpoint, in 
centimetres. 

Enter the arm circumference indicated by the tape on forms, and use the criteria 
above for determining cuff size. 

2.2.1.3.3 Apply the correct cuff firmly enough to prevent slipping. As a guideline of 

the tightness of the cuff, it should be possible to insert about two fingers under the 

cuff. Align the artery mark �ART�� with the brachial artery. Make sure that �ART

�� is within the “RANGE”. The lower edge of the cuff is to be 1-2 cm above the 

cubital fossa, to allow sufficient room for the bell of the stethoscope. Run the cuff 

tube out the peripheral side with no bends. Be sure that the top edge of the cuff is 

not restricted by clothing. The observers should enter his/her ID and record date and 
time using the 24-hour clock in the space provided in forms. 

2.2.1.3.4 Screening for eligible participants 

The eligibility of each participant will be checked before the randomization, each of 

them will be asked whether they ate food, drinking alcohol, smoking or had any 

heavy physical activity in past 30 minutes (if they did, please wait at least 30 minutes 

to take the screening test), and have a rest in a seat for at least 10 minutes. The BP 

measurement will be made once by Omron with the setting on SINGLE and AUTO, 

this BP reading is recorded as “BP1” in the screening form. The eligibility will be 

reviewed by register staff, eligible participants can be enrolled and randomly 

assigned to Procedure A or B (stratified randomization according to screening SBP 

range); for those people who are not eligible for BP calibration study, we can give 

feedback for their BP level and explain to them, and a gift will be provided for thanks 
to their kind participation. 

2.2.1.3.4 Determination of P-set Volume Setting (peak inflation pressure): 
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The BP reading in screening test (“BP1”) will be used to determine the P-set level for 

Omron machine in BP calibration study. In terms of different modes for Omron 
device, the P-set level can be determined accordingly as following: 

(a) In BP measurements by Omron alone (the Mode is SINGLE), if BP1 is higher 

than 200 mmHg, then the P-set Volume should be set to be higher than the sum of 

BP1 and 50 mmHg (BP1+50 mmHg) as proper inflation may not be possible in 

“AUTO” setting. As the P-set Volume only have six values besides “AUTO” setting: 

100, 140, 180, 220, 260, 280 mmHg, if “BP1+50” is less than 260 mmHg, set the 

target inflation value to 260 mmHg; if “BP1+50” exceeds 260 mmHg, set the target 

inflation value to 280 mmHg. If BP1 is lower than 200 mmHg, then the P-set Volume 

should be “AUTO”. When setting the P-SET to “AUTO”, turn the Volume 
counterclockwise as far as it goes until you can hear the click sound. 

(b) In BP measurements by RZS and Omron simultaneously (the Mode is 

MANUAL), calculate the peak inflation pressure (target inflation value as the P-set 

Volume) as follows: either BP1 + 50 mmHg or 180 mmHg, whichever is the greater. 

For example, if a participant’s BP1 is 120 mmHg, when we measure BP by Omron 

and RZS simultaneously, 180 mmHg will be the P-set level for Omron; if a 

participant’s BP1 is 140 mmHg, 190 mmHg will be the target inflation value, but 190 

mm is not an option for P-set Volume (only have 180, 220, 260, 280 mm), we can 

choose the nearest value (but must be higher than 190) as alternative, which is 220 
mmHg.  

2.2.2 BP measurement 

Procedure A: 

A-(1)BP measurement by Omron alone (SINGLE mode): first step of Procedure A (or 

the second step of Procedure B) 

(a) Turn on the Omron HEM-907. It is best to have the Omron connected to the main 

power supply, rather than relying on the battery power. Turn the P-SET dial on the 
Omron to the ”AUTO” or a target level (if BP1>200 mmHg). 

(b) Turn the “MODE” on the Omron to SINGLE. 

(c) Press START button on the Omron. Ensure it inflates the cuff. 
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(d) Watch the Omron and note the pressure levels. 

(e) Record the systolic and diastolic BP levels from the Omron, when the cuff is 
completely deflated.  

(f) Repeat a second and a third blood pressure measurement as described in (a) to 

(e) above and record on the forms. After this step, please let the participant have at 

least 3 minutes rest and go to the second step. 

 

A-(2)BP measurement by RZS and Omron at the same time (Omron MANUAL mode, 

using Y-connector to connect RZS, Omron and Omron cuff): second step of 
Procedure A (or the first step of Procedure B) 

RZS Observer Procedures 

(a) Attach Y-connector to the RZS, the Omron, and the Omron cuff. The diaphragm 

of RZS is to be at “OPEN”, after the Omron observer has set up and turned on the 
Omron. 

(b) With the fingers of the left hand, locate the brachial pulse at the point of maximal 

pulsation immediately below the cuff. Place the bell of the stethoscope there and the 

earpiece part into ears. The bell is not to touch the cuff, rubber tubing, or clothing. 

(c) Look at the manometer with the centre of the scale at eye level and the column 

perfectly upright, wait the other observer press the “START” button on the Omron, 
ensure it inflates the cuff for both devices, and the mercury column in the RZS rises. 

(d) Turn the diaphragm tap to the left, to the position marked “CLOSE”, when the 
mercury column on the RZ has dropped 20 mm from its highest point. 

(e) Listen for the Korotkoff sounds with the stethoscope: record the systolic and 5th 

phase diastolic BP readings to the nearest 2 mm Hg, uncorrected for the zero. The 

systolic is recorded at the appearance of the first sound in a series of at least two 

sounds. The diastolic pressure phase 5 is recorded at the mercury level 2 mm below 

the level at which the last sound was heard (NOT at the level of the last sound). If BP 
sounds can be heard down to zero, record diastolic pressure as zero. 
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(f) Record readings from the RZS, when the cuff is completely deflated, note and 
record the “zero” reading. Turn the diaphragm tap to “OPEN”. 

(g) Repeat a second and a third blood pressure measurement as described in b to f 

above. Wait 1 minute between each measurement. Record the readings on the 

forms.      

 

Omron Observer Procedures 

(a) Turn on the Omron HEM-907. It is best to have the Omron connected to the main 

power supply, rather than relying on the battery power. 

(b) Turn the “MODE” on the Omron to MANUAL. Turn the P-SET dial on the Omron 

to the P-SET level estimated in the above process. Place the double Y-stethoscope 

earpieces into his/her ears (at same time as other staff for RZS) and hold the bell 
over the participant’s artery. 

(c) Press START button on the Omron. Ensure it inflates the cuff for both devices. 

(d) Watch the Omron and listen for the onset of 1st (sounds)-SBP and 5th 

(disappearance)-DBP Korotkoff phase sounds (as BP measurement by RZS), noting 

the pressure levels. 

(e) Record the systolic and diastolic BP levels from the Omron, when the cuff is 

completely deflated and the Omron is at “0”.  

(f) Repeat a second and a third blood pressure measurement as described in a to e 

above and record on the forms. Each observer should take all three measurements 
of each participant with the same device. 

 

The Procedure B will follow the reversed measuring sequence of Procedure A. 

	


